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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents metrical analyses of tone assignment (tone shift, tone
insertion, tone spread) In four Bantu languages of Tanzania. A constrained
metrical system of rules and parameters (Halle and Vergnaud 1987) Is
introduced and applied to these languages In order to explain a variety or
long-distance tone phenomena. The metrical analysis reduces these
phenomena to a set of local operations within an autosegmental theory of
phonology.
Along with the Introduction to metrical theory (Chapter One), a theory of
tone and morphology for the Bantu languages is sketched out and illustrated
by partial analyses of Kimatuumbi and Cl-Ruri (Chapter Two). Fuller
analyses of Digo (Chapter Three) and Sukuma (Chapter Four) follow, building
on the theoretical devices which were developed for the analyses of
Kimatuumbi and CI-Rurl. Metrical structure is shown to play a profound role
In the tonology of these languages.
The study concludes by drawing out the theoretical implications of the
previous analyses, with particular attention to the typology of tone-accent
interactions.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Morris Halle
Title: Institute Professor (Linguistics)
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'Phonology Is a precise science, as precise
as the most fastidious precisian could
desire. It is based on truth, it is buttressed
by law."
John Clark, Manual of Lipjnulstics. 1893.
'There's a million ways to wiggle.'
Morris Halle, Morphology class,
February 27, 1986.
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Introduction
Solving a problem like Sukuma
It has been said that a central task of the phonologist is to
understand Agljgejy. Most phonological processes display strict locality
requirements: one sound affects a neighboring sound, as with palatalization,
nasalization, or compensatory lengthening. Or, one sound takes on a feature
in a certain local environment, as with English stop aspiration or German
rime devoicing. One finds, on the other hand, no phonological processes such
as, "devoice the final consonant if the word begins with a vowel," or
"metathesize the first and last velars in a word."
The more formidable challenges for an explanatory theory of
phonology, then, have been sound processes which affect elements that seem
to be non-adjacent. Vowel harmony is one example. How is it that the
features of one vowel are able to affect the features of another vowel when
there is an intervening consonant? Infixation is another example of an
operation which seems to defy requirements of adjacency. How does the
grammar "know" where to put the infix with respect to the edge of the
word?
Recent advances in the field of generative phonology have uncovered
the truly local nature of operations such as vowel harmony and infixation.
Specifically, autosegmental theory (Goldsmith 1976) and underspecification
theory (Steriade 1967), along with notions of feature geometry (Sagey
1966), have all contributed to our understanding of how adjacency must be
defined for certain types of phonological processes.
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This dissertation investigates another sort of seemingly non-local
operation, namely, the movement of tones in a variety of Bantu languages of
Tanzania. High tones In these languages can travel great distances (in
phonological terms), crossing strings of phonemes of arbitrary length, it
appears. Digo and CI-Ruri, for example, regularly display tone shifts of up
to six syllables, and even longer movements are possible in principle.
The goal of this study Is to describe and explain these long-distance
tone assignments; the tack to be taken is the redefinement of such tonal
operations as ].gaL operations, operations between adjacent elements. In
particular, I attempt to define phonological "next-ness" with the primitives
of metrical theory. Other recent advances in phonology are also exploited In
the analysis: end-based domains (Selkirk 1986), Bantu word structure
(Myers 1987), and Tone-Accent Attraction (Goldsmith 1987).
In the languages under consideration, it is rarely difficult to isolate
the tonal characteristics of each morpheme. For example, in the pair of Digo
finite verb forms below, it is clear that the High tone of the penultimate
vowel in the second form is due to the word-initial subject marking
morpheme /a-/ of the present tense.
ni-na-onjerez-a 'I am adding to'
a-na -onJer6z-a .'he Is adding to'
All of the morphemes in the first form bear a phonetic Low tone; the
presence of the High tone in the second form can only be due to the different
subject prefix. The pairs above are quite representative; the present tense
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/a-I subject prefix is undoubtedly the source of the High tone (cf.
Kisseberth 1984).
In the preceding example the High tone of /a-/ has travelled
rightward to a morpheme which is four syllables away. The distance of
movement is not fixed at four syllables, however: the High tone of /a-/ can
travel one, two, or three syllables to the right, as the following data show.
a-.l-zungumiz-a 'he Is conversing'
a-fna-.g-a 'he is beating'
a-Oa-ra glz-a 'he is ordering'
Also in Ci-Ruri phonology High tones make long pilgrimages. For
example, the object marking prefix /li-/ 'it' contributes a High tone to a
verb, much like the /a-/ prefix of Digo. The High tone of /li-/ travels to the
end of the verb and beyond: in the example below the High tone of the /li-/
object prefix has shifted to the first syllable of the following noun phrase.
o-ku-Ba-ll-sorotor-er-a ll-oul 'to pull out the stone for them'
cf. li-Bui 'the stone'
In isolation the noun phrase bears no phonetic High tone; the High tone which
it bears in the infinitival phrase is due to the /i-/ verbal prefix. In this
case the High tone of the object prefix has travelled six syllales
rightward, all the way into another word.
Similar tone shifts are found in Sukuma, yet another Tanzanian tone
language. The High tone of the verb stem /bon-/'to see' can travel zero,
one, two, or three syllables rightward, even into another word.
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a-0lm-e baniO
a-ka-•n-L. mi-dbu ml-t6ale
a-ka-kan-a o ma-hagala
a-ka-bon-a m-h6goala
The High tone associated to the first vowel
can appear four or five syllables rightward
ml-kalogoma .ml-doto
mli-klogmg mI-d6to
'let him see people'
'he saw a big sp. of tree'
'he saw the tree forks'
'he saw tree !orks'
of the nominal stem /kologoma/
in another word.
'wet mkologoma trees'
'wet mkologoma trees'
How do the High tones in Sukuma, Ci-Ruri, and Digo find the correct
(non-adjacent) vowel to land on? What sort of road sign guides them in
their eastward travels? I defend the thesis that abstract metrical markers
determine the movement of High tones.
To recapitulate, Tanzanian tone languages show a striking array of
tone movements. Tones shift from one vowel to another vowel which is not
in the following syllable. These processes are fully regular and can be
described systematically; the problem for phonological theory is to develop
a parsimonious explanation for these long-distance tone assignments. The
present study offers a metrical solution to the problems in Sukuma, Digo,
Cl-Ruri, and Kimatuumbi; the long-distance tone phenomena prove to be
local operations under a metrical interpretation.
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Chapter One
The Elements of Metrical Theory
1.0 The goal of the present work
The central thesis of this work is quite simple: metrical structure
rules, such as are familiar from the grammar of English and other European
languages, play a role in the determination of intonation contours in certain
languages traditionally classified as "tone languages". This is by no means a
new idea: work as early as McCawley 1970 and Goldsmith 1981 suggested
that the typological distinction between "tone languages" and "stress
languages" was misleading. In fact, there is a large and growing literature
which argues for accentual approaches to tonal phenomena, in large part due
to John Goldsmith's 1976 dissertation on the autosegmental nature of tone
systems.
That two Bantu languages are the focus of this dissertation is no
novelty: previous work on tone-and-accent studies in generative grammar
has focused almost exclusively on Bantu languages. The two languages
discussed below, Digo and Sukuma, are chosen for a particular reason,
however. The complexity of their tonal systems lies somewhere between
Swahili on the one hand, which obviously employs metrical structure to
determine the (penultimate syllable) placement of high tone, and the
Grassland Bantu ;anguages on the other hand, in which a given vowel may
bear as many as ten different surface tones (cf. Spreda 1966). The
following analyses of Digo and Sukuma, together with previous research in
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tonology, help establish a typology of metrical tone systems. The kind of
analytical tools acquired in the study of the "easier" tone languages such as
Digo, Sukuma, and Klmatuumbi may prove useful in deciphering the
grammars of the most complex and confusing tone systems, both those of
Western Africa and even of Meso-America.
The minor thesis of the present work - that rules of tone
manipulation apply in the phrase-level phonology, after the rules of
metrical structure construction - Is also not an idea original to the author.
This notion was articulated for Japanese by McCawley in 1970. The
intuitive basis of this idea is that languages which employ metrical
structure in their grammars have the same "division of labor" as does
English in the determination of tonal contours. Metrical rules apply at the
word-level and sometimes at the phrase-level of the phonology; later
phrasal rules give a tonal interpretation to the metrical structure which has
been constructec earlier in the derivation. The claim here is not that all
tone languages have an underlying metrical structure (although that idea is
worth pursuing). Rather, the claim is that grammars which parse sound
strings into metrical constituents have a universally predetermined
ordering of metrical rules and tonal rules.
Thus, the correct typological distinction is not one of tone vs. accent
languages, but rather one of metrical vs. non-metrical languages (if the
latter in fact exist). Metrical languages subdivide into those like English on
the one hand which do not have tones (High/Low) specified in lexical
entries, and those like Digo and Sukuma on the other hand, which do include
tone features in underlying forms of words;
But i' the lendlng ideas of this dissertation are familiar proposals In
phonological theonry, what is the contribution of this work to linguistics?
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My goal Is to bring theories r.f ton -accent interaction in line with a
constrained theory of metrical structure (such as is found in Halle and
Vergnaud 1987, Hammond 1988, Hayes 1981). I hope that a greater depth of
explanation for tonal phenomena can be achieved by framing tonal theories
in terms of the more familiar components nf constrained metrical theories
(with such rules as Stress Erasure, Clash Deletion, binarity or
unboundedness, etc.). The analyses to follow are demonstrations of the
various notions mentioned above, worked out more or less for entire tone
systems, rather than for a small part of a tonal grammar (say, the
associative construction). The intended contribution of this thesis to
linguistic theory is the synthesis - vorked out exhaustively and in detail -
of the ideas o( a num:er of researchers, showing that taken together these
ideas help the language learner (and the linguist) decipher the complex tone
rules of particular languages.
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1.1 Why suspect metrical structure in Bantu?
At first blush it might seem like an exercise in quixotic reductionism
to try to impose metrical theory on the grammars of Bantu languages. After
all, the distinction between tone languages and accent languages, though
difficult to state formallyl, has nonetheless proven useful in the
characterization of language types and should not be blithely discarded.
Metrical theories have traditionally found a place in the analysis of stress
assignment in various Indo-European, Austronesian, and American languages.
Grammarians of the Bantu languages often state explicitly, however, that
such languages have no stressed vowels, and that all vowels have the same
intensity (albeit on different pitches). It might seem a bit ethnocentric,
then, to assume that metrical systems are found in every spot on the globe.
Nevertheless, there is a growing body of evidence in phonological
research to suggest that metrical systems participate in many more
processes of speech production than stress assignment alone. Evidence of
this sort merits inclusion in the present discussion, since it helps to
demonstrate the wider utility of metrical structure in domains of phonology
other than stress assignment. In particular, we will consider next the
successes of metrical theory in the analysis of reduplication and vowel
shortening processes.
ISee Hyma~ 1978 for one proposal.
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1.1.1 Reduplication in YidinY and Manam
McCarthy and Prince 1986 (M&P '86) offer a detailed theory of the
role which prosodic structures (syllables, feet, minimal words) play in
morphological operations. In particular, they discuss examples of
reduplication from many languages in which the copied string is longer than
a single segment or syllable. One such case is Yidinv (Australia), which has
a reduplicative verbal prefix.
(1) Yldinu verbal reduplication
mulari mula-mulari 'initiated man' (M&P 35)
kintalpa kintal-kintalpa 'species of lizard'
kalamparaae kala-kalamparaa 'March fly'
The reduplicated string in Yidinv cannot be characterized in terms of
a certain number of segments (i.e. consonants and vowels; hereafter
abbreviated as 'C' and 'V'). In the first and third examples the copied string
is four segments long (CVCV), whereas in the second example the copied
string is five or six segments long (CVCVC or CVCCVC, depending on how one
analyzes the structure of the nasal-obstruent cluster [ntl). 2 Why ore only
four segments copied in the first and third examples? This is not so
because there is no fifth segment to be copied: one could conceivably
generate the form *mular-mulagi. This shows that the reduplicative
operation is not simply counting segments. The correct generalization for
2McCarthy and Prince 1986 rehearse arguments from Nash 1979 for treating nasal-
consonant clwters such as [nt ]or [map ] as prenasalized stops in this language, not as
clusters of two consonants.
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Yidin9 is that the first two syllables of the word are copied and prefixed to
the word.
A similar - but not identical - reduplicative operation takes place in
Manam. Manam reduplication differs from Yidirn in two ways: first, the
copied string is suffixed to the word, not prefixed; and second, the copied
string is two mores long, not two syllables.
(2) Manam
salaga salaga-laga 'long' (M&P '06, 39)
moito moita-ita 'knife'
?arai ?arai-rai 'species of ginger'
la?o la?o-la?o 'go'
malaborj malabom-borj 'flying fox'
?ulan ?ulan-larj 'desire'
Again in Manam, one cannot express the reduplication operation by referring
to the number of segments copied. Copied strings take all possible shapes:
CVCV, VCV, CVV, and CVC. Instead, the correct generalization is that the
last two moras (and their associated onsets) constitute the string to be
suffixed.
McCarthy and Prince 1986 conclude that morphological operations
such as reduplication do not have the ability to count up segments. Rather,
morphological operations are most accurately stated in terms of higher
level prosodic structures. That is, an operation such as reduplication may
affix a single unit of structure - foot or syllable, for example - to a word.
The condition that only single prosodic units may be operated upon prohibits
one from stating operations in terms of multiple units, such as two
syllables or three mores. For example, the reduplications of Manam and
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YidinU must be stated as the affixation of a binary (bimoraic or bisyllabic)
foot to the word, not as the affixation of two syllables or moras.3
(3) Ft F2 Ft, Ft F2
S\ \ VidnY
a a -: C (a a a
/\ / A\ / A /I\ /\ /1\ /A
k i ntal pa k i ntal k i ntal pa
F1 F2 Fi' FI F2
I /\ I /\ /\ lManam
I II I II II
?a ral ?a ra! ral
The difference between reduplication in the two languages (besides the
direction of affixation) is that YidinU builds binary feet over syllables,
whereas Manam builds binary feet over moras. This is a well-established
parameter of metrical theory (see below) 4
Evidence for the presence of binary foot structure in Manam is found
In the placement of stress. Stress in Manam usually falls on the penultimate
mora (M&P '86).
(4) sirj6ba 'Dush'
so?6i 'tobacco'
li6nta 'moss'
malab6rj 'flying fox'
3T' is the abbreviation for the category Tec•t', '&' for 'mora'.
4In fact, a third difference between these languages is the direction of foot
construction: right to left for Manam, but left to right for Yidinl. This will be
explicated in the next section.
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This fact supports the theory that Manam words are parsed into metrical
constituents consisting of bimoralc feet: stress falls on the first mora of
the final foot. It is this final foot which is copied in Manam reduplication.
Reference to metrical constituents allows for a simple statement of
reduplication in Manam and YidinU - simpler than a purely segmental
approach.
20
1.1.2 Vowel length in YidinU
Returning to the Australian language YidlnU, we find there an unusual
process of vowel lengthening. The data below come from Hayes 1980, which
are taken in turn from work by R. M. W. Dixon. The analysis to follow is a
simplification of the theories offered in Hayes (1980, 197-f.) and Halle and
Vergnaud (1987, 221-224).
There are four sources of long vowels in YidinY. Three suffixes induce
vowel lengthening: the antipassive suffix, the "going" aspectual suffix, and
the "coming" aspectual suffix.
(13) /wurjaba/--> wugaba:-dYi-rj 'hunt-antipassive-past'
/wawa/ -- > wawa:-dVi-r 'sae-antipassive-past'
A second source of long vowels is the segment /y/ when it occurs in
syllable-final position. This segment is deleted after the vowel /i/,
triggering at the same time the lengthening of /i/: /galbiy/ 'catfish'
surfaces as Igalbi:].
A third source of long vowels is the lexicon: certain vowels must be
treated as underlying long vowels, as for example the long vowels in dug~ .
'mopoke owl-absolutive', galambara: 'march fly-abs.', and wara:buga 'white
apple tree-abs.' There is no other explanation for the length of these
vowels other than to posit that they are lexically specified as such.
The fourth source of long vowels is a rule of penultimate lengthening.
This rule lengthens a vowel in the penultimate syllable of a word, but only
upon the unusual condition that the word contain an odd number of syllables.
Consider the contrast in even- and odd-syllabled words below.
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(14) a. even number of syllables
gallg 'go-present'
gudaga-gu 'dog-purposive"
b. odd number of syllables
guda-guda:ga 'dog-redup -abs.'
guda:ga 'dog-abs.'
This is precisely the sort of "counting" behavior that metrical
approaches to phonology are intended to characterize well. We have seen in
the previous section that the grammar of YidinY parses strings of sounds
into binary constituents for the purpose of reduplication. This parsing into
binary feet also determines the context for the rule of Penultimate
Lengthening. The metrical statement of Penultimate Lengthening in (15) is
modified from Halle and Vergnaud (1987, 223).
(15) Yidinv Penultimate Lengthening: lengthen the penultimate
vowel when it is followed by a syllable
which constitutes a unary foot.
F
I
V -- > V: /
Binary constituent construction proceeds from left to right in YidinY.
If there are an even number of syllables in a word, the last syllable will be
parsed into the same constituent as the penultimate syllable (16a). When
there are in odd number of syllables, the final syllable will constitute a
(degenerate) unary constituent by itself; the penultimate syllable is a
constituent with the antepenultimate syllable in this case (16b).
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(16) a. even number of syllables
(galirg)
(guda) (ga-gu)
b. odd number of syllables
(guda)-(guda) (ga)(guda) (ga)
'go-present'
'dog-purposive'
'dog-redup.-abs.'
'dog-abs.'
The penultimate syllable is lengthened just in case the final syllable
constitutes a unary constituent: gu4ggg and ggudg agng. In sum, we see
that metrical structure determines the context for vowel lengthening in
YidinY; metrical structure is not simply for rules of stress placement.
There are other complexities to the patterns of surface vowel length
in YidinY which cannot be discussed here.
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1.1.3 Meta-linguistic considerations
It has been shown above that metrical structure plays a role in a
number of phonological processes and not only In stress assignment. One
could multiply examples of metrical dependencies in morphological
operations, vowel harmony, and other segmental processes. One might find
it somewhat surprising, then, if there were no interaction between metrical
structure and tonology.
But this argument for metrical dependencies in tone assignment is
rather a preliminary one: it merely clears away certain initial scepticisms
towards the reasonableness of extending metrical approaches to tone.
Nevertheless, there are at least two stronger arguments to be made for the
attempt to import "stress" into African languages.
The first comes from the nature of Universal Grammar. By Universal
Grammar I mean the set of linguistic principles, heuristics, parameters,
concepts, definitions, and assumptions with which every human is endowed
by virtue of being human. The dictates of Universal Grammar guide learners
of a language to the proper (albeit unconscious) formulation of the structure
of their native language, as well as the means by which this structure - of
sounds, words, phrases, and discourses - relates to other forms of learned
or innate knowledge (i.e., the "real world").
Since Universal Grammar is by definition the genetic legacy of every
speaker of the world's thousands of languages, one would expect to find in
every language certain constant properties derivable from the nature of
Universal Grammar. Such properties are the universals of Universal
Grammar. By a "universal", I do not mean the sort of statistical tendencies
that emerge from the very useful surveys by such renowned linguists as
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Joseph Greenberg or Ian Maddieson. Rather, I mean the exceptionless
universals that motivate notions such as the geometry of phonological
features, proposed by G. N. Clements and E. Sagey. These linguists have
hypothesized a structural representation for phonological segments which
derives the fact that certain features of segments cluster together for the
purposes of phonological operations, whereas others do not. For example,
the features of tongue height and backness spread together in certain
assimilations of adjacent sounds, but the features of nasality and roundness
do not work together in any like fashion in any language. This universal of
natural language is captured as such in the theory of Universal Grammar by
positing a certain hierarchical arrangement of the features of phonological
theory (cf. Sagey 1986).
Likewise in the theory of syntax, certain theories have attained some
level of explanation by positing that Universal Grammar has particular
syntactic dictates for all languages. One example is the theory of Case in
Government and Binding theory. Not every language displays morphological
marking for syntactic case on noun phrases. German, for example, shows a
distinction among four cases in noun phrases and pronouns: nominative,
accusative, genitive, and dative. English on the other hand only shows a
nominative/accusative distinction with certain pronouns. Nonetheless, the
fact that some languages do make use of case distinctions leads the
theoretician to hypothesize that "Case" is a primitive of syntactic theory.3
This sort of supposition is not uncommon. Consider, for example, the Latin case system
as explained by most traditional grammars. Second declension nouns show a phonetic
difference between the nominative and vocative cases: Marcus (est nauta) vs. O Marce!.
This distinction does not show up in the other declensions; one form is used for both
nominatives and vocatives. Nonetheless, grammarians do not therefore claim that the
vocative case exists in Latin only in the second delensiofn. Rather, they claim that
there is a vocative form in the other noun declensions, but that it is phonologically
identical to the nominative.
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That is to say, language learners do not need to figure out the place of Case
in the grammar of their language: the learner rather is "programmed" to
expect the existence of Case-marking for any given language, even if that
language shows no case distinctions in surface forms.
Case-marking, then, is an abstract universal feature of every natural
language's grammar. Even when Case-marking does not show up in the
surface structure of a language, it plays a role in the syntactic derivations
of sentences in the language (as in English). The notion of abstract Case, for
instance, has been employed to explain the tight strictures on word order in
English (in contrast to a language such as Warlpiri - see Alexander 1989).
This leads us back to the question of metrical structure. Metrical
rules are found in the grammars of many languages from very different
language families. Thus, it is natural to assume that metrical parsing of
sound strings is a universal property of human grammar. That is, language
learners do not "discover" the use of metrical schemes in the grammar of
their language; rather, they presume the existence of metricality in the
language at hand. The constraints on metrical structure assignment are
such that the number of potential metrical schemes for any given languages
is finite, even small. It is the task of the learner simply to identify the
salient features of the language which reveal the metrical scheme.
Given this view of metrical structure - that it is one of the universal
properties of language - the phonologist is obliged to approach any
particular language in a certain way. The phonologist should expect to find
concrete manifestations of abstract metrical parsings, if not in the stress
patterns of the language, then in the morphology or segmental phonology -
or in the tonology. Furthermore, the linguist has a set of tools to bring to
bear on the analysis of the abstract metrical schemes of a new language.
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These are the tools of metrical parsing discovered in the course of research
on previously studies languages. Some of these tools (i.e. rules and
parameters) are catalogued below. Of course, some languages may employ
metrical parsing in a rather trivial and uninteresting way. Why this should
be so is a matter for students of language change and language typology.
This, then, is one positive argument for suspecting the presence of
metrical dependencies in tone assignment: to wit, the ubiquity of metrical
systems in the world's languages suggests that metrical parsing is a
property of Universal Grammar, an abstract property with concrete
consequences in every human language, even in the Bantu languages.
A second argument in defense of metrical approaches to tone
languages comes from considerations of learnability. Tone systems are
some of the most complex components of a language, as any tonologist will
attest. There has not infrequently been difficulty merely in describing the
patterns of certain tonal constructions, to say nothing of actually providing
a th wretical explanation for the tone patterns. The theory of
autosegmental phonology defended by John Goldsmith in his 1976
dissertation was a profound conceptual advance in the theory of tonology.
Mai nroblems related to learnability remain, nonetheless.
Consider the situation from the point of view of the language learner.
Linguists posit the presence of universal abstract constituencies, relations,
and categories which the learner brings to the task of figuring out the
syntax of the language. In fact, it is difficult to conceive of a person
learning a language without some such pre-conceived notions. One cannot
directly argue that the same situation obtains in the learning of tone
patterns. That is, it cannot be derived as a theorem that one must posit
metrical structures in order to decipher the tone system of a language. At
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best one can simply demonstrate the utility of such a device in the analysis
of a given language. Again, it cannot be proved mathemnatically that a tone
system is unlearnable apart from a metrical approach: instead, one must try
to show the relatyve simplicity of description attained by using metrical
schemes of analysis.6 That is the goal of the present work.
The question of learnability and Universal Grammar will be taken up
again in the last chapter.
6The reader is advised to pay heed to the word "relative" in this clause. I cannot claim
that the analyses to follow will be simple (according to any a priori notion of
simplicity, whatever 91 might be). Indeed, the metrical analyses I offer in the
following chapters are still very complex (perhaps unlearnably so). Nonetheless, I do
claim that the metrical approach is simpler than any non-metrical one which suggests
itself in the present paradigm of phonological theory.
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1.2 What is metrical structure?
One can find in the literature various notions of what metrical
structure is. It is not within the scope of this work to present a survey of
the different conceptions of metrical structure. I limit the discussion
below to the conception of metrical structure which is employed throughout
this work, touching on competing notions only for the sake of clarification
of my own conception. A full discussion of metrical structure (as conceived
in this work) is to be found in An sagy g Stress by Morris Halle and Jean-
Roger Vergnaud (1987).
To start, metrical structure is not identical to phonetic stress. That
is, metrical prominence (i.e. head of a metrical foot) must not be construed
as acoustic prominence. An asterisk '*' in a metrical grid is not short-hand
for such features as [(+increased volumel, [+high pitchl, [+intensity), or
however one might define "stress" in a phonetic description. Metrical
structure is not "stress" in this sense. Rather, phonetic stress is calculated
off of metrical structure, much in the same way that consonant mutations
(devoicing, lenition) are calculated off of syllable structure. Yet metrical
structure, like syllable structure, is an abstract phonological construction
with no direct phonetic correlates.
In fact, it is most appropriate to introduce metrical structure by
referring to other sorts of abstract structure by which linguists represent
elements of speech. Consider syntactic structures, for example. It is
(almost) universally accepted that an adequate theory of syntax must
recognize the existence of constituents, commonly called phrases. For
examples, the sentence in (17) is made up of a number of smaller
constituents.
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late [chapter 3 (of my thesis) LI
The major divisions of sentence (17) are the subject noun phrase [the
dog] and the predicational verb phrase (ate chapter 3 of my thesis). The verb
phrase is composed moreover of the verb and the object noun phrase
[chapter 3 of my thesis]; the object noun phrase in turn is composed of a
noun and the prepositional phrase [of my thesis]. The prepositional phrase in
turn is composed of a preposition and the noun phrase [my thesis).
These various constituents - the noun phrases and verb phrase - all
have "heads". Very loosely, the heads of the noun phrases are the nouns and
the head of the verb phrase is the verb. Syntactic heads contribute various
features to the constituent of which they are the heads, features such as
category or number or gender, etc. They are, in a sense, the most
"prominent" element of their respective constituents.
Note, however, that the notions "constituent" and "head" are separable
notions. It is possible for a constituent to be a constituent without having a
head. Examples of such exocentric, or headless constituents are idioms,
such as the congratulatory phrase 'Good for you'. This phrase is not
adjectival (like 'good'), prepositional (like 'for'), or nominal (like 'you'). It
has rather the function of a proposition, such as "I approve of you'. The
phrase has no synactic head, yet it forms a single constituent. One likewise
finds derived words which have no heads, but clearly act as a single
constituent (viz., a word): 'man-o-war', 'hotdog', 'ne'er-do-well'.7
Just as strings of words can be parsed into syntactic constituents
(with heads), strings of phonemes can be parsed into constituents of
7See Di Sciullo and Villiams 1987 for f~rther discussion of headship end constituency.
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(17) [the dog]
various types. One such abstract parsing is syllable structure construction,
whereby consonants and vowels are grouped into headed constituents
according to certain parametrized rules. Metrical constituents are yet
another sort of abstract structure imposed on strings of phonemes. Just as
syntactic constituencies are used to calculate barriers to government or
binding domains, and just as syllablic constituencies are used to determine
metrical feet, so metrical constituencies are used to calculate stress
assignment, reduplication, and so forth.
Syntactic constituents are constructed according to a small, well-
defined set of parameters. e.g., are heads left-peripheral or right-peripheral
in the phrase? Metrical constituents are likewise constructed according to
a small set of parameters.
(16) Some parameters of metrical structure assignment:
a. What units are metrically significant:
-vowels, rime elements, syllables?
b. Are constituents right- or left-headed?
c. In which direction are constituents calculated:
-right to left, or left to right?
d. Are constituents bounded or unbounded in size?
e. Do some elements have special status:
-as heads (heavy syllables, long vowels)?
-as extrametrical (peripheral elements)?
These are the questions which the language learner must answer in
order to discover the metrical scheme of his native language. Let us turn
now to illustrations of these options.
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1.3 The elements of metrical structure
Although I have claimed above (and will demonstrate below) that
metrical structure assignment is formally distinct from stress assignment,
I will appeal almost exclusively to stress phenomenaefrom various
languages to illustrate the workings of metrical structure rules. This is a
natural move to make, given that there is a larger and better understood
body of evidence for the workings of metrical structure in stress
assignment than in other prosodic or morphological operations. Metrical
theory developed from endeavors to understand stress patterns in language,
and only recently has the theory been extended to explain phenomena such as
reduplication.
This history of metrical theory has biased the terminology somewhat.
Thus, it is common to speak of a syllable with idiosyncratic metrical
prominence (headship) as being a "stressed" syllable, although, properly
speaking, stress is the phonetic interpretation given to said syllable by
virtue of the fact that it is metrically prominent. This (inconsistent) use of
terminology is pointed out below. No confusion need result from this usage.
1.3.1 Metrically significant units
The desideratum of linguistic theory is finding a system for
representing speech phenomena which is simple yet illuminating. Various
representions have been proposed for metrical structures: tree, lollipops,
and asterisks are familiar to many phonologists. The system of
representation chosen for this work is taken from Halle and Vergnaud's
1987 compendium of stress assignment analyses. This system represents
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the notions "constituent" and "head" discussed above in a way that is both
simple and predictive.
Some simple English words allow a good entry-point for the
discussion of metrical representations. Following Halle 1989 (who in turn
follows Liberman 1974), 19t us say that stressed syllables in English are
syllable which are heads of metrical constituents. Words such as
6Daldchic6le and mississioni have one main stress and other secondary
stresses. Each stressed syllable is the head of a constituent, where
constituents are marked off - as in syntactic representations - by brackets
or parentheses.s
(19) (Opa)(lOchi)(c61a) (mlssl) (ssippl)
These representatior;s show that English metrical constituents
generally consist of two syllables, and it is generally the syllable on the
left which is the head of the constituent and therefore receives phonetic
stress.
What the representations in (19) do not show explicitly is that
metrical constituents are built of two .yllables in English. Languages
differ, however, in the prosodic units over which constituents are built. As
shown above, Manam metrical constituents are built of two mores (or
perhaps, two elements in the syllable rime).
(20) (si) (rj6ba) 'bush'
(so) (?761) 'tobacco'
(l6nta) 'moss'
(mala) (b6zj) 'flying fox'
*The stress patterns of these two English words is somewhat anamolous in that it is
penultimate; I ask the reader to permit my oversimplification of the derivation of these
words for the sake of exposition.
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As in English, it is the left member of a (final) constituent in Manam which
receives the most phonetic stress. However, the constituents themselves
are calculated in terms of moras: a single syllable containing two moras
counts as an entire constituent: cf. 1(61) and IklrJ. If Manam metrical
constituents were built in terms of syllables as in English, then one would
predict the following stress assignments: *(a•jal) and "(m11)(16wj).
Languages differ as to what sort of prosodic unit is significant for
the construction of metrical feet, and the representations in (19) and (20)
need to be modified to reflect this fact. Halle and Vergnaud 1987 propose
the introduction of a level of structure in the representation, the metrical
tier. This tier marks off metrically significant elements by associating
them with an asterisk. Constituency is then marked off in terms of the
asterisks.
(2) (**)( *)( *) (* *) (* *)
a pa la chi co la missi ssippi
(*) (**) (* *)(* *)
so ?ai ma la bor
For English metrics, an asterisk is assigned to each syllable, whereas
in Manam an asterisk is assigned to each element in the rime of a syllable.
Constituents are then defined in terms of metrically significant elements,
or asterisks, in our short-hand. For each language, then, the first rule of
metrical structure assignment is the definition of the kind of prosodic unit
which is metrically significant.
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1.3.2 Directionality of headedness
Another way in which metrical systems differ is in whether the
leftmost element or the rightmost element of a constituent is stressed. In
English and Manam it is the leftmost element in the two-membered
(hereafter "binary") constituent which receives the feature of phonetic
stress. Weri is a language in which the rightmost element of a binary
constituent is phonetically stressed. Weri is like English in that syllables
are the metrically significant elements (data from Kenstowicz 1988).9
(22) (* *) (*)(* *)
Ijin tip 'bee' k 11I p6 'hair of arm'
(* *)(* *) (*)(* *) (* *)
u l a mit 'mist' " ku ne te p61 'times'
Again, the representation should somehow encode the difference
between English and Manam on the one: hand, and Werl on the other hand.
This Is done by marking the salient asterisk In the metrical tier In a special
way, showing that it has metrical prominence, i.e., is the head of the binary
constituent. Halle and Vergnaud mark the head of the constituent by adding
another asterisk to the vowel.
(23) * * * * * -- line 1
(* *)(* *)(* *) (* *) (* *) -- line O
a pa la chi co la missi ssippi
9As in English and Manam, binary constituents in Veri are constructed from right to
left. This is discussed directly.
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* * * * * --line 1
(*"*)(* *) (*)(* *)(* *) --line o
ul~ aomit a ku nb tep61
This move is somehow intuitive: if an asterisk denotes metrical
prominence, then two asterisks denotes a higher degree of metrical
prominence. The lowest line of asterisks, those significant for foot
formation, is called "line 0". The next line up is "line 1". Many languages
have degrees of metrical prominence defined at levels higher than line 1.
This will not concern us for the present discussion.
It is important to note again here that the line I asterisk Is not
simply short-hand for notating a vowel with some feature of stressedness,
such as [+level 1 stress]. The asterisk is not a feature like [±round] or
I[continuant] are features; rather, the asterisks and brackets of metrical
structure are autonomous phonological units. They exist (in theoretical
terms) Independently of the vowel to which they are associated. That Is, if
the vowel associated with a line I asterisk is deleted, the line 1 asterisk
often persists and becomes associated with a neighboring vowel. 10
Likewise, the line I stress mark (asterisk) may be deleted without the
concomitant deletion of the associated vowel. This is not the case
generally with segmental features: the deletion of the segment usually
entails the deletion of every feature contained therein. Thus, elements of
metrical structure, like elements of syllable structure, should not be
construed as segmental features, but as distinct phonological entitles.
A second parameter of metrical structure assignment, then, along
with defining the metrically significant elements, is determining whether
10See Al-Mozainy, Bley-Vroman. man McCarthy 1965 for examples of asterisk
persistence in connection vith vovel deletion.
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the constituents are left-headed or right-headed. If line 0 constituents are
left-headed, then the leftmost asterisk in line 0 may receive a line 1
asterisk, and vice versa for right-headed line 0 constituents. If a
constituent is unary - contains only one element - then that single element
receives the line 1 asterisk, since it is trivially also the rightmost and
leftmost element in the foot.
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1.3.3 Directionality of constituent construction
Yet another parameter of metrical theory is the direction in which
binary constituents are constructed. This question comes up in words where
there is an odd number of line 0 asterisks to be grouped into binary
constituents, since one asterisk will always be left over. What happens in
such situations?
Let us consider the data of Weri again. The two words in the left
column have an even number of syllables: for these it does not matter
whether one starts with the leftmost or the rightmost syllable for the
purposes of making bisyllabic feet.
(24) * * *(* *) (*)(* *)
rjln tip 'bee' kb 11 pG 'hair of arm'
(** )(* *) (*)(* *)(* *)
u li a mit 'mist' a ku nB te p61 'times'
The words in the right column have an odd number of syllables. In these
words it becomes evident that one must start at the right end of the word
and work leftward in the process of building binary constituents. If one
began at the left edge of the word, the rightheaded constituents would
result in stress being assigned to the even-numbered syllables: *kulipuo and
*akineteD61.
(25) * * * * *
(* *)(*) (* i*)(* *)(*)
ku li pu aku netepal
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One might suggest that constituents are built from left to right, as in
(25), but that they are left-headed, not right-headed. This move, however,
makes the false prediction that stress will always be on the odd-numbered
syllables, counting from the beginning of the word This is incorrect, as the
words with an even number of syllables show: *41tul and *•iLLu.6mJt. The
correct generalization is that stress falls on the odd-numbered syllables
counting from the igh edge of the word. This stress pattern is generated
by building binary, right-headed feet from right to left, with the results
shown in (24) above.
Some languages construct constituents in the other direction, from
left to right. One such language is Maranungku. In this language stress falls
on odd-numbered syllables counting from the left edge of the word (data
from Kenstowicz 1988).
(26) tiralk 'saliva'
merepet 'beard'
16ngkarateti 'prawn'
welepenementa 'species of duck'
Line 0 asterisks are assigned to each syllable in Maranungku. Binary
constituents of line 0 asterisks are then constructed from left to right.
Constituents are left-headed: the leftmost element in each binary
constituent is receives a line 1 "stress" (i.e. asterisk).
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(27) * * * * (* *)(* *)(w)
la.ngka.ra.te.tI -- > la.ngka.ra.te.tl -- > la.ngka.ra.te. t -->
* * * -- line 1
(* *)(* *) (*) -- line 0
la.ngka. ra.te. ti
Directionality of constituent construction is then a third parameter
of metrical systems.
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1.3.4 Foot sizes: binary and unbounded
Not every language displays the sort of alternating, every other
syllable stress pattern that we have seen in English, Weri, and Maranungku.
For example, in Latvian only the first syllable of the word is stressed; in
French only the last syllable is stressed (data from Halle and Vergnaud
1987, 12).
(28) * *
(* * *) (* * * * )
a. Latvija b. origi na lit6
These words are represented by building a single constituent on line
0, a left-headed constituent in the case of the Latvian word (20a) and a
right-headed constituent in the case of the French word (26b). These
constituents are not limited to two syllables; they are unbounded in size.
This constitutes yet another parameter of metrical theory:
constituents may be bounded or unbounded in size. 11 Consider again the
Maranungku data in (26), repeated below.
(26) tiralk 'saliva'
m6repbt 'beard'
16ngkarhtetl 'prawn'
welepbnemanta 'species of duck'
S1Readers are referred to Halle and Vergnaud 1987 for discussion of bounded ternary
feet (properly, amphibrachs) and for a discussion of the Exhaustivity Condition. This
latter condition prohibits one from building a single binary foot at one end of the word:
e.g., for Latvian, build a single left-headed binary foot at the left edge of the word to
derive initial-syllable stress. These issues are outside ;f the scope of the present
discussion.
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Stress falls on all odd numbered syllables counting from the
beginning of the word, but the first syllable has a higher degree of stress
(marked with an acute, V) than the other stressed syllables, which have
secondary stress (marked with a grave, V). This higher degree of phonetic
prominence for the first syllable indicates that the first syllable also has a
higher degree of metrical prominence. This fact is notated by adding yet
another asterisk to the column of asterisks over the first syllable.
* -- line 2
* * * -- line 1
(* *)(* *)(*) --line 0
la.ngka. ra.te. ti
The additional line 2 asterisk in Maranungku always occurs with the
leftmost line 1 asterisk. This fact entails that the line I asterisks are
grouped into a constituent which is left-headed; the line 2 asterisk is added
as the head of the line I constituent. The full set of metrical structure rule
for Maranungku is given in (29).
(29) Maranungku metrical structure assignment
i. Assign a line 0 asterisk to each syllable.
it. Line 0 constituents are bounded and left-headed.
111. Construct line 0 constituents from right to left.
iv. Locate the heads of line 0 constituents on line 1
v. Line I constituents are unbounded and left-headed.
vi. Construct line 1 constituents.12
vii. Locate the heads of line I constituents on line 2.
These rules apply in the following fashion.
1 1Drectionality of foot construction does not matter for unbounded constituents.
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line 0-- * * * ** (* *)( *)(*)
la.ngka.ra.te.tt -- > la.ngka.ra.te.t --- > la.ngka. ra.te. t -- >
1 ii,ii iv
la.ngka. ra.te. ti
(a.na) (ra.t*) ()ti
la.ngka. ra.te, ti
v-->
v,v1
line 2--
line 1--
line 0--
line 2--
line l--
line 0--
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*
(*~ * +)
(* *)(* *) (*)
lo.ngka. ra.te. ti
v-->
1.3.5 Extrametricallty
As was shown above, some languages, like Latvian ana French, have
only one stressed syllable in the word no matter how many syllables are in
the word. Latvian and French have the single word stress on the first and
last syllable, respectively. There are other languages which resemble these
languages in having only one stress per word, but which differ in having the
stress on the penultimate or peninitial syllable rather than the ultimate or
initial syllable.
One such language is Dakota. Stress falls on the second syllable of
the word (with certain well-defined exceptions), or on the only syllable in
monosyllabic forms (data from Shaw 1985, 175).
(30) Dakota
kth 'he kills'
wa-ktb 'I kill'
ma-yA-kte 'you kill me'
wiEih-ya-kte 'you kill them'
o-wioha-ya-kte 'you kill them there'
The first syllable is systematically passed over in the stress assignment
algorithm, unless it is the only syllable in the word - [ktel. The second
syllable is then made the head of an unbounded left-headed constituent.
Many languages have such a system in which an initial or final
syllable is systematically ignored. This operation of skipping over a
peripheral element is called "extrametrlcality': the designated syllable
stands "outside" of the metrical system. Extrametrical elements are
conventionally set aport by angle brackets '<>'.
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Dakota grammar marks the first syllable of a polysyllabic word as
extrametrical. 13 Then a single left-headed and unbounded foot is
constructed over the rest of the word.
<o.> wi. iJa. ya. kte -- > <o.> wt. Eha. ya. kte -- > <o.> wt. 6ha. ya. kte
As a result of extrametricality, the second syllable receives the word
stress.
Extrametricality also applies in languages which construct bounded
(binary) line 0 constituents. The English word 'extrametricality' Is an
example of extrametricality In a binary system. The final syllable Is
marked extrametrical.
ex. tra. me. tri. ca. 1I. <ty>
Line 0 asterisks are assigned to the remaining syllables.
ex. tra. me. tri. ca. li. <ty>
Binary constituents are constructed from right to left.
(* *) (* *) (* *)
ex. tra. me. tri. ca. 11i. <ty>
13Iy universal convention, extrametricality fails to apply 11 it would render the entire
domain extrametrical, as with the monosyllable [kt6 I Also by universal convention,
extrametricality applies only to peripheral elements: elements not on an edge of the
string cannot be marked extrametrical.
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These line 0 constituents are left-headed; their heads are located on line 1.
(* *) (* )t
ex. tra. me. tri. ca. 11. <ty>
Lastly, an unbounded, right-headed constituent is constructed on line i,
with the head located on line 2.
(" *) (* *) (1 "1
ex. tra. me. tri. ca. li. <ty>
This metrical structure is interpreted phonetically as secondary stresses on
the first and third syllables, and primary stress on the fifth syllable (the
antepenult): xtrametricility.
Extrametricality is a well-motivated device, found in the grammars
of many languages for metrical, segmental, and syllabification processes.
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1.3.6 Idiosyncratic head marking
Extrametricality causes certain prosodic units to lose all metrical
significance at some point in the phonology. One also finds stress patterns
in which certain syllables are made more prominent than other syllables.
Most often there is a relation between syllable weight and idiosyncratic
stress: long vowels or heavy syllables are given special metrical status in
many languages. English is one language which treats syllables with
branching rimes in a special manner.
The preceding derivation of '&xtram&tricblity' above shows that the
rules of English metrical structure will put the main stress on the
antepenultimate (third from the end) syllable, all other things being equal
(data from Halle and Vergnaud 1987, 227).
(31) j6velin Ambrican original
Cbnada aldmlnum personal
Some words, however, have main stress on the penultimate syllable.
The penultimate syllable In such words generally has a branching rime (i.e.
long vowel or closed syllable).
(32) ag6nda conundrum marina
cer6brum dnecd6toal utensil
par6ntal Ariz6na mus6um
The metrical rules discussed so far for English predict that main
stress should always be found on the antepenultimate syllable: the final
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syllable is marked extrametrical, and then left-headed feet are constructed
from right to left.
f * (t *) (t* *)
pa ren <tul> -- > pa ren <tal> -- > pa ren <tal>
>> other rules>> *parental
The reason for the penultimate main stress is the weight of the
penultimate syllable. English has a rule which assigns a line I asterisk to a
syllable with a branching rime.
(33) Assign a line I asterisk to a syllable with a branching rime.
Rule (33) applies after extrametricality but before the constituent
construction rules. Rule (33) in effect defines a heavy syllable as an
obligatory metrical head. Because line 0 constituents are left-headed in
English, this head must always be the leftmost element in its constituent.
Constituent construction is constrained by the presence of
idiosyncratic heads. If normal right to left constituent construction would
place the idiosyncratically stressed syllable in non-head position in the
constituent, then the construction is interrupted. The obligatory head is
parsed as a unary constituent, and constituent construction then proceeds as
normal from that point in the string.14
14The fact that metrical rules "respect" previously assigned asterisks is formally
reflected by the Faithfulness Condition (H & V 1987, 15-16).
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parental -- > extrametricality--> paren <tal> -- >(33)--> pa ren <tal>
(*) (*)
-->constituent corist.--> pa ren<tal> -- > -- > parental
The formalism developedt so far allows another conceivable means by
which one can ensure that heavy penultimate syllables in English receive the
main stress. Rather than positing a rule which assigns a line 1 asterisk to
a specified element on line 0 (namely, one which dominates a branching
rime), one could instead posit an alternative rule which inserts a left
boundary bracket before the relevant line 0 asterisk.
(33') Insert a left metrical bracket before the line 0 asterisk of a
syllable with a branching rime.
Rule (33') leads to the same surface form in the derivation of
'parbntal', but by a different route.
parental -- > ex'ity--> paren <tal> -- >(33')--> pa ren <tal>
-- >constituent const.--> pa ren<tal> -- > line 1 heads-->
(*) (") (*")(*)
pa ren<tal> -->line 2 head--> pa ren <tol> -- > partntal
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The first syllable of 'parental' loses its line 1 stress by a general rule
of English phonology, whereby a light syllable is destressed before a
stressed syllable. For this reason there is no secondary stress on the first
syllable (cf. Halle and Vergnaud 1987, 238).
The notion of bracket insertion rules is a rather recent innovation in
metrical theory. Halle 1988 proposed rules of bracket insertion in favor of
idiosyncratic stress assignment for languages like Cairene Arabic and Yupik
Eskimo. Very briefly, the reason for this proposal is the fact that some
languages do not allow syllable-internal foot boundaries (where heavy
syllables contain two metrically significant elements, or moras). That is,
Cairene Arabic does not allow the following representation in any context
for a word such as muqaatilatIhu. 15
(34a) * -- line 2
(* * *) -- line I
(* *)(* *)(* *) -- line O
mu qa a ti la tu <hu>
= *muqaatil6tuhu
This is somewhat unexpected. The facts of Cairene stress indicate
that rime elements (moras) are the units of metrical significance; the final
rime is extrametrical, and binary left-headed feet are constructed from left
to right (cf. Halle and Vergnaud 1987, 60-63). The line 1 constituent is
unbounded and right-headed. These rules should produce the representation
in (34): *muqaatila6tuhu.
15In this language only the mora with highest metrical prominence receives the
feature of phonetic stress; there are no secondary stresses in Cairene.
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This is not the correct result, however. Stress falls on the
penultimate syllable in such a word: muqaatllatUhu. Further considerations
lead Halle 1988 to conclude that the problem with the representation in (34)
is that a line 0 foot boundary occurs between two mores of the same
syllable (qa-a). If one ensures that the two mores of the long vowel fall in
the same binary foot, then foot construction proceeds as desired.
(34b) * -- line 2
( * * *) -- line 1
(*) (* *) (* *) (*) -- line 0
muqa a ti la tu<hu>
This raises the question of how one ensures that foot boundaries
correspond to syllable boundaries. One could posit a rule for Cairene which
assigns a line I asterisk to the leftmost mora in a heavy syllable; this
would guarantee that the two mores of a branching rime would end up in the
same left-headed binary foot. Halle (19806, 15) counters this proposal,
however:
This solution implies that we might encounter a language
exactly like Cairene where feet are left-headed, yet where the
stress on bi-moraic syllables is assigned by rule to the right
more so that the two mores of a heavy syllable will always be
in distinct feet. ... Such a language has never been encountered
and should be ruled out as a metter of principle.
In other words, one finds languages In which tautosyllablc mores
must be In the same foot (35e), but no language has been found in which
tautosyllabic mores must be In different feet (35b).
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(35) a. possible constraint
* *)(* * (* *)
VV VV
V V
Halle 1988 proposes that the tautosyllabic constraint (35a) should be
stipulated in grammars as a rule which groups tautosyllabic moras Into a
foot before all other foot construction procedures. This grouping is
accomplished by Inserting a metrical boundary bracket in the string to
coincide with a syllable boundary (before the heavy syllable).
* *** * * * * (*** * * *
mu qaa ti la tu hu -- > mu qaa ti la tu hu
The subsequent constituent construction rules must respect the previously
assigned bracket, grouping the first mora into a unary foot and the
tautosyllabic moras of the second syllable into a binary foot.
(*)(**)(* *)(* *)
mu qaa ti la tu hu
The rest of the rules derive the structure in (34b). 16
I adopt the device of metrical boundary insertion for the analyses of
Digo and Sukuma offered below. Sukuma is shown to resemble Cairene
Arabic in having a constraint like (35a) which prohibits tautosyllabic moras
1 The remaining rules of Cairene can be found in Halle and Vergnaud's discussion of
cairene (6o0-6a3).
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b. impossible constraint
from being in different feet. Digo is shown to have a rule which inserts a
metrical boundary bracket before the last syllable of a special class of
nouns.
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1.3.7 Cyclicity and Stress Erasure
In this work I adopt some of the basic premises of the theory which is
known as Lexical Phonology. Specifically, I assume that a pair of two-way
distinctions exist for rules of the grammar.
Rules may apply in two separate levels of the grammar: word-internal
rules apply only to phoneme strings within the domain of a single word;
word-sequence rules apply to phoneme strings both inside and across word
boundaries. This latter type of rule is also called a ohrase-level rule in the
present study. A rule may belong to both classes: that is, a specified rule
may apply both in the word-internal component of the grammar as well as
the phrase-level component.
Rules also may apply in two different manners with respect to the
morphological constituency of a phoneme string. Cyclic rules apply to the
innermost constituent first, and then to each subsequent constituent formed
by the addition of various morphemes. That is, to a phoneme string made up
of n parts (morphemes, words), a cyclic rule will apply n times, once to each
subconstituent, including the whole string.
(36) String: [ [Al BI C)
Cycle 1 - rule R applies to constituent [A]
Cycle 2 - rule R applies to constituent [A B]
Cycle 3 - rule R applies to constituent [A B CI
floncjclic rules apply only once to the entire phoneme string under
consideration: morphological composition is not a factor in noncyclic rule
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application. ?7 Cyclic rules are ordered before noncyclic rules in the
grammar: this fact, in combination with the word-internal/word-sequence
distinction leads to a four-way division in rules types, applying in the
following order.
(37) Outline of phonological derivations:
Word-level rules
Cyclic (Rulei, R2, R3, ...)
Noncyclic (Rule4, R5, R6, ...)
Phrase-level rules
Cyclic (Rule7, Ra, R9, ...)
Noncyclic (Ruleo, Rn, ...)
In the word-level phonology there Is also a distinction between two
types of affixes to words/stems. An affix may either be ryrUIc, In which
case it undergoes the cyclic set of rules, or non~guit., In which case the
affix undGrgoes only the noncyclic set of word-level rules. These
distinctions are illustrated by ancient Greek stress below, and appear as
well In the analysis of Digo in Chapter Three.
It has been found that metrical structure rules apply differently as
cyclic rules than as noncyclic rules. To be precise, the cyclic application of
a metrical rule causes the erasure of previously assigned metrical
structure: for each cycle of the string, the metrical rules apply as If no
previous metrical structure existed for the string. This behavior is known
1'Interested readers should consult the folloving works for further exposition of the
theory of Lexical Phonology: Halle end Vergnaud 1987, ch. 3, Mohanan 1982, Mascar6
1978, iparsky 1964.
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as cyclic Stress Erasure. Noncyclic affixes, on the other hand, respect
metrical structure assigned at an earlier level of the derivation.le
The operation of cuclic Stress Erasure can be illustrated from the
phonology of ancient Greek; the following simplified discussion is due to
Steriade 1988. Stress assignment in Greek can be summarized as follows:
ignoring a final consonant, if the final syllable is heavy, stress the penult;
else stress the antepenult. The Greek words in (38) illustrate this
generalization. (The transcriptions are orthographic, not phonetic.)
(30) Heavy final syllable (CVVC or CVCC)
astugeitoon 'near a town'
oikodesp6tees 'master of the house'
oikophtlaks 'house-guard'
"Light" final syllable (CV or CVC)
epitheema 'c
parbdeigma 'p
an6pneusis 'r
bnthroopos 'h
over, lid'
attern, example'
ecovery of breath'
uman'
These stress patterns are generated by the following rules of metrical
structure assignment.
(39) Ancient Greek stress rtLes
i. Mark a final consonant extrametrical.
ii. Mark a final light syllable extrametrical.
iii. Assign a line 0 asterisk to every syllable.
iv. Line 0 constituents are binary and left-headed.
v. Construct line 0 constituents from right to left.
vI. Locate heads of line 0 constituents on line I.
vii. Line 1 constituents are unbounded and right-headed.
I See Halle and Vergnaud, chapter 3, for a formal proposal of the geometry of cyclic
stress assignment. See Harris 1989a for an apparent counterexample to cyclic Stress
Erasure in Spanish.
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viii. Construct constituents on line 1.
ix. Locate the heads of line 1 constituents on line 2.
x. Delete all secondary stresses.
Derivation of these stress patterns is straightforward. Rules
(391-iti) have the following outputs.
oi ko phu lak <s> an throo <po<s>>
The remaining rules apply, building constituents on lines 0 and I, and
locating heads on lines I ard 2.
(* *)(* *)ko phu lak
oi ko phu lak <s>
an throo <po<s
an throo <po<s>>
The stress rules of (39) have the result that stress goes as far back as the
antepenult if the final syllable has the shape CVC or CV, else stress falls on
the penult.
Certain words do not fit into this generalization, however. Stress
falls on the final syllable in some of these exceptional words (40a); in
others, stress falls on the penult even though the final syllable is light, and
not on the antepenult as expected (40b).
(40) a. hod6s
agath6s
pist6s
gnoot6s
didakt6s
odoirs
'road'
'good'
'faithful'
'known'
'taugflt'
'tooth'
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-- line 0
-- line 2
-- line 1
-- line 0
khito6n 'tunic'
geoorg6s 'farmer'
b. kleeron6mos 'recipient of an inheritance'
*kleer6nomo-7
These unusual stress patterns are not predictable from the segmental
makeup of the words; the stress of these words must simply be stipulated
in their lexical entries. In the theory of metrical structure advanced here,
this is accomplished by positing inherent (lexically specified) stresses in
underlying representation over the appropriate vowel.
(41) underlying forms
* f* 
-- line 1
a ga thos klee ro no mos
The metrical structure rules (39) must respect these lexically assigned
stressed In the formation of constituents.
* * 
--line 2
* * * f* 
-- line I(a ga) (thos) (klee ro) (no) <mo<s>>
Because line I constituents are right-headed, the rightmost line I asterisk
"wins." In the case of the words in (40), the rightmost line I asterisk is the
inherent one.
The addition of certain prefixes to these words causes them to lose
their idiosyncratic stresses; the stress falls in the expected place - on the
penult if the final is heavy, else on the entepenult.
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(42) a. els-hodos
pan-6gathos
6-pistos
ari-gnootos
auto-didaktos
kun-6dous
oio-khitoon
sung-gboorgos
b. a-kleer6nomos
'entrance'
'absolutely good'
'unfaithful'
'well known'
'self-taught'
'canine tooth'
'wearing only a tunic'
'fellow farmer'
'not a recipient of an Inheritance'
A prefixed word Is treated as a word without any lexical stresses.
The rules of metrical structure do not respect the lexical asterisks which
were posited for these words In their unprefixed forms.
This sort of alternation is familiar from the cross-linguistic study of
stress.19 Cyclic affixes "undo" metrical structure, triggering the re-
application of the metrical rules to the entire domain. Non-cyclic affixes
leave previously assigned metrical structure unchanged; In conjunction with
non-cyclic affixes metrical rules apply only to unmetrifled domains, not to
the entire word.
In Greek, then, the prefixes in (42) are cyclic affixes. The
concatenation of these affixes wipes out the lexically assigned line 1
asterisk of the base words.
klee ro no mos -- >
a ga thos
a + klee ro no mos
-- > pan + a ga thos
1 9See especially Halle and Vergnaud's (1987, ch. 3) discussion of Stress Erasure in
Sanskrit.
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Subsequent to Stress Erasure on the prefix's cycle, the metrical rules apply
to the word, stressing the antepenult (or the penult when appropriate).
Not all affixes in ancient Greek are cyclic and stress-erasing.
Derivational affixes are, but inflectional affixes are not. For example, the
nominative case suffix /-s/ in words such as kleeronomos and a ath• s does
not cause the erasure of the lexical line 1 asterisk.
klee ro nom -- > klee ro nom-o- s -- > kleeron6mos
a ga tho -- > a ga tho-s -- > agath6s
Inflectional suffixes are non-cyclic and non-stress-erasing. If they were
cyclic and stress-erasing, then idiosyncratic stress would never appear in
any inflected word: the lexical stress would always be erased.
Although the preceding discussion of Greek stress is greatly
simplified, the data in (40) and (42) show rather clearly the operation of
Stress Erasure by cyclic affixes.20
Cyclic Stress Erasure plays a role in the tonology of Digo, both in the
word-level and the phrase-level components of the grammer.
20The cyclic nature of stress-erasIeng affixes is found more clearly in a language like
English, where the stress-erasing property of an affix correlates with other properties
of cyclicity. Cf. Halle and Vergnaud, chapter 7.
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1.4 Metrical structure and tone
We come now to the question of metrical structure assignment and
tone assignment and the interactions of the two kinds of rules. There are a
variety of positions which one might conceivably adopt for a theory of tone-
metrical structure interaction.
One position is that tone assignment and metrical structure
assignment are in complementary distribution. That is, if a language has
rules of tone manipulation, then metrical "stress" rules do not play a role.
This seems to me to be an incoherent view. Tone is a phonological feature,
subject to assimilation, dissimilation, spreading, metathesis, deletion, and
insertion, much like features of vowel height or roundness.21 There is no
more reason to believe that tone excludes the presence of metricality than
there is to believe that vowel harmony should do so. Both tone and vowel
harmony systems concern autosegmental features and linkings, but the tier
on which these operations occurs is orthogonal to a tier of metrical
structure operations. One might as logically claim that tone languages are
in complementary distribution with languages which employ rules of
syllable structure.
Another possible view one might take is that phonetic tone contours
are a direct reflection of underlying metrical structure. That is, a stressed
syllable always surfaces with a phonetic High tone and a phonetic High tone
always signals the presence of a phonological stress mark (asterisk). This
is the view adopted, for example, by David Massamba in his treatment of
tone in C1-Rurl (Massamba 1982, 1984). By this interpretation of tone-
21See Pulleyblank 1986, pfI , for examples of all these rules in tone assignments, as
vell as for discwussion of the decomposition of tones into binary featuros (125-f.).
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metrical structure interaction, one can easily translate a surface tone
contour into an underlying metrical form.
ku-a bb ka da ba r6 <-- ku-a bea ka do ba ra
The trick then Is to put the phonological stress marks In the appropriate
place through the course of the phonological derivation. The motivation for
this approach of translating tone patterns directly Into stresses comes
from the treatment of metrical structure In "stress" languages such as
English, where there generally is a direct correlation between location of
phonetic stress and location of metrical asterisks.
In the next chapter I of fer a reanalysis of some of Massamba's CI-Rurl
data, pointing out that the assumptions he makes lead to a rather
unconstrained theory of metrical structure. For now it suffices to point out
that this view - that tone is a direct surface manifestation of underlying
metrical structure - is incorrect. The error of this notion is in treating
metrical structure as something other than an abstract construction. It is
formally incorrect to treat the notational device '*' as short-hand for any
given ('concrete") phonetic feature such as 'High tone', 'vowel length', or
'Intenslty'. 22
Treating the formal device '*' as a concrete feature of High tone In
Bantu Is no less heinous than treating the abstract Rime node of German
syllable structure as equivalent to the feature [-voice), or than treating the
22A recent example of the use of '*' as abbreviation for [+increased duration ] is found
in the analysis of Serbo-Croatian pitch accent given by Inkelas and Zec 1988. They
posit a rule which assigns an asterisk to the first syllable of a (singly or multiply)
linked High tone, since this syllable is pronounced with increased duration in Serbo-
Croatian.
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right sentence bracket 'Is' in English as short-hand for falling intonation. It
is true that these abstract constituency markers do correspond in German
and English to phonetic features of voicelessness and falling intonation,
respectively. However, the phonetic features are calculated off of the
abstract structure: the structure itself has no necessary concrete value.
The formal device '*' likewise has no necessary concrete value of
[High tone) or [increased duration). This is evident from the facts of
Chamorro and Tiberian Hebrew. Chung (1983, 38) indicates that the
phonology of Chamorro (Western Austronesian, Mariana Islands) interprets
the most prominent syllable of the metrical structure with a phonetic Low
tone, not a High tone as in many languages. "Syllables bearing primary
stress have the lowest pitch in the word, the pitch rising thereafter until
the end of the word. (38)" Chamorro, then, is a counterexample to the claim
that the metrical asterisk corresponds to surface High tone.
The metrical asterisk also does not correlate in any direct way with
surface syllable length, as is shown by Halle and Vergnaud's discussion of
Tiberian Hebrew (which follows Rappaport 1984). Hebrew has a rule of
Pretonic Lengthening: the syllable which is lengthened is not the stressed
syllable, but rather the syllable before the stressed one. For example,
underlying /malakiim/ 'kings' is stressed on the final syllable by the rules
of Tiberian metrical structure (see Halle and Vergnaud 1967, 63-69), but
surfaces with a long penult (and a reduced antepenult): [milaatlim).
Likewise, the underlying form /katabtii/ 'I wrote' surfaces with stress on
the short penultimate syllable and a lengthened antepenultimate syllable:
[kaathbtlIl.
There is, then, no a priori reason to believe that the surface tonal
contours of a language must directly reflect underlying metrical structure,
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although this may be the case in some languages. As is shown in the
analyses of Digo and Sukuma below, there is often no correlation between
the location of surface High tones and abstract metrical asterisks. Rather,
a set of rules mediates between the underlying metrical and tonal
structures and the phonetic output. It is this set of rules which I label the
"metrical dependencies" of tone assignment, and which are worked out in the
rest of the present work.
So far I have argued that two views of tone-metrical structure
interaction are inadequate, the view that there is no interaction and the
view that the interaction is (trivially) direct. Another conceivable view is
that a language may have rules of both tone assignment and metrical
structure assignment, and that these rules are unconstrained in their
interaction. That is, metrical and tonal rules may apply in any order in any
component (word-level or phrase-level) of the grammar, freely interleaved.
One might speak, then, not only of metrical dependencies in tone
assignment, but also of tonal dependencies in metrical structure
assignment.
This view is rejected in the present work for two reasons. First, on
theoretical grounds, it is desirable to posit as constrained a theory as is
tenable. The constraint argued for here is that metrical rules precede and
feed tonal rules universally. This type of ordering is intended to explain the
learnability of metrical tone languages. A second reason for positing the
ordering hypothesis of metrics before tone is empirical: this ordering is
borne out in a number of languages. In particular, the languages investigated
in the present work demonstrate the ordering hypothesis. The bulk of the
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metrical rules are in the word-level phonology, whereas the tone rules fall
in the phrase-level phonology.23
Admitting the tone-metrical structure ordering hypothesis into
Universal Grammar leads one to surmise that language learners are
specifically programmed to figure out metrical dependencies in tonology,
seeing as the learner now has a special guiding principle to bring to the
task. This should lead the theoretician to look for metrical dependencies in
many languages, particularly where tone phenomena show tendencies toward
"counting behaviour." Under this rubric I include such things as binary (and
ternary) operations, systematic inertnesss of peripheral elements (as with
extrametricality), right- or left-edge orientations, etc. If a language
displays these kinds of tendencies, then I posit that the learner attempts to
construct a theory of metrical dependencies before entertaining non-
metrical options.
This discussion of the ordering hypothesis has been altogether
abstract: the reader is referred to chapters Three and Four for a thorough
working out of the hypothesis.
23The exception to the ordering hypothesis is Meesen's Rule in Bantu (see Goldsmith
1984b) by which a stem High tone is deleted when adjacent to a prefixal High tone. It is
not entirely clear, however, whether this phenomenon is due to an ordered rule of the
phonology or some principle, such as the Obligatory Contour Principle. Under the
latter interpretation of Meeussen's Rule, it is not a counter-example to the ordering
hypothesis.
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1.5 Summary of chapters
In this first chapter the basic elements of metrical theory have been
laid out, including the representation of constituents and heads, bounded and
unbounded structure, weight sensitivity and idionsyncratic stresses,
metrical boundary insertion, and extrametricality.
Chapter Two gives a general introduction to Bantu tone and
morphology. The form of Bantu nominals and verbs is discussed, as well as
the structure of Bantu phrases. In particular, the notions of Myers (1987)
concerning word divisions in Bantu are presented, along with the notions of
Selkirk (1986) for the derivation of end-based prosodic domains. The
chapter closes with a brief sketch of previous work on tone-and-accent
interaction in Bantu, with special consideration of Goldsmith's (1987) idea
of tone-to-accent attraction. Partial analyses of Ci-Ruri and Kimatuumbi -
two Bantu languages of Tanzania - are offered as illustrations of metrical
dependencies in tone assignment.
Chapter Three outlines a theory of metrical dependencies in the tone
assignment rules of Digo, another Tanzaninan Bantu language. The complex
system of Digo is introduced in a crab-wise fashion, working up from the
less complex to the more complex tone patterns. Particular attention is
given to the phrasal tonology of Digo.
Chapter Four presents a partial theory of metrical dependencies in the
tonology of Sukuma, a Tanzanian Bantu language of rather a different cast
from Digo. Sukuma shows the metrical operations of binary foot
construction and extrametricality.
Chapter Five concludes the study by discussing some theoretical
conclusions to be drawn from the previous analyses, specifically with
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regard to the generative nature of tonology, the linkage of autosegmental
tones to the skeletal tier, the theory of Moraic Phonology, and the typology
of tone-accent interactions.
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Chapter Two
The elements of Bantu tone and morphology
The goal of this chapter is to give the reader an introduction to Bantu
tonology and morphology and to the theoretical framework in which the
present work represents them. No attention is given to the historical
phonology or tonology of Bantu: the interested reader is directed to the
work of Malcolm Guthrie ( 1976-7 1).
In particular, three topics will be treated below. The representation
of tones in Bantu phonology, the structure of Bantu words and phrases, and
the ways in which tone and metrical structure interact in Bantu (with some
review of the previous literature).
The Bantu languages are spoken in southern Africa, in a region
stretching roughly from southern Nigeria to the south of Kenya and below.
There are some 400-500 different Bantu languages, with total of about 100
million speakers. Bantu is a subfamily of the Niger-Kordofanian family of
languages. along with the Benue-Congo subfamily and the Bantoid languages
of West Africa.
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2.1 Representing tones in Bantu languages
In this study tone is considered in terms of relative pitch heights, and
not absolute pitch heights. That is, I am concerned not with the
fundamental frequency at which a tone-bearing unit (such as a vowel) is
pronounced, but with its pitch as perceived in relation to the pitch of other
segments in the utterance. By the term High tone I mean a tone which is
higher than certain other tones in the word; the degree to which a High tone
is higher than other tones is not salient for the purpose of this
investigation. This is not to say that the acoustic characteristics of tones
and tone-bearing units are unimportant; quite the contrary. Rather, this
study, being a phonological one, must limit its concerns to the patterns of
sound in a language, and not the properties of sounds.1
There are good reasons for abstracting over absolute pitch heights
and for considering only the relative patterns of pitches. In the first place,
the pitch of pronunciation for a high-toned vowel differs according to the
age and gender of the speaker. Children and women tend to have higher
fundamental frequencies for utterances than do adults and men,
respectively. When different sptLkers produce the same utterance, only the
pattern of tones is a constant; the actual range of pitches produced varies
greatly. Also, the absolute pitch of a toneme depends often on its place in
the overall utterance. Many languages show a systematic downdrift in the
1This is parallel to the phonologist's abstraction over the varying properties of the
phoneme [b ]in English when it appears in various positions in a word: initially,
medially, and finally. Of course, the [b ] has measurably different laryngeal properties
in each position. These properties are not of immediate concern for the phonologist,
however. The phonologist is concerned with the fact the in every position, English (b ]
contrasts in speakers' perception with English [pl It is this pattern which interests
the phonologist.
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fundamental frequency in the course of a long utterance. Thus, a high-toned
morpheme might have a higher fundamental frequency when utterance-
initial than the same morpheme when it occurs later in the utterance. A
High tone late in the utterance might well be lower in frequency than a Low
tone earlier in the utterance. Therefore, tone as a relative phenomenon-not
absolute pitch-is the immediate subject of interest.2
This dissertation employs an autosegmental representation of tone
features (such as High tone and Low tone). That is, tones are treated as
entities unto themselves, distinct from the vowel which is pronounced along
with the phonetic realization of a tone. The phonemic distinction between a
high-toned and a low-toned low vowel [a] is not a distinction, say, between
[6] and [61, parallel to the phonemic distinction between (a] and [i]. Rather,
the distinction is between a low vowel [al linked to a unit which is a High
tone and one linked to a Low tone.3
(1) [a) vs. [a]
I I
I[H [L]
In the representation in (1) there are four autonomous phonological
units: two (identical) low vowels and two tone units. Aiy one of these units
may be deleted, but such deletion does not necessitate the deletion of the
unit associated with it (formally notated by the intervening association
line). If tones were simply a feature of vowels (like the features [+round] or
2These arguments and others for considering tone and not pitch for the purposes of
phonological studies can be found in Kenstowric and Kisseberth (1979. 264-f.).
3lhroughout this work, H and L will be used as abbreviations for High end Lov,
respectively.
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[+back)), one would expect that the deletion of the vowel would suffice to
delete the tone feature as well. This is rarely the case, however: tones
regularly survive the deletion of a vowel (in hiatus, for example) and show
up in the acoustic signal on a neighboring vowel. Likewise, vowels regularly
survive the deletion of an associated tone (as in Meeussen's Rule-see
Goldsmith 1984b).
Phonological segments-consonants and vowels-are usually
represented like beads on a string, with each segment adjacent to only two
other segments or to a segment and the end of the string. Tones likewise
are represented on a separate string, parallel to the segmental string.
(2) a ba ka da ba ra
I I I I I I
HL H LH L
The two strings of phonological units are called "tiers", and are connected
by a set of association lines (although elements on the tiers may remain
unassociated as well). Metrical structure occupies another tier of its own,
distinct from both the tonal and segmental tiers. A§din, syllable structure
occupies yet another tier.
One can conceive of a full autosegrnental representation like a book
held upside down by its spirne: the various pages correspond to the various
planes of separate tiers.. The central axis of the intersecting planes is the
timing, or skeletal tier. This row of "X-slots" encodes the (relative) length
of segments: a long vowel is associated (by association lines) to two timing
slots; a short vowel is associated with only one.
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(3) long a short a
timing tier-- X X X
It is difficult to produce a full autosegmental representation in only two
dimensions. Therefore, for the purposes of this study I generally suppress
the skeletal tier, the syllable structure tier, and the line 0 tier of metrical
asterisks. Representations, then, most often appear as in (4).
(4)
* * -- line 1
(a-na) (togor-a)
I
H
This is really an abbreviation for the representation in (5), where the tonal
tier should be viewed as hovering above the page, with the High tone's
association line perpendicular to the page. (The syllable structure tier is
again suppressed.)
(5) * * -- line 1
(* *) (* * *) --line o
H- x- xx x x x x xx -- timing tier
tonal I II I I I I I
tier a na t o g o r a --segmental tier
Note that the tone is associated with the skeletal (timing) tier, not with (he
segmental tier. The choice of this linking is defended ex oost facto in
Chapter Five. For typographical reasons I conflate the timing tier and the
line 0 tier of asterisks into the segmental tier, as in (4). The unabbreviated
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representation is easily derived; no theoretical points depend on the
simplified notation.
Note in the representations in (4) and (5) that only one vowel's timing
slot is linked to a tone (viz., the first vowel). The other vowels in the
phrase are underspecified for tone. They do not surface toneless, however,
since they must be pronounced at some pitch. Rather, a late rule of the
phonology assigns the toneless vowels a default tone. In Digo and Sukuma
the default tone is Low; Pulleyblank 1986 argues that the default tone of
Yoruba is a Mid tone, where High and Low tones are always specified in
underlying representation. The value of the default tone is not a universal
property, but is determined specifically for the grammar of any given
language.4
Many Bantu languages have a lexical contrast between high-toned
morphemes and low-toned morphemes. For example, the verb root glossed
as 'to see' has a lexical High tone in many Bantu languages.
(6) bon (Sukuma)
I
H
In (6) the High tone is associated with the verb stem's vowel, although
properly one should think of the tone as being linked to the timing slot of
4For more discussion of the role of underspeciflcation and default rules in the
grommer, see Pulleyblank 1986 and Steriade 1987. This notion of underspecification is
familiar from English. Recall that syllable-initial voiceless stops are aspirated.
Aspiration-and any other laryngeal feature-should not be marked in the lexical entry
for the stops in a word such as 'pipe': the aspiration on the first [p ], being quite
predictable, is considered to be added by a rule late in the derivation. Likewise, the
second [p ]gains the aspiration feature when morphological concatenation moves it
into syllable-initial position: 'piper'= [ptay pl j Toneless vowels in Bantu are often
assigned Low tones by a similar sort of rule.
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the stem vowel. Such a stem contrasts with a toneless verb, such as the
verb 'to choose'.
(7) sol (Sukuma)
No tone is present with this stem, linked to the stem vowel (or even
"floating," or unlinked on the tonal tier). Such a verb stem vowel is assigned
a default Low tone in the course of the phonological derivation.
Bantu nouns also show a H vs. toneless (9) contrast in some languages.
Digo displays this contrast, as seen in the difference in tone contour in a
word such as (chi-rondal 'sore' and a word such as [chi-tAbul 'book'.5 the
former noun is toneless in underlying representation; the latter noun has a
single High tone linked to one of its vowels.
The languages considered below generally show only a High vs. Low
contrast in tone. Falling tones are not phonological primitives, but rather
are derived by the linkage of a High and Low tone to the timing slot of a
single segment. Rising tones likewise are formed by the linkage of a Low
and a High tone (in that order) to a single segment.
(8) Falling []i Rising [])
a a
I I
x x
HL LH
5Low-toned segments are usually transcribed with no tone marking, in contrast with
the acute sign for high-toned segments: low [al vs. high [6.1 When necessary for
clarity, howevr, a Low tone is marked by a grave sign, [(&
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Although High and Low tones are given different labels, I in fact
consider them simply to be opposite values of a binary feature (such as
(thigh tone]. That is, the two tones have the same composition, and differ in
the way that the features [+round] and [-round) differ, not in the way that
[+round] and [+tback] differ. That High and Low are simply opposite values of
the same feature is apparent from the fact that a Low tone can block the
spreading of a High tone (as in Digo, Chapter Three). The spread of a feature
is blocked only by the presence of the same feature, not by any other feature
(as in vowel harmony systems, where the spread of [-backl is blocked by the
presence of the feature [+back]). Such blockage is demonstrated in the next
chapter.
The feature content of High and Low tones becomes more complicated
in systems with three or more distinctive tones. Yoruba, for example, has a
three way contrast between High, Mid, and Low tones (Pulleyblank 1986).
Many proposals have been advanced for the decomposition of tones into
binary features in such languages (Spreda 1986, Clements 1963, Pulleyblank
1986). Such considerations are outside of the scope of the present study,
since the languages considered here show distinctive contrast only between
High and Low tones.
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2.2 Bantu morphology
2.2.1 Nominals and noun classes
Words in the Bantu languages are almost always polymorphemic. In
the following sections the basic system for describing Bantu morphology is
laid out.
Nouns and adjectives usually have the same structure in all branches
of the Niger-Kordofanian family, including Bantu; both nouns and adjective
therefore are considered together under the rubric "nominals." Bantu
nominals almost always consist of a prefix and a stem. The prefix is
commonly called a "noun class marker" or a "noun class prefix." The noun
class prefix differs according to whether the nominal is singular or plural,
as the examples from Swahili show (from Welmers 1973, 161).
(9) Slanular Plural
m-, wa- : m-tu wa-tu 'person'
m-, mi- : m-zigo mi-zigo 'load'
8-, ma : tofali ma-tofali 'brick'
ki-, vi-" ki-tasa vi-tasa 'lock'
N-, N-: n-dizi n-dizi 'banana'
u-, N- u-baoo m-baoo 'plank'
The symbol /N-/ designates a nasal consonant which always
assimilates in place of articulation to the initial consonant of the following
noun stem. Some languages have a zero prefix as one of the noun class
markers, as for example the singular noun /tofali/ 'brick'. Most noun class
markers are part of a system of singular-plural pairs, just as the markers
in (9). Any given nominal stem appears with one member of its associated
pair of class markers.
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Noun class markers can be thought of as markers of grammatical
"gender", although they do not really correlate with genders (masculine,
feminine, neuter). Likewise, there is no distinguishable morpheme which
encodes number: a noun class marker is simply and irreducibly singular or
plural. At least nineteen, and perhaps as many as twenty-three noun classes
have been reconstructed for Proto-Bantu (cf. Welmers 1973); most
languages have collapsed a few of the classes, arriving at a system with
about 15-20 classes.
There is no consistent semantic value for all of the noun classes in
the various languages. Welmers 1973 indicates that classes 1 and 2 often
constitute the singular-plural pair for noun stems of personal (human) nouns
and some other animate nouns. Classes 3 and 4 are another singular-plural
pair which includes plant names and some inanimate nouns. Classes 7 and 8
are a singular-plural pair which has a diminuitive or augmentative meaning
in some languages. Other classes tend to encode other semantic properties
as well.
For the sake of concreteness, the entire noun class marker system of
Shona (Zimbabwe) is given in (10) (reproduced from Myers 1987, 68).
(10) mu- Class 1 (sg., human)
Va- Class 2 (pl. of Cl. 1)
sa-, nya- Class la (variant of Cl. 1)
va- Class 2a (pl. of Cl. la)
mu- Class 3 (sg.)
mi- Class 4 (pl. of Cl. 3)
[+vcd]-, zi- Class 5 (sg.)
ma- Class 6 (pl. of Cl. 5)
chi- Class 7 (sg.)
zvi- Class 8 (pl. of Cl. 7)
[+nasalJ- Class 9, 10 (sg./pl.)
dzi- Class 10 (variant)
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ru-. Class 11
ka- Class 12 (sg., diminultive)
tu- Class 13 (pl. of Cl. 12)
hu- Class 14 (sg.)
ku- Class 15 (sg., infinitive)
pa- Class 16 (sg., locative)
ku- Class 17 (sg., locative)
mu- Class 18 (sg., locative)
The [+voiced] marker of Class 5 and the [+nasal] marker of classes 9 and 10
are underspecified segments which produce the expected changes in the
following consonant (i.e., voicing and nasalization).
A noun stem whicht takes a particular noun class marker also requires
that a modifying adjective stem take the same noun class marker. This is
seen in the Sukuma noun phrases in (11), where the adjective stem /-taale/
'big' takes a different noun class prefix depending on the class of the
preceding noun stem. These data (from Richardson 1971, 222) also show
that Bantu modifers typically follow the modified element. Tone markings
are suppressed in these examples.
(11) n-kolo n-taale 'big sheep' Class 9
ba-teml bo-taale 'big chiefs' Class 2
mi-ubu mi-taale • 'big kind of tree' Class 4
ginhi n-taale 'big owl' Class 9
Because the noun class prefixes mark concord in this way between noun and
adjective, they are also called "concord elements." In the last example in
(11) the class 9 noun stem, though it takes no overt prefix itself, still
triggers a class 9 nasal prefix on the adjective stem.
In some Bantu languages nominals have an additional prefix before the
noun class marker. This is called the "pre-prefix." Ci-Ruri has such pre-
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prefixes (data from Massamba 1962, 188; tones markings are again
suppressed).
(12) o-mu-rume 'man/husband'
e-ci-teBe 'chair'
a-ma-ti 'trees'
i-m-busi 'goat'
e-li-iso 'eye'
In Ci-Ruri the pre-prefix is obligatorily present with most nouns, except for
a few class 5 nouns such as li-Bui 'stone'. The pre-prefix has no true
semantic value in Ci-Ruri. In other languages the pre-prefix has roughly the
meaning of a definite article; this is the case, for example, in Zulu and
Sukuma. In such languages the pre-prefix, then, is optionally present to
signify definiteness of the noun. Compare the Sukuma nouns [ma-hagalal
'tree forks' and [a-ma-hagala] 'the tree forks'. Pre-prefixes often have
special tonal or metrical significance, as in Sukuma (see Chapter Four).
In recent work in Bantu tonology the question has arisen as to
whether the noun class marker and noun stem (or adjective stem) form a
single word or two separate words. That is, is the nominal complex of
Bantu analogous to the article-noun structure of English or to the affix-
stem structure of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Swedish?
In the scholarly tradition of Bantu linguistics, the noun class marker
and stem have been treated as a single word. However, in his 1987
dissertation, Tone and the Structure of Words in Shona, Scott Myers
challenges this assumption. I recapitulate some of his arguments here.
The gravamen of Myers' aryument is that the Bantu noun class marker
appears not only in conjunction with noun and adjective stems (NO and AO in
syntactic terms), but also with phrasal constituents. Myers demonstrates
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from Shona that noun class markers appear along with verb phrases, noun
phrases, and sentences. Of course, prefixes are elements of word-level
morphology; any element which interacts with phrase-level morphology
must be a word itself.6 Because noun class markers can "select" phrasal
complements, Myers argues, they must be separate words in the syntax and
not simply prefixes to nominal stems.
Typical of Bantu languages, Shone infinitives are formed by the
collocation of a noun class marker (Class 15) and a verb stem.7 In other
words, infinitives are nominalizations of verbal words. (Data are from
Myers 1987, 27-30; tones are again suppressed.)
(13) ku-tengwa 'to be bought'
NCM-verb stem
ku-tengeso 'to be sold'
ku-tengesa-tengese 'to go all around selling'
ku-tengeserana 'to sell to each other'
ku-disa 'to want very much'
ku-chatanura 'to divorce'
The third example In (13) is formed by reduplication, indicating
iterative action. Note that the Class 15 noun class marker is not
reduplicated with the rest of the verb stem. Other types of nominalization
are possible; for example, addition of the Class I marker can yield an
agentive human noun: [mu-tengesil 'seller' (Myers, p. 36).
60r a critic, which is a word that 1eans" on an adjacent word in some phonological
?A fuller description of Bantu verbal morphology is given in the next section.
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However, Myers notes (96, 99) that the complement to a noun class
marker is not simply a verb stem, but also an entire verb phrase. His
examples (repeated in 14) show this, where the verb phrase is underscored.
(14) ku-a yanhu
15-love people
'to love people'
ku-nzwa kuti u-no-gara Dedyg ne-gomo rl•e
15-hear that you-hab-live near by-mountain that
'to hear that you live near that mountain'
ku-nzwa zvakanaka
15-listen which-is good
'to listen well'
mu-sika va-nhu
I -create people
'creator of people' = 'God'
chl-tuta matuzvl
7- lift dung
'lifter of dung' = 'dung beetle'
ma-ramba ku-rima
6- refuse 15-cultivate
'those who refuse to cultivate' = 'baboons'
The syntactic sequence of a noun class marker and a verb phrase
behaves like a noun phrase in its distribution. It can constitute the subject,
direct object, indirect object, or prepositional object in a sentence. The
noun phrase formed by adding a noun class marker to a verb phrase can also
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take modifiers: these modifiers display Class 15 concord elements, as
expected.8
(15) ku-kQfL kw-ake
15-be stout 15-his
'his great stoutness
ku-kuru ku-no-shamisa
15-great 15-astonish
is astonishing'
ku-da va-nhu kw-oke
15-love 2-person 15-his
'his love of people'
It appears, then, that a noun class marker can take a verb phrase as
its complement. Noun class markers of Shona can also take entire noun
phrases as their complements (Myers, p. 103).
(16) mu-mohatso igi ya-sekuru mu-no umu
18-hut(9) this(9) 9gen-uncle 16-this here this(16)
'this inside here of this hut of my uncle'
pa-mu-she oao .i-ose
16-3-home that(16) (16)-all
'at that whole white home'
j-a-ka-chen-a
(16)-white
sa- du-nhu iri
1 a-5-11strlct this(5)
'the head of this district'
Noun class markers take sentential complements also (Myers, 106).
(17) va- chi- tsva chi-ri mu-ru-tsoka
2a- 7- new 7 - cop. 18-Ii-foot
'Mister a-new-thing-lies-in-the-foot'
(praise name for a well-traveled person)
These examples shov a videspread Bantu process of glide formation, turning a high
vowel into the corresponding glide before another vowel: /ku-ake/ -> [kv-akee .
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The data in (14-17) show that noun class markers are sisters to
phrasal constituents, and not only to nouns and adjectives. If one analyzes
noun class markers as merely prefixes in the word-level phonology, then one
is forced to posit the productive and compositional compounding of phrase-
like elements in the word-level phonology. But, as Myers points out, such a
move requires the complete recapitulation in the word-level phonology of
all of the principles of the syntax (selectional restrictions, concord
marking, word order, etc.). Such massive redundancy is unwarranted: it is
simpler to posit that noun class markers of Shona are words themselves,
words which take N' or phrasal complements to form noun phrases. To do
otherwise is to pass up significant generalizations.
However, it is w3ll established that syntactic words do not always
match phonological words. An element that is a separate word of the syntax
may in the phonology behave as though it is part of another word, and not an
independent word.9 This type of behaviour is seen with the genitive
morpheme in English. Syntactically this morpheme is a sister to an entire
noun phrase, but phonologically it is a suffix to the last word of the phrase,
as in the phrase the king of France's mother.
Syntax: [[the king of France]Np 's] mother
Phonology the king of [France's] mother
Some sort of restructuring takes place in the phonology, making the genitive
"word" a suffix to the final word of the noun phrase. In this environment the
Is) undergoes all of the rules that any other suffixal morpheme would
9See Marantz 1988 for one theoretical approach to restructuring.
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undergo: voicing assimilation (do_•g, cat's) and epenthesis (France's,
Hayes's). Likewise, the Bantu noun class markers - although they are
independent words of the syntax - often undergo phonological restructuring
and behave like affixes instead of words.
The "word-hood" of noun class markers, therefore, does not show up
with equal perspicacity in the phonology of all of the Bantu languages. This
is no doubt the reason why the noun class markers were traditionally parsed
as prefixes to the following nominal. In Digo, on the one hand, the noun
class markers behave rather strikingly as separate words; for the purposes
of rightward tone shift, the class markers seem to group with the preceding
word rather than with the following noun (Chapter Three). In Sukuma, on the
other hand, the noun class markers behave as though they were a word-level
prefix to the following noun; the class markers participate, for example, in
the word-level rule of extrametricality marking.to A comparative study of
the phonological behavior of noun class markers in the Bantu family is an
appropriate topic for future research.
1 The noun class markers of Sukluma are referred to as "prefixes" in the following
discusion, although it is perhaps more accurate to speak of them as function words
which are phonological proclitics. As proclitics they participate in the word-level
rules of metrical strx'ture assignment.
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2.2.2 Verbs, inflected and extended
The structure of Bantu verbs is even more complex than that of
nominals. A traditional description of the Bantu verb would parse it in the
following way.
(16) Subject -Tense - Object - Verb - Extensions - Final
Marker Marker Marker(s) Radical Vowel
The verb radical itself gena.rally has the shape CVC: 11 i-bon-/,
/-tem-/, /-vug/. The extensions are suffixes which most often change the
argumer;, structure of the vero: passive, reflexive, reciprocal, causative,
etc. The extensions are generally of the shape VC. The Final Vowel is /-a/
In the unmarked case In most languages, although there are other final
vowels indicating subjunctive (Ci-Rurl /-e/) or negative. The Final Vowel
morpheme may contain more than one vowel, as for example the CI-Ruri
suffix /-Ire/ which appears in place of the Final Vowel In the Distant Past.
Prefixes are typical; of the shape CV or V. Negating prefixes appear
on either side of the subject marker In the various Bantu languages.
Languages differ in the number of Object Markerr allowed in a single verb.
Kinyarwanda allows as many as three, Ci-Rurt allows two, whereas Sukuma
allows at most one. The verb which results from the concatentation of ll
these morphemes can be of an Impressive length, as demonstrated by data
from Ci-Ruri (from Massamba 1962)
11Ie. Colnsonant--Vovel-Consonant.
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(19) ka-a-Ba-l-tem-er-a 'she Is cutting it for them'
SM-TM-OM-OM-Rad-Appl I c-FV
ni-l1-Ba-i-sorotor-er-a 'I will pull it out for them'
SM-TM-OM-OM-Rad-Applic-FV
Recall from the previous section that the Bantu infinitive is a
nominalization of the verb, formed by adding a noun class marker (and a pre-
prefix, if required) to the stem. Object Markers may also appear in
infinitives, along with any number of extensional suffixes and the final
vowel. Subject Markers and Tense Markers do not appear in the infinitive.
(Ci-Ruri data are from Massamba 1984.)
(20) o-ku-tem-a 'to cut'
prepfx-NCM-Rad-FV
o-ku-tem-er-a 'to cut for
prepfx-NCM-Rad-Appli c-FV
o-ku-mu-tem-a 'to cut him/her '
prepfx-NCM-OM-Rad-F V
o-ku-mu-tem-er-a 'to cut for him/her'
prepfx-NCM-OM-Rad-Appl Ic-FV
o-ku-ba-li-tem-er-a 'to cut it for them'
prepfx-NCM-OM-OM-Rad-Appl i c-FV
Languages differ in various ways from the template given in (16),
adding certain suffixes or prefixes in various pieces, or permuting certain
elements of the verbal morphology. However, throughout the Bantu
languages there is a pronounced tendency for the verb radical and all its
following suffixes to cohere in a certain way. The constituent made up of
[verb radical + extensions + final vowel] is traditionally labeled the "verbal
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stem." The verbal stem acts as a unit to the exclusion of all morphemes
preceding the radical, as for example in reduplication (cf. 13 above).12
Often the Object Marker coheres with the verbal stem in some way ar well.
However, the morphemes which bear inflectional in ormation-the
Subject Marker and the Tense Marker-behave as a separate constituent in
some languages. Myers 1986 labels this constituent the "inflectional word,"
taking the position that the constituent break between the Tense Marker and
the verbal stem is a word boundary, not simply some sort of "strong"
morpheme boundary: ISM-TMINFL ((OM)-Verb-Ext-FV]Verb . Barrett-Keach
1986 shows that Swahili phonology depends crucially on parsing the
inflectional elements of the verb into a separate word.
In the first place, Barrett-Keach shows that the distribution of a
certain set of pronominal clitics depends on the notion of an inflectional
word. These are the O-forms (in Barrett-Keach's terminology), so-called
because they all end in /o/: cho.q, yo., and locative ko. These pronominal
clitics show up on the right edge of a variety of constituents; examples of
the constituent-final placement of O-forms is seen in (21). (Data from
Barrett-Keach 1986, 560).
(21) kata nyama kwa-cho
cut meat with-clitic
'cut the meat with it'
ni-on-e kitabu ki-nglne-cho
OM-see-lmp book Pro-of the same kind-clitic
'Show me a book of the same sort'
1See also MyerVs (1986. 31) for an argument from tone spreading in the Southern
Karanga dialect of Shona which shows that the verbal stem is a constituent in a way
that the entire string of verbal morphemes (including Object Markers) is not.
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kisu amba-cho kl-ta-faa
knife comp-clitic SM-TM-suffice
the knife which will be suitable'
The O-forms also appear to the right of one of four the Tense Markers
in Swahili: li-past; taka-futuru; na-present; si-past, present, or future
negative.
(22) kitabu ki-na-cho - somwa (Barrett-Keach 1986,561)
book SM-TM-clitic be read
'the book which is (being) read'
barua zi-taka-zo - faa
letters SM-TM-clitic suffice
'letters which will be suitable'
yai li-li-lo - anguka
egg SM-TM-clitic fall
'the egg which fell'
The encliticization of the 0-forms to the inflectional constituent
(Subject Marker and Tense Marker) indicates that this constituent is a free-
standing word, parallel to the encliticization of the 0-forms to the words in
(21).
Barrett-Keach also finds evidence for the notion "inflectional word"
in Swahili from stress patterns. Stress in Swahili is on the penultimate
syllable, as shown by the imperatives in (23), in which there are no
inflectional morphemes.13
13In the framework introduced in Chapter One, penultimate stress is derived (in the
simplest case) by marking the final syllable extrametrical and then constructing a
right-headed, unbounded constituent on the line o tier of asterisks. Swahili is the
mirror image case of Dakota.
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(23) zi-andik-e (Barrett-Keach 1986, 562)
OM-write-Imp
'Write them!'
vi-ond6-e vyombo
OM-clear away-Imp dishes
'Clear away the dishesl'
When the inflectional morphemes are present, a secondary stress
appears on the penultimate syllable of the inflectional constituent.
(24) a. ni-na - ku-pbnda
SM-TM - OM-love
'I love you'
ni-li - zi-andika
SM-TM - OM-write
'I1 wrote them'
b. [wa-taka kbzi]N
SM-want work
'those wanting weu. ' or 'work wanters'
The stress patterns of the Inflectional and verbal constituents In
(24a) pattern after those of noun compounds (24b), suggesting that the
structure of the inflected Swahili verb is that of a compound word. That Is,
an inflected verb is formed by compounding two words. The penultimate
stress of the second word Is augmented so that It has primary stress; the
penultimate stress of the first word then surfaces as a secondary stress.
The strets patterns of Swahill, along with the enclitlctzation of
O-forms, suggests that there Is a distinct Inflectional word, made up of the
Subject Marker and Tense Marker (and any intervening elements). The
grammars of other Bantu languages distinguish the inflectional word. Myers
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1986 argues that Shona is such a language; the inflectional word also finds
place in the description of Digo (Chapter Three). In other Bantu languages
the inflectional morphemes do not seem to form a separate constituent.
Sukuma (Chapter Four) is such a language. As a category, inflectional words
are available to every language; only certain languages, however, make use
of this category.14
Returning to the discussion of the template in (18), most of the
morphemes which make up a Bantu verbal or inflectional word can bear a
High Tone in underlying form. The only morphemes which lack a distinction
in tone are the extensional suffixes: these are toneless in almost all the
languages.
The complex structure of Bantu verbs gives rise to a huge number of
combinatorial possibilities for verb forms if one factors in all possible
collocations of morphemes. David Odden (1981, 17) estimates that some
16,000,000,000,000 distinct forms can be built around a single verb
radical, not counting the differences induced by distinctive tonal features
of various morphemes. Even if this estimate is excessive by a couple of
orders of magnitude, the vast array of possibilities which every speaker is
able to produce strongly supports a generative approach to the Bantu
languages.15
14In this sense the category INEL (ersrvhile AUIT) is like the category Adjective; some
languages may uwe it less than others, or not at all.
15In contrast, say, to an approach to language which holds that all forms are produced
by memory or analogy, as in a behaviourist-f4nctionalist approach.
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2.2.3 The structure of Bantu phrases
Sentences in the Bantu languages generally have the surface word
order Subject-Verb-Object. Smaller phrases have the order of Modified-
Modifier, as was shown in (11) above.
The syntactic structure of Bantu, nonetheless, is not always the same
as the phonological structure of Bantu phrases. Rather, the phonological
structure is derived by a set of rules, as in the theory of phonological
phrase structure developed by Elizabeth Selkirk (1986). Selkirk has shown
from a number of languages that phonological phrasal domains are end-based
domains, derived from the syntactic structure by respecting the left or
right brackets of syntactic phrases of a certain type (XO or XP). Such an
end-based derivation is shown below.
In the analysis of Hyman 1985 the phonological phrase structure of
Bamileke-Dschang (Grassfields Bantu, Cameroon) is distinct from the
syntactic phrase structure in that function words (such as prepositions and
determiners) behave as though they formed a phonological unit with a
preceding word of a major category (Verb or Noun) rather than with words in
their own maximal projection. That is, noun phrases with the syntactic
bracketing shown in (25a) and (26a) have the phonological constituency
shown in (25b) and (26b), where the "little" words are grouped with the
preceding noun.16
16In (25) the abbreviation CM stands for '(noun) cls marker' and AM for associative
morpheme. Following Myers 1986, I coastrue the associative morpheme as a
preposition, very much like the English preposition 'of'.
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(25) a. [Wa o[sa&J] pp a [w rmamJ kal pp e [W meI[N tsogjJ]]]]]
CM 'tail' AM CM 'monkey' AM CM 'thieves'
'the tails of the monkeys of the thieves'
b. [ a] [sar a maj] [kaeme [ tsqrJ]
(26) a. [a a N sa]j [pp a [ip men [N dzwi)]])
CM 'tail' AM CM 'leopards'
'taoil of leopards'
b. [a ([sarj a men] (dzwi I
Certain rules apply within phonological domains like those of (25b),
but not across these derived domains. For example, a rule which spreads an
underlying H tone to a vowel on the right applies within the derived word
group of (26b), spreading the underlying High tone of the associative
morpheme /6-/ to the following noun class marker: IdsAsj mndzwil.
[al [sar + a +man] [dzwiI -- > a sa a men dzwi
I I I I I I I \/ _V I
L H H L H LH H L H
This rule of High tone spreading does not apply, however, to the High
tone of an associative morpheme when a low-toned noun stem follows. This
is shown by data such as [Asbrj 6 nB6 'tail of animal' and [(sbrj 6 k%]j) 'tail of
squirrel'. The phonological phrasing of these genitive constructions is as
shown in (27), where again the function words are grouped with the
preceding noun. In these examples the syntactic phrase-final nouns /-na/
'animal' and /-kaj/ 'tail' bear an underlying Low tone, but spreading does
not apply across the boundary of the derived phonological phrase.
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(27) [a] [sar + a] [nal [a ] [sar + a ] kar]
I I \- I I I \ - I
L H H L L H H LH
Human 1965 shows that other tonal rules respect the boundaries of
the phonological domains which are derived from the syntactic phrase
structure by grouping certain smaller words with major categories words of
a preceding constituent. Furthermore, Hyman shows that similar
phonological phrase derivations hold for the Bantu languages Kukuya (Hyman
1965) and Luganda (Hyman, Katamba, and Walusimbi 1907).
Selkirk 1966 proposes a system whereby such phonological phrases
are derived from the syntactic structure. Briefly, the right (or left)
boundary of each phonological domain Is determined by matching it with the
right (left) end of every syntactic category of a certain sort (X0 or Xmx).
Thereafter, left (right) brackets are placed adjacent to the existing
brackets to complete the construction of constituents.
For example, the rules for deriving phonological domains in Bamlleke-
Dschang are (i) insert a left phonological bracket in every place where a left
NO bracket stands and at the beginning of the utterance; and (ii) insert a
right phonological bracket at the end of the phrase and to the left of each
left-bracket
[e a o sao]J [pp a [I moa In koa Ipp e [rpmeI tsogJllJ1]
(i) 4 49 49 49
[a [Isaj a mr• I[ka e me [tsrj
(ii) 49 49 4m , 4s
[a] [sarj a mrj] [ ka e m&[tsrlji
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Selkirk 1986 uses this theory of end-based phonological domains to
explain certain facts of vowel length in Chi-Mwiini, another Bantu language.
The fundamental idea of the theory is that the phonology picks one end of
the major categories (such as V, N, VP, or NP) in an utterance and anchors
the right or left boundary of the phonological domains to those points.17 The
rest of the phonological boundaries are calculated from these points as
well. In Bamileke-Dschang it is the left edge of a noun which counts as the
left edge of a phonological domain; all material preceding the left edge of a
noun-such as a class marker or associative morpheme-is automatically
shunted into the domain of the preceding left phonological bracket.
This sort of phonological phrasing plays a role in the tonology of Digo,
analyzed in Chapter Three. In Digo the noun class markers behave as though
they were part of the phonological phrasal domain of the preceding word.
There is, however, a twist for the theory of end-based domains in the Digo
datae Digo builds its phonological domains cyclically. The complexity of
Digo tonology requires that the discussion of these facts be postponed to
the following chapter.
Again, not every Bantu language derives its phonological domains in
the way outlined for Bamileke-Dschang. In many languages there is no
reason to treat the noun class markers as a phonological constituent with
the preceding word instead of with the following noun. And once again,
there is need for more comparative research into these issues.
17Halle and Vergnaud (1987, 264) propose a similar scheme for the derivation of
metrical constituents in the phrasal phonology of English: syntactic constituent
boundesies are identified with metrical boundaries.
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2.3 Case studies in metrical-tone interaction
In this section brief metrical analyses of tone assignment in Ci-Ruri
and Kimatuumbi (both of Tanzania) are worked out, with some attention to
previous metrical approaches. These languages provide examples of the
kinds of metrical-tonal rules which are used in the following chapters to
explain tone assignment in Digo and Sukuma. The analysis of Ci-Ruri and
Kimatuumbi, then, is the first step in an effort to catalogue fully the kinds
of rules which mediate metrical structure and tones. A more complete
typology of metrical dependencies in tone assignment is given in Chapter
Five.
2.3.1 Metrical spreading and delinking in Kimatuumbi nouns
2.3.1.1 The metrical theory of Pulleyblank 1983
Kimatuumbi tonology has been discussed by a number of researchers:
Kisseberth and Odden 1980, Odden 1982, Pulleyblank 1983. Pulleublank's
(1963) anr;lsis is a metrical one; his article forms the basis for the
discussinn below.
Many Kimatuumbi nouns in isolation form have a curious alternating
pattern of tones: the first tone-bearing unit is low-toned, the second is
high-toned. Thereafter the alternation of Low (L) and High (H) tones may be
repeated many times (288a) or followed by a stretch of low-toned vowels
(28b). 8
1 The page number of Pulleyblank's article from which the data are dravn is given on
the right side of each numbered example, where 'P.' stands for "Pulleyblank 1983'.
Likewise, 'KT&.' stands for 'Kisseberth and Oddefl 1980' and 13.' for W)dden 1982'.
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(28) a. n-chimbiliili
ka-l6-tebeel
ma-s6mabli
ma -s61ok6o
nje6njemb
ashab6
ma-k61a6ngalA
ndebbele
n-t6op6
ki-tblebko
m-m6undbyi
b. ki-wikilyo
*ki-wikily6
ngo6ngowe
lu-b6galo
'drip' (P. 195)
'little amaranthus plant'
'large nails'
'black pulse plants'
'mosquitoes'
'punishment'
'chicken predators'
'amaranthus'
'handle'
'cooking pot'
'one who blunts' (0. 350)
'coYer'
'marble'
'lath'
(P. 199)
(K&O. 125)
A word-initial nasal consonant seems to count as a tone-bearing unit
just in case it is followed by a voiceless obstruent or a sonorant:
n-chimbiliili, n-t6oDg, and m-mdundhyi. In this case the vowel following
the syllabic nasal has a H tone. If the word-initial nasal is followed by a
voiced obstruent, however, it does not count as a tone-bearing unit.
Presumably such a nasal is really only a prenasalization component to the
following consonant. In this case the first tone-bearing unit of the word is
the first vowel, which is perforce low-toned. The second vowel of the
word, then, has a H tone: nnj.gnemba and ngoodngowe.
In all of the nouns in (28), the H tones fall only on the even-numbered
tonie-bearing units. However, there are nouns in which the alternating H
tones fall on odd-numbered tone-bearing units (i.e., the third and the fifth,
but never the first).
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(29) changalbwe
kalaangalb
ngeenge
bala6sa
Pulleyblank 1983 takes the position that tone in Kimatuumbi nouns is
a direct reflection of abstract metrical structure; that is, every vowel with
a H tone has a metrical asterisk and every vowel with a L tone has no
metrical asterisk.19
(30)
ma-ka laa nga la -- > ma-k61a6ngal6
ki-wl ki lyo -- > kl-wikilyo
The metrical structures found in (30) are assigned in two different
ways. The nouns in (28a) and (29) have a single line 1 asterisk on some
vowel in their underlying representations. Binary, right-headed
constituents are then built on line 0 from the underlying asterisk leftward,
and the heads of these constituents are located on line 1.
underlying:
binary feet:
line 1 heads:
ki-tele eko
(ki-te)(le e) ko
(ki-te)(le e) ko
bala asa
(ba) (la a) sa
(ba) (la a) sa
191 translate Pulleyblank's arboreal metrical representations into the notation
introduced in Chapter One.
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'gravel'
'chicken predator'
'wires'
'veranda'
(P. 197)
(31)
A unary foot, as in the second word balagsa, loses its line I asterisk
by a rule of deaccentuation.
non--branching
deoccentuation: (kl-te)(le e) ko (ba) (la a) so
H tone Is then assigned to each stressed vowel and L tone to each unstressed
vowel.
tone
assignment: (ki-te)(le e) ko
I I I I I
L H L.H L
(ba) (la a) so
I I I I
L LH L
surf ace: ki-teleeko bal asa
Nouns may have the single lexical stress on any vowel, including the
second vowel.
(32) ma-t6golo
ki-ttikutuku
lu-k6ngobe
at0
'bucks'
'bird'
'wood'
'banana hands'
The nouns in (32) are derived like those in (31), except that only a
single right-headed foot is constructed which contains the first and second
vowels. These nouns in (32) with second-vowel H tone differ from those in
(20b) above. The nouns in (28b) lose their second-vowel H tone when
followed by an adjective (33a), whereas all other nouns (including those in
32) keep their isolation tone pattern (33b).
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(P. 197)
(33) a. ki-wIkllgo
ki-wikllyo chahngu
lu-g olu
lu-gulu Iwabngu
ngo6ngowe
agi ngoongowe li
b. ma-t6goln
ma-t6golo ga6brgu
mi-butoka
mi-butuika ya6ngu
ma-ch6ngal6we
ma-ch6ngal6we goangu
'cover'
'my cover"
'leg'
'my leg'
'marble'
'that isn't marble'
'bvrks'
'my bucks'
'cars'
'my cars'
'large gravel pieces'
'my hunks of gravel'
Pulleyblank posits a lexical difference between the nouns in (33a)
(=28b) which lose their second-vowel H tone and those in (32) which keep
their second-vowel H tone in phrase-medial environments. The nouns in
(33a) have no underlying line 1 asterisk on any vowel. The metrical
structure of these nouns is constructed by the following rule.
(34) Construct a single, right-headed binary foot on the 'eft edge of
a domain (i.e. phrase) in which there are no other line 1
asterisks. Locate the head on line 1.
The unaccented nouns in (33a) receive a second-vowel accent in
isolation by rule (34).
*
lu-gulu -- >(34)--> (lu-gu)lu -- >tone assg.--> (lu-gu)lu
I I I
L H L
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(P. 199)
When an adjective with ar' underlying line I asterisk follows the
noun, however, rule (34) does not apply.
lu-gulu Iwa angu -->tone assig.--> lu-gulu Iwa angu
I I I I I I
L LL LH L
Pulleyblank, then, uses three metrical structure rules to derive the
tone patterns of Kimatuumbi nouns: (i) the construction of right-headed
binary feet, right to left, starting from an underlying accent; (ii) in the
absence of an underlying accent, the construction of a single right-headed
foot on the left edge of the phrase; (iii) the deaccentuation of a constituent
containing fewer than two vowels. The resulting line I asterisks are then
interpreted phonetically as H tones on their vowels, with all other vowels
receiving a default L tone.
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2.3.1.2 Discussion of Pulleyblank 1983
There are two shortcomings to the above analysis, all having to do
with the unconstrained nature of the metrical theory presumeo.
In the first place, rule (34)-the rule which builds a single binary foot
on the left edge of an unaccented noun-is an unusual rule. No other
examples of such a metrical rule have ever been proposed. This rule is
sensitive to the existence of metrical structure in another word: metrical
structure is built over the noun only if there is no line 1 asterisk in the
following adjective. Rule (34), then, must be rejected as an unlikely
metrical rule.
Another problem with Pulleyblank's metrical analysis of Kimatuumbi
is that the rules leave portions of words unmetrified. The operation of right
to left constituent construction in accented nouns is most unusual: the
construction starts from the accented vowel and goes leftward. All
segmental material to the right of the accented vowel remains unmetrified.
n-ki 11 st tu -- > (n-) (ki 11) si tu 'Christian' (0. 352)
ki-wi ki lyo -- > (ki-wi)ki luo 'cover'
There are two objections to be made to this kind of rule. First, there
are nu other metrical systems which start metrifylng a word at some
arbitrary point In the middle. Metrical systems regularly start their
operations at the peripheries of domains. Second, a metrical theory which
requires the exhaustive metrical parsing of a string is more constrained
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than a theory which allows parsings of any portion of a string. Halle and
Vergnaud (1987, 15) argue for the more constrained metrical theory,
introducing an "Exhaustivity Condition." This condition requires metrical
rules to apply iteratively throughout an unmetrified domain; rules may not
cease to apply at some arbitrary point in the string. The Exhaustivity
Condition rules out in particular a rule such as (34) above, which applies
non-iteratively even though there Is more material to be metrifi led.
Granting these problems with Pulleyblank's metrical analysis of
Kimatuumbi, can one devise an alternative analysis which employs a more
constrained theory?
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2.3.1.3 A metrical-tonal analysis of Kimatuumbi
In what follows I derive the tone patterns of the Kimatuumbi nouns
cited above, using a single set of metrical rules and a small set of
metrical-tone rules. This latter set includes rules of spreading, delinking,
and stress placement: rules like these are found in other metrical tone
systems, Digo and Sukuma in particular.
Pulleyblank's 1983 analysis removes tones altogether from underlying
representations in Kimatuumbi nouns. Instead, he posits that the rightmost
H tone marks the place of an underlying accent.
ma-ka la a nga la -- >varlous rules--> ma-kbla8ngala
In the following analysis I replace the Pulleyblank's single underlying
accent with a single underlying H tone.
ma-ka la a nga la -->various rules--> ma-k6laangal6
I
H
This single H tone suffices to determine the tone pattern for the word, given
the proper formulation of the metrical and tonal i ales.
From Pulleyblank's analysis we borrow the rule of right to left
constituent construction. To this is added a rule which builds a left-headed
constituent on line i. In addition, the tonelessness of initial moras will be
derived by marking the initial mora extrametrical.2
20Note that unary feet are not deaccentuated in my analysis.
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(35) i. Assign line 0 asterisks to all mores.
11. Mark the first more extrametrical.
iii. Construct right-headed, binary constituents from right to
left on line 0.
iv. Locate heads of line 0 constituents on line I
v. Construct a left-headed, unbounded constituent on line I.
v. Locate the head of the line I constituent on line 2.
This produces the following intermediate representation for the word
'chicken predators'.21
*
(*
ma-ka la a nga la -- > <ma>(ka) (la a) (nga la)
H
-- line 2
*) -- line 1
H
Next, a rule of High tone Spreading applies, spreading a H tone across
a word to the left until a left line I boundary is reached. 2
(36) Tone Spread:
line 1---
V ... ,.. V
IHH
spread H to the left up to a left line I
bracket.
(
-- > V ..... V
\\ I
H
The rule of Tone Spread produces the following representation.
21Line 0 asterisks are suppressed, and the segmental tier is used instead to mark
constituents.
22A similar (rightvard) rule of metrical spreading is found in Sukuma (Chapter Four).
Sukuma metrical tone spread is likewise followed by a rule of delinking (cf. 37).
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* * -- line 2
S * *) (* * *) -- line 1
<ma>-(ka) (Ol a) (nga la) -- > <ma>(ka) (la a) (nga la)
I \ \\ I/
H H
Tone Spread is followed by a rule which delinks the H tone from all
unstressed vowels.
(37) Delinking: delink H from vowels without a line 1 asterisk.
line 1--
V
H
C
V
H
Delinking leaves the single H tone of a noun linked to every other
vowel to the left.
**
( * *.) (*
<ma>-(ka) (la a) (nga la) -- > <ma>(ka)
H
* -- line 2
(* * *) -- line 1
-- > <ma>(ka) (la a) (nga la)
\ I /
H
-- line 2
* *) -- line I
(la a) (nga la)
- -
H
= ma-kalabnglie
The representation above resembles the kinds of autosegmental
representations posited for segment-to-template associations in Semitic
10o5
morphology. There also a single unit may be linked to non-adjacent vowel
slots (cf. McCarthy 1979, McCarthy 1982a, McCarthy and Prince 1986).
s b --consonant tier
/saabab/ = C V V C V C -- timing slot tier
a -- vowel tier
There is no reason, a n o.ri, for tones not to be linked to the timing slots of
non-adjacent vowels, just as segmental units are sometimes linked to non-
adjacent timing slots.
The noun me-kilogngalk 'chicken predators' has its lexical H tone on
the final vowel. Because binary feet are right-headed and constructed right
to left, the final vowel will always bear a line I stress. A noun such as
ma-simabli 'large nails' has its lexical H on the penultimate vowel. Right to
left construction of right-headed feet produces ths wrong result in this
case.
*  
-- line 2
* * * * -- line 1
ma-sumaali -- > <ma> ,su ma) (a ii) -- > <ma> (su ma) (a li)
I I \ \ I
H H H
underlying metrical structure Tone Spread
* -- line 2
* * -- line 1
-- > <ma> (su ma) (a li) -- > *ma-sumoali
H
Deli nkin
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The problem with the above derivation is that the penultimate vowel
with the lexical H tone is not stressed by the metrical rules. Instead, the
vowel to its Immediate left is stressed, and the H-L alternation is thrown
off by one mora. One must ensure, then, that the high-toned vowel is always
stressed, so that right to left constituent construction stresses every other
vowel to the left of the high-toned vowel.
The stressing of the high-toned vowel is brought about by a rule
which inserts a right metrical boundary to the right of the line 0 asterisk of
a high-toned vowel. This sort of metrical rule was first proposed by
Goldsmith, Peterson, and Drogo (in press) for Xhosa;, variants of Metrical
Boundary Insertion are found in the analyses of Digo and Sukuma. The effect
of such a rule is to make high-toned vowels honorary metrical heads.
(36) Metrical Boundary Insertion: Insert a right bracket to the
right of the line 0 asterisk
of a vowel linked to H.
line 0-- * *)
V -- > V
I I
H H
Metrical Boundary Insertion applies before the other rules of metrical
structure assignment. The latter set of rules must "respect" the boundary
placed by rule (38).
ma-suma a) iU -- > <mna> (su) (ma a) (11) -- > <me> (su) (me a) (11)
I I \ /
H H H
Boundary Insertion metrical structure Tone Spread
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Delinking deletes the association of the H to the vowel of (-ma-i. The
resultant surface form is the desired ma-slimabli.
Metrical Boundary Insertion (38), Metrical structure assignment (35),
Tone Spread (36), and Delinking (37)-along with the lexical linking of each
noun's single H tone-suffice to derive the nominal tone patterns in (288a) and
(32). These are the nouns which keep their H tone(s) in all phrasal
environments.
Recall that the nouns in (33a) lose their second-vowel H tone when
followed by another word.
(33) a. ki-wikilyo 'cover' (P. 199)
ki-wtkllygo chabngu 'my cover'
lu-g6lu 'leg'
lu-gulu twa6ngu 'my leg'
ngo6ngowe 'marble'
ayi ngoongowe 1i 'that isn't marble'
Pulleyblank analyzes these nouns as having no lexical accent mark on any
vowel; his rule of metrical structure assignment (34) constructs a binary
foot only when these nouns are final in the phrase.
In my analysis these nouns have no lexical H tone; binary constituents
are constructed from right to left anyway.
<ki> (wi) (ki lyo) <lu> (gu lu) <ngo> (o) (ngo we)
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As will be shown directly, the binary feet in toneless words must be let -
headed, not right-headed. Rule (351ii) must be altered to accommodate this
fact.23
(35) 111. In toneless words, construct left-headed, binary
constituents from right to left; else, construct right-
headed, binary constituents from right to left on line 0.
Left-headed constituents produce the following pattern of stresses in
toneless words.
<ki> (wi) (ki lyo) <lu> (gu lu) <ngo> (o) (ngo we)
As before, the line I asterisks are grouped into a single left-headed
constituent.
(* *) (*) (* *)
<ki> (wi) (ki lyo) <lu> (gu lu) <ngo> (o) (ngo we)
Another sort of metrical-tonal rule applies next. This is a rule which
inserts a H tone in the tonal tier and links the tone to the timing slot of a
vowel with a certain level of stress. In the toneless nouns of Kimatuumbi,
the rule of High Tone insertion links the inserted H to a toneless vowel
which bears a line 2 stress. 24
23The added stipulation to rule (35II) resembles the rule of foot construction which
Halle and Vergnaud (1987, 24-25) posit for YidinY. There, binary feet are right- or left-
headed depending on the location of long vowels in the word.
24A similar rule is found in Sukuma, linking an inserted H to a toneless vowel with a
line 1 stress.
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(39) High Tone Insertion:
line 2-- *
V -- >
Insert H on the tonal tier and link it
to a vowel with line 2 stress.2s
V
H
High Tone Insertion applies to the three nouns of (33a).
<kl> (wl) (ki lyo)
I
H
(*)
<lu> (gu lu)
I
H
(* *)
<ngo> (o) (ngo we)
I
H
The H tone inserted by rule (39) does not interact with the rules of
Tone Spread or Delinking (since it can spread nowhere to the left). These
words surface with the desired second-mora H tone: ki-wikilyg, lu-.u.
If the binary feet in the toneless words were right-headed as in
words with lexical H tones, then an incorrect surface tone pattern would be
derived for the second noun.
lu-gulu -- > <lu> (gulu) -- > <lu (gulu) -- > <lu> (gulu) -- > *lu-guld
I
H
underlying binary feet right head on 1 Tone insertion
2The fact that the line 2 stressed vowel is toneless need not be mentioned in the
context of the rule: presumably. some universal convention prevents a H tone from
being linked to a vovel (i.e. timing slot) which is already linked to a H tone. Therefore,
a high-toned vowel with line 2 stress will fail to undergo the rule.
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Surface
For this reason it is posited that toneless nouns have left-headed
constituents.
RMcall', though, that High Tone Insertion should apply only when the
toneless word is final in the utterance: in phrase-medial contexts the noun
must remain toneless. This fact necessitates an alteration of rule (39).
(39') High Tone Insertion: Insert H on the tonal tier and link It
to a vowel with line 2 asterisk if this
asterisk is head of a utterance-final
constituent of line 1 asterisks.26
line 2-- * *
V -- > V
I
H
The line 1 constituent of a toneless noun is adjacent to the utterance
boundary only is the noun is final in the utterance. The revised rule of High
Tone Insertion puts a tone on the second mora only if the noun is last in the
uttterance.
After the rules of Tone Spread, Delinking, and High Tone Insertion
apply, a rule of Linearization applies. This rule splits up a mutliply linked H
tone into a number of single linked H tones.27
2The percent sign '%' is used to mark a phrase or utterance boundary.
27Such a rule is neeted also for Semitic morphology. See also Odden 1980 for arguments
for Linearization of multiply linked H tones in Shona.
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(40) Linearization:
V V
H
copy H and link one-to-one to vowels.
V V
I I
H H
Linearization turns a doubly linked PH tone into two singly linkeo tones..
<ma> (su) (ma a) (11) -->
\ /
H
<ma> (su) (ma a) (11)
I I
H H
Thereafter, a rule of Default Low Tone Insertion fills in all toneless
vowels with a L tone.
(41) Default. L-insertion:
Vo -->
Default L-insertion applies to every noun.
ft
ft ft f
<mw> (su)
I
(ma a) (li)
H H
insert and link L to every toneless
vowel .28
V
<mne> (su) (mrna a) (i)
I I I I I
L H LH L
-- > m-smab~l
2Here and elsewhere the degree sign 'o' indicates a tone-bearing unit which is not
linked to a tone, or a tone which is not linked to a tone-bearing unit (i.e. is floating):
for example, VO, .i
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The Kimatuumbl noun tone patterns discussed so far are derived by
the following set of ordered rules.
(42) Kimatuumbl
Metrical Boundary Insertion (38)
Metrical Structure Assignment (35)
Tone Spread (36)
Delinking (37)
High Tone insertion (39)
Linearization (40)
Default L-insertlon (41)
Most of these rules appear again in the discussions of Digo and Sukuma
tonology. Many other details of Kimatuumbi tone assignment must be put
aside here.
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2.3.2 Attraction and displacement in Ci-Ruri
In this section I give a metrical analysis of tone in the infinitive in
Ci-Ruri, another Bantu language of Tanzania. The data are taken from David
Massamba's article in Clements and Goldsmith 1984.27 Massamba presents
there an accentual analysis, much like Pulleyblank's 1983 analysis of
Kimatuumbi.
Massamba's accent is a diacritic feature of certain morphemes;
accents are moved and deleted by specific rules (viz., Penultimate Back-
Hopping, Stem Accent Deletion, Prefix Post-Accenting, etc.). For every
accent in a word, the tonal melody L-H-L is inserted and the initial L of the
melody is linked to its respective accented syllable. Other rules apply to
spread around the tones in the desired fashion (Tone Simplification, Final
High Spread).
The analysis presented below differs from Massamba's in the
following regards. First, "accent" is not a diacritic feature of certain
stems.28 Rather, accents are line I heads erected by the parametrized rules
of metrical structure assignment. The relevant distinction, then, is not
between accented and unaccented morphemes, but between high-toned and
toneless morphemes. Second, the tonal melody of words is simply H or
nothing, and this melody is present in the lexical representation of
morphemes: it is not introduced into the derivation at any particular stage.
Morphological structure plays a role in the analysis. Making certain
assumptions about the constituency of certain Bantu morphemes allows a
2?The number of the page in Massamba 1984 from which the data is taken will be found
in parentheses on the right side of the page across from numbered examples.
2$Cf. Pulleyblank's 1986, 1S4-f, discussion of this notion of "accent".
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simple analysis of various phenomena. Specifically, noun class markers are
words separate from the following nominal. The separateness of class
markers is not evident in Kimatuumbi, where they behave more or less like
phonological proclitics. Ci-Ruri noun class markers do not count in the
word-level rules of metrical structure assignment, unlike the noun class
markers of Kimatuumbi, which count in the rule of extrametricality.
As in many Bantu languages, Ci-Ruri has a two-way lexical
distinction between verb stems: some stems are toneless (43a) and some
have a single lexical H tone (43b). This distinction is seen in the infinitives
in (43). (.i- is the noun class prefix for infinitives and o- is a pre-prefix
which is found on many nouns. Vowels are not marked for L tones in the data
below, except where the L is part of a rising or falling contour tone.)
(43) a. o-ku-taBura 'to tear apart' (M 235)
o-ku-sorotora 'to pull out'
o-ku-gura 'to buy' (M 241)
o-ku-gur-ira 'to buy for'
b. o-ku-sumika 'to tie' (M 235)
o-ku-saBura 'to dish out'
o-ku-suruimura 'to untie'
o-ku-tbma 'to cut' (M 240)
o-ku-tem-bra 'to cut for'
The toneless stems have no lexical H to associate anywhere, and so a
rule of default L tone insertion applies to assign each toneless vowel a L
tone. The high-toned stems locate their H on the second, or peninitial,
vowel of the verb (i.e., not counting the pre-prefix and the infinitive class
marker): (q-uL)-surirmura. However, if the verb is only two syllables long,
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the lexical H is located on the first syllable, not the second: (o-ku)-tema,
not *(pj-)-temb.
The last two infinitives of (43a) and (43b) show stems which have
been augmented by the applicative suffix jr- 'to X for someone'.29 This
suffix is toneless of itself, seeing that it contributes no H to the toneless
stem /gur/: -ku-.gur-irg. However, with the high-toned stem /tem/ the
resulting verbal word is now longer than two syllables, so the lexical H of
the verb stem shows up on the second vowel, that of /-er-/:
(o-ku)-tem-era.
Let us leave aside for a moment the issue of initial H tone on
bisyllabic verbs like o-ku-tema. In all other cases of high-toned stems, the
H clearly gravitates to the vowel of the second syllable. Let us suppose that
H tones in Ci-Ruri are linked to the first vowel of a verb stem.So in this
case one must also posit a rule of tone shift for Ci-Ruri. Such a rule shifts
a H tone to the next vowel on the right if the vowel is toneless. In fact,
tone shifting is very common in the languages of Tanzania: it is found in
Digo, Sukuma (chapters Three and Four), Chizigula (Kenstowicz and
Kisseberth 1989, and Jita (Downing 1988).
(44) Tone Shift: link H to a toneless vowel on the right,
and delete the linkage to the left vowel.
V VY -- > V V
H H
29This suffix ablauts to [-er-] in contexts which I will not define here.
30Perhaps by left to right association of tones to vowels in the lexicon.
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Tone shift moves the H tone which is lexically linked to the first vowel to
the second vowel of the verb stem.
(45) su mi ka -- > su mi kaI -\
H H
su ru mu rb -- > su ru mu ra
I H1
H H
This leads to the surface forms gku-sumikl and oku-suruamura.
In high-toned bisyllabic verbs such as oku-timo. Tone Shift is blocked
by the presence of a Low tone which is always linked to the final vowel of
the utterance. A rule inserts this L tone at the right utterance boundary in
the course of the derivation, Because Tone Shift applies only to a toneless
vowel, the H on the stem-initial vowel cannot move away.31
oku te me -- > oku
I
H
The rule which inserts the Low tone
is given in (46).
(46) Boundary L-insertion:
tema -- >Shift d.n.a. -- > oku-t6ma
I I
HL
at the right boundary of the utterance
insert L and link it to the final vowel.
31Downing (190la 29) shows that in Jita, a dialect closely related to Ci-Ruri, the stem-
initial H tone of bisyllabic verbs does shift when the verb is not in phrase-final
position: ol-na 'to see' vs. oku-Bon t iiRA ni 'to see a bird'. The H of the verb stem
can shift in phrase-medial position because there is no boundary L tone on the
following voel, since this L tone is linked only to the final vowel of the utterance.
Massamba does not give any similar Ci-Ruri data.
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Boundary L-insertion rules appear in the tonology of Digo and Sukuma as
well.
Toneless verb stems such as /taBur/ and /gur/ do surface with H
tones when a third person object marker is prefixed to the stem: /mu-/
'him/her', /Ba-/ 'them', /li-/ 'it'. These third person object markers have
their own lexical H tone which they contribute to the verbal word. Consider
the paradigm in (47) with the toneless stem /gur/.
(47) a. o-ku-gura
b. o-ku-gur-tra
c. o-ku-mu-gura
d. o-ku-mu-guir-ira
'to buy'
'to buy for'
'to buy him/her'
'to buy for him/her'
These tone patterns are also due to the operation of Tone Shift. The
derivations of (47c) and (47d) can be seen in (48).
(48) underlying:
Tone
Shift
Default
L-insertion
mu-gura
IH
mu-gu ra
H
mu-gu ra
I I I
L H L
mu-gur-ira
I
H
mu-gu r-ira
I
H
mu-gu r-ira
I I I I
L H LL
When two high-toned object markers are prefixed to a toneless verb,
one finds evidence of two surface H tones: one H shows up as a level tone on
the second vowel of the verbal word, and the second H shows up as part of a
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rising-falling pattern on the penultimate and final vowels. Consider the
data in (49).32
(49) a. o-ku-Ba-li-gur-•ri 'to buy it for them' (M 242)
b. o-ku-Ba-li-taBur-Ti 'to tear it apart for them'
c. o-ku-Ba-li-sorotor-4ri 'to pull it out for them'
These words have two lexical H tones, both supplied by the third
person object markers /Ba-/ and /li-/. These two H tones displace to
nearly opposite poles of the verbal word. The first H starts out on the
vowel of /6a/ but shifts to the second vowel of the verb. The second H
starts out on the vowel of /l/ and surfaces on both the penultimate and
final vowel (which is demonstrated directly). The second H tone has
traveled quite a distance - four to five syllables in (49b,c).
The movement of the second H tone - that of OM /li-/ - appears to be
a non-local movement operation. That is, the H tone is moved to a vowel
which is indeterminately distant from the vowel of origin. This sort of
long-distance tone displacement resembles the effects of Goldsmith's
(1987) Tone-Accent Attraction Condition. In his analysis of Kintandu,
Goldsmith proposes that certain vowels in a word have metrical accents (or
stresses), and that such metrically prominent syllables attract tones away
from less prominent syllables. Goldsmith's formal statement of the
"magnetic" power of accented vewels is given in (50).
3 sZl•amba 1984, 242 points out that it is possible to have two object markers with a
verb when the verb has an applicative suffix. The indirect object marker alwaysprecedes the direct object marker, except when one is a Ist person object, in which case
the order is DO-IO-Verb.
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(50) The Tone-Accent Attraction Condition (Goldsmith 1987)
A tone-to-grid structure is well-formed If and only if there is
no tone-bearing syllable which has a lower level of accent than
a toneless syllable. [Thus, if a syllable S has a tone, all
syllables with a greater level of accent than S must also bear a
tone.]
The condition in (50) entails that of the following autosegmental
structures, both (5 ia) and (51b) are well-formed, since the line I stressed
syllable bu- only bears a H tone when the line 2 stressed syllable ku- also
bears a H tone. (51c), however, is ill-formed: the highest stressed syllable
is toneless, but a lower stressed syllable is high-toned.
(51)
a. b.
* * * -- line 2
* * * * * * -- line 1
* ** * * * 
-- line0
bu tu ku <lu> bu tu ku <lu> bu tu ku <lu>
I I I I
H H H H
In Goldsmith's analysis of Kintandu, the single H tone in (51a) and (51c) is
due to a H tone prefix to the noun. In (51 a) this H tone has displaced along
the tonal tier and is linked to the penultimate vowel, as desired. In (51c)
the prefixal H tone has failed to displace as far as it should, and so the
result is an ungrammatical form.
Goldsmith's Tone-Accent Attraction Condition removes the non-local
nature of tone displacements, such as those found in Kintandu and Ci-Ruri.
That is, the tone does not displace across some indeterminate distance, but
rather it displaces to the next vowel which bears a stress of degree n
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(where n = I, 2, 3, ...). Defined on the line 2 tier of metrical asterisks, then,
Kintandu displacement is simply the movement of a tone from one line 2
gnstressed vowel to the next line 2 stressed vowel. In this sense of "next-
ness" displacement is a local operation on the line 2 tier.
Returning to Ci-Ruri and displacement to the final vowel, it appears
in the forms in (49) that the final vowel is stressed and therefore tone-
attracting. The vowel of the Object Marker /I-/ is unstressed; its H tone,
therefore, is obliged to displace to the toneless final vowel, else the
structure is ill-formed by the Tone-Accent Attraction Condition.
Ba-li-gur-ir-a -- > Ba-11-gur-lr-a --> Ba-li-gur-ir-a
I I I I I I
H H H H H H
underlying Displacement Tone shift
Default L-insertion (cf. 41) applies to the other toneless vowels.
Subsequent rules then spread the H of the final vowel back to the penult to
create a rising LH contour on the penultimate vowel. Boundary L-Insertion
(46) adds a L tone to the final vowel to create a falling HL contour on It.
Ba-li-gur-ir-a -- > Ba-li-gur-ir-a -- > Ba-li-gur -ir-a
I I I I I I I I /\/ I I I /\/\
L H L L H LH L L H H L H L
Default L-insertion Backwards Spread Boundary L-insertion
-- > Surface: o-ku-Ba-l i-ur-ir-^a
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Alteritatively, one could suppose that the penultimate vowel, not the
final vowel, is accented and attracts the second H; then a rule of rightward
spread would apply to create the contour tones on the last two vowels. Ci-
Ruri noun tone patterns help to decide between these two possible analyses,
because here the difference between H tone on the penultimate vowel and on
the final vowel is clear.
Ci-Ruri has three classes of nouns: toneless nouns (52a), nouns with
penultimate H (52b), and nouns with rising-falling contours on the
penultimate and final vowels, respectively (52c).
(52) Ci-Ruri Noun Patterns (M 253)
a. toneless b. penultimate c. rising-falling
o-mu-sasi o-mw-aana a-Ba-yara
'mad person' 'child' 'girls'
e-mi-simu a-Ba-gasi e-ci-Bdyy
'arrows' 'women' 'gourd'
a-Ba-saani o-mu-reme o-Bu-gor5
'friends' 'man/husband' 'snuff'
o-mu-wofu o-mu-tebki amiti
'blind person' 'cook' 'trees'
The difference between a-Oa-gasi 'women' and a-Ba-~Vj 'girls' is
that -Oa-gasi has a H linked to the penultimate vowel, whereas a-Bea-yJr
has a H linked to the final vowel. The rule of Backwards Spread (53) links
the H on a word-final vowel to the penultimate vowel as well. The boundary
L tone is linked to the final vowel to make a falling tone: a-Ba-y•. These
same rules of Backwards Spread and Final L-insertion have applied in like
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manner to the verbs in (49). The rising-falling pattern, then, is a sign of
final accentuation, not penultimate accentuation.
Backwards Spread is formulated in (53): the same rule is found in the
Tanzanian language Digo (Chapter Three).
(53) Backwards Spread: spread a H linked to the phrase-final vowel
back to the penultimate vowel.
H H
V% -- > VC V%
The metrical structure rules of Ci-Ruri have yet to be discussed.
From the preceding discussion, it might seem that Ci-Ruri metrical
constituents are unbounded and right-headed, so that the final vowel is
always accented. This cannot be correct, however, since one predicts in
this case that a H tone is always attracted to the final vowel. Recal the
data in (43b) and (47c,d) where the H tone of the stem or Object Marker
always surfaces on the second vowel of the verbal word, not the final vowel.
(43) b. o-ku sumika 'to tie' (M 235)
o-ku saBDra 'to dish out'
o-ku surumura 'to untie'
o-ku t'ma 'to cut' (M 240)
o-ku tem- ra 'to cut for'
(47) c. o-ku mu-gtira 'to buy him/her'
d. o-ku mu-gir-ira 'to buy for him/her'
A H tone linked to the initial vowel of the word does not displace to the
stressed final vowel, but rather shifts to the next vowel. The fact that a
stressed final vowel cannot draw away the tone of an initial vowel
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indicates that the initial vowel has an equal or greater degree of stress
than the final vowel.
(54) * * * *
tem - er -a mu-gur-lr-a
I I
H H
Displacement does not apply to such structures, since they are not in
violation of the Tone-Accent Attraction Condition.
The representations in (54) suggest that both the first and last
vowels of verbal words are stressed. 33 Perhaps the simplest way to acheive
this end is to posit that the Final Vowel morphemes of Ci-Ruri (/-al and
/-e/) have an inherent line I stress and that line 0 constituents are left-
headed and unbounded. These stipulations result in stress on both the first
and last vowels.
mu-gur-ir-a -- > (mu-gur-i) (ra) -- > (mu-gur-i) (ra)
I I I
H H H
Two unbounded left-headed feet are formed. The second consists of the
final syllable only; this stressed syllable Is a foot by itself because the
rules of constituent construction respect the inherent headedness of the
lexical line I asterisk. The H tone Is linked to a stressed vowel, and so the
representation Is well-formed without the benefit of Displacement (56).
33~This analysis echoes the analysis of Chizigula in Kenstowicz 1987, Kenstovicz and
Kgjieberth 1989.
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(55) Cl-Rurl Metrical Structure Assignment:
i. Assign a line 0 asterisk to all vowels.
ii. Construct left-headed, unbounded constituents on line 0
[respecting the lexical stresses of Final Vowels].
iii. Locate the heads of line 0 constituents on line 1.
(56) Displacement:
line 1--
V
move H from a stressless vowel to the
following line 1 stressed vowel.
*°, V
....V
0
V
H
*
.V.
H
Tone Shift (44) applies to the initial H tones in (54) after
Displacement (56) fails to apply, yielding second vowel H tones in these
forms (along with Default L-insertion): (oku) tem-6r-a and
(oku) mu-gr-i r-a,
tem - er -a
H
mu-gur-ir-a
H
Consider now the paradigm of high-toned verbs with a third person
object marker, comparing It with the same paradigm for a toneless verb
stem (repeated from 47 above). One expects the object marker to contribute
a H tone to the high-toned verbal word, as seen in (47) with the toneless
stem /gur-/.
(57) high-toned stem
a. o-ku tema
b. o-ku tem-era
c. o-ku mu-tema
d. o-ku mu-tem-era
'to cut'
'to cut for'
'to cut him/her'
'to cut for him/her'
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(47) toneless stem
a. o-ku gura 'to buy' (M 241)
b. o-ku gur-ira 'to buy for'
c. o-ku mu-gt6ra 'to buy him/her'
d. o-ku mu-gur-fra 'to buy for him/her'
Both the toneless stem /gur-/ and the high-toned stem /tem-/
surface with a single high tone associated with the second vowel. It is
interesting that (57c,d) do not parallel the forms in (49) which also have
two underlying H tones (from two separate object markers). Why does one
find o-ku-Ba-)i-sorotor-ir but not *o-ku-mu-tbm-Pr&? One expects the
latter form, given that there are two underlying H tones in the infinitive 'to
cut for him/her'. One H is associated with the stem, and the other with the
third person object marker /mu-/ . Nevertheless, this infinitive surfaces as
if it had only one lexical H, parallel to o-ku-mu-gqr-ira.
Following Massamba 1984 and Kisseberth 1982, I1 posit a rule of stem
tone deletion, familiar from many Bantu languages as "Meeussen's Rule" (cf.
Goldsmith 1984b). This rule deletes the H of the verb stem when it is
preceded by the H of an object marker.
(58) Meeussen's Rule: delete the stem H tone when preceded by an
object marker with H tone.
H*8 / H[stem - .
Meeussen's Rule must apply in the word-level phonology, while the
bracketing distinction between stems and affixes is still available. 34
41 asiume that this sort of internal word structure is not available in later levels of the
phonology.
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Notice that the second of two H tones is deleted only when that H is a stem
H: two H tones from two object markers remain intact (see the derivation
of 49a above).
Meeussen's Rule (58) applies to the lexical representation of
mu-tem-era deleting the stem high.
(59) mu-tem-era
I I
H H
mu-tem-era
I
H 8
The single reminaing H tone undergoes Tone Shift (44) : mu-trm-ere.
Default L-insertlon rounds out the derlvation.33
The operation of Meeussen's Rule (58) can also be seen in the
paradigm of high-toned verbs with two object markers. Such Infinitives
surface like those In (49), as if there were two lexical H tones (and not
three, one from the stem and one from each of the two object markers).
(59) a. o-ku-Ba-lf-tem-4rPi
b. o-ku-Ba-I i-sumik- r&
c. o-ku-Ba-l i-surumur-ira
'to cut it for them'
'to tie it for them'
'to untie it for them'
Here the lexical H of the object marker li- has triggered Meeussen's Rule
with the lexical H of the verb stem. Thereafter, the derivation of these
infinitives proceeds as with toneless stems (49).
35lf Meeussen's Rule deleted the prefixal H rather than thr st;m H, one vould expect
the form *mu-te,--ra after Tone shift moved the remaining stem H to the following
vowel. The fact that the surface H shows up on the stem indicates that the prefixal H
remains to be shifted, and it is the stem H which is deleted by Meeussen's Rule.
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(60)
Ba-li-tem-era ba-li -tem-era Meeussen's
I I I I I Rule
HH H H H 8
The rule of Tone Shift is a phrase-level rule in Ci-Ruri, as evidenced
by the fatc that it applies across word boundaries (as in Digo). When an
Object Marker H tone displaces to the final (stressed) vowel of a verb, that
H tone may undergo Tone Shift when followed by another word. This is seen
in the forms in (61).
(61) a. o-ku-Pa-li-sumik-r1r 'to tie it for them' (M. 244)
b. o-ku-'3a-li-sumik-ira li-Bul 'to tie the stone for them'
c. o-ku-Ba-l i-sorotor-4ra 'to pull It out for them'
d. o-ku-Ba-li-sorotor-era Il-But 'to pull out the stone for them'
In these phrases the second H of the verbal word ends up on the prefix of the
noun, not the final vowel of the verb. (Because the vowel of the noun class
marker li- is not phrase-final, Backwards Spread (53) and Boundary
L-insertion (46) do not apply to create rising-falling intonation.)
Ci-Ruri tonology, then, contains the following ordered rules.
(62) Ci-Ruri tone rules
Metrical Structure Assignment (55)
Displacement (56)
Tone Shift (44)
Default L-lnsertion (cf. 41)
Backwards Spread (53)
Boundary L-insertion (46)
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2.3.3 Summary of metrical-tone interactions
The pr'eceding case studies of Kimatuumbi and Ci-Ruri provide
examples of some of the ways in which metrical structure interacts with
the tonal tier. The primary modes of metrical-tone interaction are (i)
spreading of a tone to a stressed vowel (with subsequent delinking), and (ii)
displacement of a tone to a stressed vowel (as governed by the Tone-Accent
Attraction Condition). Lexical tone linkings may also play a role in defing
metrical structure, as demonstrated in Kimatuumbi. Here the position of an
underlying H tone determined the position of metrical brackets. Similar
rules show up in the analyses of Digo and Sukuma.
These types of metrical-tone interaction show up in Digo and Sukuma,
along with most of the other tonal rules formulated above: Backwards
Spread, Metrical Boundary Insertion, Boundary L-insertion, Default
L-insertion, Tone Shift, and High Tone Insertion. These rules, along with
some non-traditienal notions concerning the make-up of Bantu words and
phrases, form the basic armamentarium for the analysis of the more
complex tone systems.
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Chapter 3
TONE AND METRICAL STRUCTURE IN DIGO
In this chapter I present an analysis of Digo, a language spoken in the
border region of Kenya and Tanzania (Guthrie's Zone E. 73). All of the data
and many of the insights of my analysis are from Kisseberth's article In
Clements and Goldsmith 1984.1
The facts of Digo tonology are extremely complex. Only a highly
modular and strongly constrained phonological theory can explain how these
patterns of intonation may be learned. The analysis to follow builds upon
the following hypotheses. First, I adopt the Lexical Phonology framework
(cf. chapter 1.3.7) with its distinctions between rules of word-level
phonology and rules of phrasal phonology, as well as the further sub-
division of these two sets of rules into cyclic and non-c lic blocks. Into
this model I import the idea expressed by Clements and Goldsmith (1984,
chapter 1) that all rules of metrical structure assignment precede all rules
of tone manipulation (linking, spreading, copying, deletion, metathesis).
More specifically, I adopt the working hypothesis for Digo and other accent
languages that rules of tone manipulation are found only in the phrasal
(post-lexical) component of the grammar. That is, the lexical phonology
(cyclic and non-cyclic) manipulates the abstract 2 markers of metrical
1The number of the pqge in IKisseberth 1984 from which the data is taken will be found
in parentheses on the right side of the page across from numbered examples.
2Accent markers (asterisks on line 1, 2, constituent boundaries, etc.) are "abstract" in
the sense that they do not have any inherent phonetic value of high intonation, vowel
lengthening, or increased intensity; 'accent' is not equivalent to 'high tone' (cf.
Inkelas and Zec 1088).
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structure; tones may be present in lexical entries, but they play a minimal
role in lexical phonology. The post-lexical phonology then uses the metrical
structure to determine tone placement. These notions will be illustrated in
the analysis of Digo below.
3.1 Difficulties for a tonal analysis of Digo
In this section I will introduce some of the simpler facts of Digo
tonology and show that an analysis which employs only tones as the
primitives of tonology runs into difficulties.
Digo, like all Bantu languages, has lexical distinctions between high-
toned and low-toned verb stems and nouns. The following data illustrate
this distinction: (1a) shows low-toned nouns; (Ib) shows high-toned nouns.
(2a) shows low-toned infinitives; (2b) shows high-toned infinitives.3
(1)a. n-jira
mu-ha m
tsongo
mu-hambo
ma-ruwa
gari
tunda
banda
goma
chi-ronda
'paths'
'millet'
'bird(s)'
'trap'
'flowers'
'car'
'fruit'
'shed'
'drum'
'sore'
(K 160)
3Throughout this chapter, the followings symbols will be used: [I) indicates a voiced
bilabial sound which behaves as a sonorant; tone indications are high- [ ], low- [&] or
unmarked [al, rising- [v]. falling- [^a.
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b. chi-kopw& 'swi
chi-tibu 'boo
kinde 'bea
kand& 'foo0
z6do 'coo
bait 'duc
bd>da 'bun
b4da 'cas
doni 'harn
sah'ii 'plal
kofiy& 'hat
pw4za 'octi
(2) a. ku-ambir-a
ku-changamuk-a
ku-dekez-a
ku-erek-a
ku-gandamiz-a
ku-tsumbur-a
b. ku-arika
ku-bomrat
ku-gongomi-&
ku-furukit-a
ku-sindik-&
ku-yakinish-&
ku-dunduriz-a
ku-fuidz-a
ku-kor6g-a
ku-kurdg-a
ku-sirig-a
ku-tanyiriz-a
eet potato leaves'
k'
ns'
d'
ked mangoes'
k'
ch'
sava meal'
d porridge'
te(s)'
(s)'
opus'
'to tell'
'to be cheerful'
'to spoil someone'
'to carry on the back'
'to press, squeeze'
'to unearth'
'to begin, start'
'to demolish'
'to hammer'
'to move restlessly'
'to shut the door'
'to confirm'
'to place in reserve'
'to apply heat'
'to stir'
'to smoothen by rubbing'
'to rub'
'to drive off predators'
There are two generalizations to be seen in these data. First,
whether a stem is low-toned or high-toned is not predictable from its
segmental make-up. Second, the position of the high tone in the word is
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(K 106)
(K107)
predictable for high-toned nouns and verbs: the high tone is realized either
as a level tone on the penultimate vowel or as a rising tone on the
penultimate vowel and a falling tone on the final vowel: cf. pw4z 'octopus',
sahbi 'plates'. Klsseberth notes (107) that these two Intonation patterns -
high/low on penult/final vs. rising/falling on penult/final - are in
complementary distribution. Words with a level high on the penultimate
vowel always have a voiced obstruent (/d, z, g, gw, dz, v, vy, b/)4 between
the penultimate and final vowels. Following Kisseberth, therefore, I treat
these two patterns as a single tonal type in underlying representation (viz.,
high-toned stems); a later rule which makes reference to voiced obstruents
creates the distinction in surface intonation. This will be spelled out
below.
A natural interpretation of these facts would be to posit a two-way
distinction between stems: some stems have lexically supplied high tones
(hereafter 'H') and other stems have no lexical tonal specification. The
words in (1a) and (2a) would have no underlying tone; those in (Ib) and (2b)
would have an underlying H. In (la) and (2a) a default rule assigns a low (L)
tone to every vowel. In (Ib) and (2b) the underlying H is lexically pre-
attached to the final syllable and a rule spreads a phrase-final H backwards
to the penult. A final (boundary) 5 L is linked to the last vowel: this produces
a falling tone on the final vowel. Any remaining vowels are assigned low
tones by the default rule. Finally, a rule spreads the preceding L to the
penult to produce rising intonation (except where a 'oiced obstruent
4preneaalised obstruents such as /mb/, /nd/, /nj/, etc. do not count as voiced
obstruents in Digo; at least, they never block spreading or displacement of H tones.
Following a suggestion by Jim Harris, I view these prenazalized segments as being
underspecified for voicing in underlying representations. A late rule fills in the
feature (+voice ] after all of the tonal perturbations have taken place.
5Following Pierrehumbert 1980 1 mark boundary tones with a 'V' sign.
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changes this pattern into a level H on the penult - see below). The steps in
this derivation are illustrated in (3).
(3) chl-kopwe tsongo
I
underlying: H
chi-kopwe tsongo
Backwards \ I
Spread: H
cht-kopwe tsongo
Boundary L- I \ I \ I \
insertion: %L H L% L L%
chi-kopwe tsongo
Rising Tone I/ \ /\ I \
Formation: %L H LI% L L%
Surface: chi-k6pw& tsongo
There is a problem with this analysis, however. As it stands, one has
no explanation for why the H is always found at the right end of the word. If
H tones were lexically pre-linked, then one might reasonably expect to find
H tones on any syllable of the word, including the initial syllable. This is
never the case, though: one never finds a word of the shape *chi-tabu.
A strictly tonal analysis can avoid this problem, however, by dropping
the assumption that H tones are lexically pre-linked and by assuming rather
that the H is "floating" in the underlying representation. An early rule of the
grammar would then be responsible for linking the unattached H to the final
vowel.
This move is also unsatisfactory, however. First of all, it is
generally assumed in tonal analyses that tone-to-segment linkings are
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governed by a Universal Association Convention (UAC). Pulleyblank's (1986,
11) statement of this convention is reproduced in (4).
(4) Association Conventions:
Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone-bearing
units, (a) from left to right
(b) in a one-to-one relation.
Well-formedness Condition-
Association lines do not cross.
These rules predict that tones are associated with the leftmost vowels in a
word first, not the rightmost vowel as seems to be the case for Digo. That
is, the UAC predicts that all high-toned Digo words should have the
unattested pattern *chi-tabu.
There are two alternatives for the strictly tonal analysis of Digo.
One alternative is to posit a rule for Digo which links H to the final syllable
and which either precedes and bleeds the UAC or which follows and simply
undoes the effects of the UAC. A second alternative is to deny the
universality of the UAC altogether and to replace that convention with
language-specific rules of left-to-right or right-to-left attachment of
tones to tone-bearing units. In the case of Digo the grammar would have a
rule stipulating that tones are linked to tone-bearing units one-to-one from
right to left.
This analysis runs into problems, however, when one considers the
behavior of H tones in phrases. Just as in single words there is a tendency
in phrases for a H to attach as far to the right as possible. The data in (5)
show that when a low-toned noun follows a high-toned verb as the direct
object, the noun acquires the H of the verb.
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(5) a. n-pjra
ku-ony•is
ku-onyesa n-j ir&
b. ny-ama
ku-aftin&
ku-afuna ny-V
c. n-guwo
ku-anik&
ku-anlka n-gdw8
'path'
'to show'
'to show the way'
'meat'
'to chew'
'to chew meat'
'clothes'
'to dry'
'to dry clothes in sun'
These facts seem to fail out of the strictly tonal analysis, assuming that
the rule of right-to-left linking takes place in the phrasal phonology, and
not in the word-level phonology (or, perhaps not only In the word-level
phonology). At the phrasal level the H of the verb is linked with the
rightmost available vowel in the verb phrase: in (5a-c) this is the final
vowel of the noun. Subsequent to this linking all the other rules apply as in
the derivation in (3) above: Backwards Spread, Boundary L-insertlon, Default
L-insertion, and Rising Tone Formation.
Consider next verb phrases where both the verb and the noun have a
lexical H, as seen in (6).
(6) a, a-na-tsor-&
chi-difi4
a-na-tsor-a chi-dfQf
b. a-na-silw-^a
sah~fli
a-na-suw-a sihani
'he's picking up something'
'young coconut'
'he's picking up a young coconut'
'he's washing something'
'plates'
'he's washing something'
These facts do not fall out of the strictly tonal analysis. With right-to-left
and one-to-one linking, one would expect the H of the noun to be linked to
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(K 163)
the final vowel of the noun (Intermediate c£b-daf6, saani) , and then the H
of the verb would be linked to the next vowel to the left, the penultimate
vowel of the noun (*a-na-tsor-a chl-dfu L *a-na-suw-a saiani). Subsequent
rules will apply as in (3), but these rules will not bring about the correct
surface forms. Simple right-to-left linking gives the wrong results.
Kisseberth ( 1984, 134, 17 1) modifies the strictly tonal analysis to
include another rule which governs the attachment of the second H of two H
in a phrase. This rule, called Displacement-to-Stem, moves a H from the
leftmost vowel of the stem to its rightmost if possible, else to the vowel
nearest the stem
This rule is used in the derivation of (6a), given in (7) below. There
are two underlying H: one on the verb stem and one on the noun (7a). The
first rule of the phrasal phonology links the rightmost H, the H of the noun,
to the rightmost vowel (the rule of High Tone Displacement in Kisseberth
1984) as in (7b). Next, a rule inserts a low tone and links it to the initial
voiced obstruent of the noun stem (the [d] of [daful): let us call this rule
Obstruent L-insertion (7c). Next, Displacement-to-Stem applies to move
the second H, the H of the verb, to the vowel of the noun class prefix (7d). It
cannot move the H of the verb all the way to the noun stem [daful because of
the intervening L of the voiced obstruent: the H is linked, therefore, to the
vowel nearest the stem, the vowel of the noun class prefix. Next, the
remaining tonal rules apply in order: Backwards spread (7e), Boundary L
insertion (7f), Default L-insertion (7g), and Rising tone formation (7h).
(7) a-na-tsor-a chi-dafu
I I
a. underlying: H H
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a-na-tsor-a chi-dafu
b. rightward linking:
c. Obstruent L-insertion:
d. Displacement-to-Stem:
e. Backwards Spread:
f. Boundary L-insertion:
g. Default L-insertion:
h. Rising Tone Formation:
i: Surface:
a-na-tsor-a chl-dafu
I I I
H L H
a-na-tsor-a chl-dafu
II I
HL H
a-na-tsor-a chi-dafu
I I\ I
H L H
a-na-tsor-a chi-dafu
II \I\
H L H L%
a-na-tsor-a chi-daf u
I 1 I I II \I\
L L L L HL H L%
a-na-tsor-a chi-dafu
I I I I II/\ \
L L L L H L H L%
a-na-tsor-a chi-difi
Mechanically, this solution, with its rule of Displacement-to-Stem,
yields the correct intonation for this verb phrase. Nonetheless, this rule is
objectionable on theoretical grounds. Consider Kisseberth's (1984, 134)
statement of the rule of Displacement-to-Stem, reproduced in (8).
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H
I
H
I I
H H
Condition: Y is the maximal string of sounds which contains
neither a voiced obstruent nor a vowel belonging to
the verbal complex. Vi = a vowel that is not part
of the verbal complex.
Kisseberth (134) explains this rule as follows: "[Rule (8)] says that a high
tone 'associated with a vowel other than the ultimate vowel) will associate
with a vowel as far to the right as possible subject to the constraint that
(a) it may not associate to the right of a voiced obstruent and (b) it may not
associate to the right of a vowel In the verbal complex [or noun stem-BiMS)
In other words, this rule tries to associate a H with the leftmost vowel of
the verb stem or noun stem on the right. If this stem begins with a voiced
obstruent, then Rule (8) associates the H with the vowel Immediately
preceding the voiced obstruent.
Such a rule is unsatisfactory on two counts. First, the rule includes a
variable (Y) with two conditions. There has been a strong and successful
tendency in phonological theory to do away with powerful theoretical
devices such as conditioned variables, angle brackets, etc. Even if the
theory should allow these devices, they must certainly have a high "cost"
associated with them: that Is, a theory without appeal to such devices
which accounts for the data must be more highly valued than a theory
employing conditioned variables and the like.
A second reason for dissatisfaction with Rule (8) is to be found In the
expression "verbal complex" in the conditions of the rule. The "verbal
complex" of Kisseberth 1984 includes not only the verb stem and its
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(a) vi (Y) vi--> vi ( vi
derivational suffixes (extensions), it also includes the object markers
which occur as prefixes on the verb stem. The motivation for this definition
is seen in the inflected verbs in (9). The 3rd person subject marker la-/ has
a lexical H. The toneless verb stem /tsukur/ in (9a) shows that in the
present tense (marked by /ne/) the high tone of /a/ moves rightward all the
way to the final vowel. In (9b), however, the stem /puput/ has its own
lexical H, which is associated with the final vowel as in (7b). The H of the
subject marker /a/ then shifts to the vowel of the object marker /mu/ and
subsequently spreads rightward as far as possible.
(9) a. a-na-mu-tsukir-& 'he Is taking him' (K 127)
b. a-na-m~i-pdipit- 'he is beating him' (K 126)
The H of the subject marker /a/ moves to the vowel of /mu/, according to
Kisseberth 1984, because /mu/ is part of the verbal complex or stem, and
thus Displacement-to-Stem identifies the (u] of /mu/ as the first vowel of
the verbal complex for the purposes of Rule (8). Although this notion of a
"verbal complex" may have some utility in the description of Bantu
languages (cf. Kisseberth, p. 129), it seems not to be a primitive of
Universal Grammar. That is, it is not the norm for languages outside of the
Bantu family to make appeal to this sort of constituent. As will be shown
elsewhere, this notion "verbal complex" can be replaced by the better
attested notion "phonological word." Thus, Rule (8) (Displacement-to-Stem)
is to be disfavored because of both its inherent complexity and idiosyncrasy.
The above arguments do not conclusively rule out an approach to Digo
which admits only tones as primitives of tonology. Taken together,
however, these considerations of the simpler facts of Digo tonology
demonstrate that a strictly tonal analysis raises questions of learnability.
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Is the human language acquisition device powerful enough to acquire a
grammar which disregards the putative Universal Association Conventions
or which relies on an idiosyncratic sort of constituent (viz., "..erbal
complex")? This question cannot be answered directly, of course. Instead, I
offer below an analysis of Digo which employs simpler and better attested
rules of grammar.
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3.2 A Metrical Analysis of Digo
3.2.1 Tone and metrical structure in simple nouns and verbs
In this section I introduce the basic notions of an accentual analysis
of Digo. The heart of this analysis is the notion that high tone may occur on
vowels which are "heads" in the sense of metrical theory. That is, the rules
which build metrical structure parse strings of speech sounds into
constituents using a small set of well-defined, parametrized rules, as
defined for example in Halle and Vergnaud 1987. The rule constructing
metrical structure for Digo is given in (10).
(10) Assign line 0 asterisks to all vowels; construct a right-headed,
unbounded foot on line 0 and locate its head on line 1.
The output of this rule for simple words is a single constituent which
contains the entire word and which is headed by the final vowel of the word.
Rule (10) applies whether or not the word has a lexical H. The structure
assigned by (10) is illustrated with examples from (1) and (2) above with
both a high-toned and a low-toned noun and verb.
(11) * *
[ku-gongome-a] [ku-tsumbur-a]
I
H
[sahani] [chi-ronda]
I
H
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Rule (10) is part of the word-level phonology (see also the section on
neutralizing words).
This accent "attracts" some marked element of the intonational
melody of a word. This rule of attraction is exemplified by the Ci-Ruri data
in Chapter Two, where the H of an object prefix moves to the right edge of
the verbal word. A similar rule of tone attraction is posited by Kenstowicz
and Kisseberth (1989) for Chi-zigula, a close neighbor of Digo.
For Digo, the lexical melody of a word is either a single H tone or no
tone at all. At some level of the grammar the single H becomes linked to an
accented vowel at the right edge of the word. The rule which accomplishes
this linking is formulated in (12).
(12) High Tone Displacement
...(Vi V) ......... Vj .. ... (Vi)........ Vj ...
I I
H H
This rule says that a singly linked H tone6 will reassociate with an accented
vowel to the right which has no H tone. Presumably this last condition -
that the target vowel have no H tone already - need not be stipulated.
Universal Grammar would seem to rule out the possibility of a tone-bearing
unit being linked to two tones of the same type. The label "High Tone
Displacement" is from Kisseberth 1984. If a word has an accented vowel
but no available H (cf. 1 1 above, ku-tsumbur-a, chi-ronda), then the
6The argument for assuming that Digo H tones are underlyingly linked and not floatingis found in the discussion of Meeussen's Rule below.
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accented vowel receives a L tone by default, just as do the unaccented
vowels.
After High Tone Displacement the other tonal rules apply. These rules
have already been seen in the derivations in (7) above, or in (9b) in the case
of High Tone Spread. The formal statements of (7c, e-h) and High Tone
Spread are given in order in (13).
(13) a. Obstruent L-insertion:
C
[+voice]
assign a linked L tone to voiced
obstruents.?
C
I
L
b. High Tone Spread: spread a tone as far as possible to the
right.
S...... v...v...v...i
I
H
. I ....... V...V...V...)
I /i
H
c. Boundary L-insertion: link a L tone to the final vowel
of the utterance.
V S V / - ]utterance
?The fact that the segment in question is not a sonorant need not be specified for the
sake of the rule of Obstruent L-insertion, since one can posit that sonorants are
underspeeified for voicing in underlying representations, just like prenazalized
obstruents (cf. fn. 4). A late rule, applying after Obstruent L-insertion, fills in the
default feature [+voice ]for sonorants.
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d. Default L-insertion: assign a L tone 'n all toneless vowels.
V = V
IL
e. Backwards Spread: spread a phrase-final H back to the
preceding vowel
V C V ] phrase VCYe
H H
I show a derivation of the Intonation pattern of a high-toned verb in
(14).8
(14) underlying: ku-gongome-a
H
Accent assignment (10): ku-gongome-a
I
H
High Tone
Displacement ( 12):
Obstruent
L-insertion (130):
High Tone Spread (13b):
ku-gongome-a
I
H
ku-gongome-'.
I I
L H
does not apply
8For typographical convenience. I denote an accented vowel with underscoring
throughout most of the derivation.
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ku-gongome-a
I I\Boundary
L-insertion (13c):
Default
L-insertion (13d):
Backwards
Spread (13e):
L H L%
ku-gongome-a
I II I I I\
L LL L L H L%
ku-gongome-a
1 II I 1\I\
L LL L L H L%
Surface:
This set of rules, then, can generate the correct intonation pattern
for simple high-toned words in Digo, those in which the lexical H is realized
as a rising tone on the penultimate vowel and a falling tone on the final
vowel.
It may strike the reader as odd that voiced obstruents should be
assigned a L tone by an ordered rule (13a) in the course of the derivation. It
has been argued that the feature of voicing in obstruents,
[+slack vocal cords], is the same thing as low tone (cf. Halle and Stevens,
1971). Therefore, the lexical specification of these consonants as [+voice]
is equivalent to specifying them as low-toned from the start of the
derivation, it would seem. An argument for the rule of Obstruent L-
insertion and its ordering as in (13) will emerge from the data of phrasel
tonology (cf. also 21 below).9
9The notion that L tone is the same as the feature [slack v.c., is also refUted by the
observation that voiced obstruents are not depressor consonants (low-toned) in every
Bantu language (e.g., Shona). That is, they do not always block spreading of H tones as
in Digo, which is contrary to expectation if a lexical [+voice ] marking is equivalent to
the feature I+slack vocal cords I (i.e., low tone). Given the fact that voiced obstruents are
not universally low-toned in Bantu, it should not be so surprising that Obstruent L-
insertion is an ordered rule of the phonology. It is often the case that the synchronic
order of rules follows diachronic order. My analysis suggests that the rule of
Backwards Spread entered Digo grammar before voiced obstruents came to be treated as
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Now consider the other class of high-toned Digo words, those which
surface with a level high tone on the penultimate vowel and a level low on
the final vowel. As mentioned above, these words all have a voiced
obstruent before the final vowel. Examples from (1) and (2) are repeated
below).
(15) pw4za 'octopus'
chi-tibu 'book'
ku-dunduriz-a 'to place in reserve'
ku-kunig-a 'to smoothen by rubbing'
Obstruent L-insertion (13a) precedes and blocks Backwards Spread (13e),
since it links a L tone to the consonant between the final high-toned vowel
and the penultimate vowel to which the H tries to spread. Nonetheless, the
penultimate vowel surfaces with a H tone as if the final H was able to link
to it. That is, the penultimate vowel preceding a voiced obstruent receives a
H of its own.10 I accomplish this with the rule shown in (16), which creates
a second H precisely in those environments where Backwards Spread would
apply, were it not for the intervening L of the consonant. This rule of the
High Tone Doubling is borrowed from Kisseberth (1984, 165). I order High
Tone Doubling before Default L-insertion.
low-toned segments, not an implausible suggestion (although I have no independent
evidence for this). For more evidence that Obstruent L-inserlion is an ordered rule ofthe phonology, see the section on phrasal tonology below, where it is clear that voiced
obstruents do not hinder High Tone Displacement, but do stop High Tone Spreading.
1 OSuch a sound change is no doubt due to diachronic rule ordering. Backwards Spread
entered the grammar of Digo first. Later, Obstruent L-insertion entered the grammar
and split up the rising/falling contour. For some reason, speakers chose to leave the H
on the penultimate vowel rather than the final vowel. Perhaps the related languageChi-zigula went through a similar historical sound change; here, however, thepenultimate H tone was levelled through the grammar (cf. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth,
1989). See the appendix to this chapter for more discussion of this rule.
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(16) High Tone Doubling: insert a H on an unstressed1 t
vowel in a word if it is followed by a
low-toned segment and a H tone.
line 1--0  * *
VCV VC V
I I I I I
LH HtL H2
The result of High Tone Doubling is two H tones from one. The
felicitousness of this result appears in the discussion of phrasal tonology.
First we must address the question of the fate of the second
(original) H tone. This tone does not appear in the surface form of such
words: cf. ku-dunduriza but not *ku-dundurizr .
output of ku-dunduriz-a
High Tone I II I
Doubling: L H L H
The absence of a high tone on the final vowel in surface form is due to a rule
of LHL Levelling. This rule applies after Obstruent L-insertion and Boundary
L-insertion but before Default L-insertion; it turns final HL contours into
level L tones when the preceding tone-bearing unit bears a L tone.
(17) LHL Levelling: delink H from a HL contour when the preceding
tone-bearing unit is low.
V V / X ]
/\ I I
H L L L
11The reason for stipulating that the vowel of the copied H is unstressed will be
clarified in the section on neutralizing verbs.
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Rule (17) applies to the final vow-. of ku-dundurIz-a after Boundary
L-insertion creates a falling tone on the final vowel. Default L-insertion
finishes the derivation.
Boundary
L-insertion:
LHL
Levelling:
Default
L-insertion:
ku-dunduriz-n
I II 1\
L HLH L%
ku-dunduriz-a
I II I
L HL L%
ku-dunduri z-a
I II Ill I
LLL LHL L%
It has not yet been shown why High Tone Doubling should create two
separate H tones out of a single H. Why not simply metathesize the final
vowel's H around the voiced obstruent's L?
VCV
II
LH
VCV
II
H L
Such a move eliminates the need for a rule of LHL Levelling.12
Despite the attractiveness of this solution, there is good reason
nonetheless for supposing that the level H on the penultimate vowel in a
word like DWZO arises from the creation of a second H tone. The evidence
for this is found in phrases where a low-toned noun follows a verb such as
ku-dundurlz-a, I.e., one whose stem ends In a voiced obstruent. Consider the
1 2Further evidence for the rule of LHL Levelling is found in the section on
Neutralization, where is it shown the the L tone assigned by Neutralization also triggers
LHL Levelling of a final falling contour.
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phrases in (18), where the inflected verb and noun are also listed in their
isolation forms.13
(18) a. a-na pig-a g6ii
b. a-na ragiz-a kal~mfi
c. ni-na adz-a mdtft
'he's beating a drum' (K 163)
(cf. a-na pig-a, gorra)
'he's ordering a pen'
(cf. a-na ragiz-a, kalamu)
'I'm mentioning someone'
(cf. ni-na bdz-a, mutu)
There is a single underlying H in each of the phrases in (18), and in each
case it is associated underlyingly with the inflected verb. On the surface,
however, there are two H tones: one still associated with the penultimate
vowel of the inflected verb and one associated with the final vowel of the
noun (which is subject to Backwards Spread, etc.). This two-from-one
behavior is not found in other phrases (composed of high-toned verbs and
low-toned nouns) when the verbs do not contain pre-final voiced obstruents:
compare the phrases in (5), repeated in (19).
(19) a. ku-onyesa n-jW"ri
b. ku-afuna ny-imn
c. ku-anika n-giiwo
'to show the way'
(cf. ku-onye~s, n-jira)
'to chew meat'
(cf. ku-af? in, ny-ama)
'to dry clothes in sun'
(cf. ku-anik&, n-guwo)
13Not enough of the rule system has been introduced to derive the tone patterns of
these phrases fully; the reader is asked to suspend disbelief until the section on phrasal
tonology.
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It appears, then, that Obstruent L-insertion and High Tone Doubling do
bring about two H tones from one: the first H remains on the penultimate
vowel of the verb, and the second H is free to move to the final vowel of a
following word. However, if no other word follows the verb the second H is
delinked by LHL Levelling after Boundary L-insertion. The details of phrasal
phonology are worked out below.
I recapitulate in (20) the partially ordered list of rules which has
been posited so far.
(20) a. Metrical Structure Assignment (10)
b. High Tone Displacement (12)
c. Obstruent L-insertion (13a)
d. High Tone Doubling (16)
e. High Tone Spread (1 3b)
f. Boundary L-insertion (13c)
g. LHL Leveling (17)
h. Default L-insertion (13d)
i. Backwards Spread (13e)
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3.2.2 Tone and metrical structure in neutralizing verb stems
Kisseberth 1984 discusses a class of verb stems in Digo which have
lexical H tones, but which surface as if they were low-toned (toneless)
stems unless they have suffixes. The applicative verbal suffix /-ir- ~ -er-/
has no H of its own; when it is suffixed to toneless verb stems, the complex
word surfaces with all L tones (21). Nevertheless, there is another set of
verbs which appear toneless in citation (infinitive) form, but which surface
with a final H when /-ir- ~ -er-/ is suffixed, as in (22).
(21) ku-rir-a
ku-guz-a
ku-rifa
ku-dzeng-a
ku-vut-a
(22) ku-tsun-a
ku-wad-a
ku-vwin-a
ku-som-a
ku-vug-a
'to cry'
'to sell'
'to pay'
'to build'
'to pull'
'to skin'
'to roast'
'to sing'
'to read'
'to cook'
ku-rir-ir-a
ku-guz-ir-a
ku-rif-ir-a
ku-dzeng-er-a
ku-vut-ir-a
ku-tsun-ar-~
ku-wad-ar-~
ku-vwin-r-a
ku-som-4r-~
ku-vug-ir-a
'to cry for' (K 118)
'to sell to'
'to pay with'
'to build for/with'
'to pull for/with'
'to skin for/with'
'to roast for/with'
'to sing to'
'to read to/for/with'
'to cook for/with'
Kisseberth (p. 119) points out that the verb stems in (21) come from
historically low-toned verb stems of Proto-Bantu, whereas the verb stems
in (22) come from high-toned Proto-Bantu verb stems. Therefore, there is
diachronic support for supposing that the verbs in (22) have an underlying H
which they hide in unsuffixed forms for some reason. Following Kisseberth,
I shall refer to this class of monosyllabic verb stems as "neutralizing"
stems.
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Not all monosyllabic verb stems which are high-toned display
neutralizing behavior. Non-neutralizing verbs are listed in (23), along with
their corresponding Proto-Bantu reconstructions (according to Guthrie).
(23) Proto-Bantu
*-t6od-
*-n44n-
*-det-
*di-dlik-
*-biad-
1
marry
speak
go up
bring
clothe
bear (child)
Digo
ku-r6r-a
ku-n4n-a
ku-kwir-a
ku-rlh-&
ku-vwik-&
ku-vyir-4
(K 120)
'to marry"
'to speak, say'
'to climb'
'to bring'
'to clothe'
'to give birth'
Note that these non-neutralizing monosyllabic stems all derive from Proto-
Bantu stems with long nuclei. This contrasts with the high-toned
neutralizing stems of (22), repeated with their historical antecedents in
(24).
(24) Proto-Bantu
*-d g- cook
*-t44 9-  set (trap)
*-bin- dance;sing
*.-dm- bite
*-k*id- grow up
*-b6n- see
Digo
ku-vug-a
ku-heg-a
ku-vwin-a
ku-rum-a
ku-kur-a
ku-on-a
Neutralizing verb stems all derive from Proto-Bantu monosyllabic stems
with short vowels.
I offer now a conjecture on how Neutralization - the loss of a high
tone on monosyllabic verb stems - came about. There is pronounced
tendency in Digo (and in Tanzanian languages generally) for high tones to
move rightward, as evidenced by High Tone Displacement (12) and High Tone
Shift (see below). Suppose that this tendency for rightwards shift of tone
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(K 119)
'to cook'
'to trap'
'to sing'
'to bite'
'to grow'
'to see'
historically preceded the shortening of long vowels. For the high-toned
stems with short vowels (24), the H of the stem would surface to the right
of the stem, while the stem itself would be low-toned: *-tj•• >> *"•-g
For high-toned stems with long vowels (23), however, the H could shift
rightward one vowel, and yet there would still be a H tone on the (second
vowel of) the stem: *-t - >> *-to6d-. That is, the monosyllabic stems
with long vowels would still be "high-toned" after the shift, whereas the
monosyllabic stems with short vowels would be "low-toned" stems with a
high-toned suffix. After the historical process of vowel shortening, this
difference in stem types became lexicalized as a difference between high-
toned non-neutralizing and high-toned neutralizing stems.
The question arises now of how to represent this difference in the
synchronic grammar of modern Digo. Kisseberth relates the distinctive
characteristic of neutralizing verbs (and neutralizing nouns - see below) to
the penultimate vowel: words which display neutralizing behavior are words
where one has reason to expect the lexical H to be linked to the penultimate
vowel rather than the final vowel. Kisseberth's reasons for diagnosing the
situation this way are theory-internal and will not be rehearsed here.
Instead, I will extract the central insight of his analysis - the penultimate
vs. final vowel distinction - and translate it into a metrical analysis.
It has been well attested that canonical "stress" languages such as
English and Russian have morphemes which are inherently stressed (cf. Halle
and Vergnaud 1987). I import this notion into the analysis of Digo. I
suppose that neutralizing words differ from non-neutralizing ones by virtue
of having a stressed penult. This can be accomplished for verbs by positing
that the monosyllabic neutralizing verb stems are marked in the lexicon
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with an inherent line 1 accent on their single vowel. Examples of such a
representation are shown in (25).
ku - [vug] y - a
H
ku - [tsun ly - a
H
The metrical structure building rules will subsequently build right-
headed, unbounded feet on these representations, adding a second accent on
the final vowel.
(ku - vug) - (a)
H
(ku - tsun) - (a)
I
H
High Tone Displacement applies to these representations, shifting the
lexical H to the final vowel.
(ku - vug)- (a)
I
H
(ku - tsun) - (a)
I
H
The next rule is Obstruent L-insertion, assigning L tones to the (v]
and the [gi of /vug/.
(ku - vug)- (a)
LI I
L L H
(ku - tsun)- (a)
I
H
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(25)
This L tone insertion would generally create the context for High Tone
Doubling to apply. It does not, however, because the penultimate vowel is
stressed: the rule was stated in (16) so as to apply to unstressed vowels
only. High Tone Spread is inapplicable in both representations. Boundary L-
insertion links tho phrase-final L tone to the last vowel.
(ku - vug) - (a) (ku - tsun) - (a)
I I I\ 1\
LL H L% H L%
In ku-vug-a the inserted L tones together create the context for LHL
Levelling to delete the H tone, yielding the desired low-toned surface form.
In ku-tsun-a, however, there is no preceding L tone to be the left context for
LHL Levelling (17). 1 posit, therefore, a rule which assigns a L tone to a
stressed vowel before another stress vowel.
(26) Neutralization: assign a low tone to an stressed vowel
before another stressed vowel.
* * --- line 1
8" 1 L/ VCVI
Neutralization will link a L to the penultimate vowels of both verbs, and so
LHL Levelling will delete both H tones.
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Neutralization
(ku - vug)- (a) (ku - tsun)- (a)
III I1\ I 1\
LLL H L% L H L%
LHL Levelling
(ku - vug) - (a) (ku - tsun) - (a)
III \ I \
LLL L% L L%
Thus are the desired low-toned surface forms derived.
Consider now the cases where a neutralizing verb bears a suffix.
Neutralizing verb stems have an inherent accent on the stem vowel. When a
derivational suffix is added, the final vowel ends up with the verb's H tone.
Backwards Spread and the other rules apply as with non-neutralizing verbs.
In other words, when a suffix is added, it is as if the verb becomes de facto
non-neutralizing. This behavior may be modeled by assuming that
derivational suffixes cause the lexical stress of the verb stem to be
deleted, leaving only one stressed vowel, the final vowel. I posit that the
derivational verbal suffixes of Digo are cyclic affixes 14 which effect the
erasure of previous metrical structure (i.e., stresses). The addition of one
of these suffixes wipes out the stress on the stem; the later non-cyclic
application of Metrical Structure Assignment (10) will build a single foot,
headed by the final vowel. High Tone Displacement links the lexical H of the
neutralizing stem to the final vowel. The other rules apply predictably.
14Cotpare the analysis of Sukuma verbs in this thesis.
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(27)
vug -
I
H
High Tone
Displacement-=
vug + ir = vug-tr + a = Rule 0 = vug-1r-Q =
H H
vug-ir-a other rules=- ku-vu.g-r-j
H
In sum, neutralizing verbs with suffixes behave just like polysyllabic verbs
in Digo. It is only in unsuffixed forms that Neutralization may apply.
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3.2.3 Verbs with Object Markers
Along with the derivational suffixes, or "extensions", which operate
on the argument structure of Bantu verbs, verbs may also have a prefix
which marks the presence of a syntactic object. These prefixes,
traditionally called "object markers" in Bantu studies, sometimes affect the
intonation of the verb to which they are affixed.
The verb stem /vugur/ is a toneless stem in Digo. This is evident
from the form of the simple infinitive (28a) and the infinitive with the
applicative extension /-ir-/ (28b).
(26) a. ku-vugur-a 'to untie' (K 109)
b. ku-vugurir-a 'to untie for'
Consider next the paradigm of /vugur/ with object markers.
(29) ku-vugurir-a 'to untie for' (K 110)
ku-ni-vugurir-a 'to untie for me'
ku-ku-vugurir-a 'to untie for you(sg.)'
ku-mu-vugurir-a 'to untie for him/her'
ku-u-vugurir-& 'to untie for us'
ku-a-vugurir-l 'to untie for you(pl.)/them'
The last two forms in (29) show the presence of a H tone which has
undergone High Tone Displacement to the final, accented vowel, Boundary
L-insertion on the final vowel, Backwards Spread, Default L-insertion, and
L-spread. The plural human object markers /-u-/ and /-a-/ seem to make
the word become a high-toned word. This is seen also in the paradigm of
/ragiz/.
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(30) ku-raflz-a
ku-ni-rapiz-a
ku-ku-rapiz-a
ku-mu-rapiz-a
ku-u-rapiz-a
ku-a-rapiz-a
'to insult'
'to insult me'
'to insult you(sg.)'
'to insult him/her'
'to insult us'
'to insult you(pl.)/them'
The paradigm of /ragiz/ differs from that of /vugurir/ predictably:
because /rajiz/ ends in a voiced obstruent, the intonation is high/low on
the penult/final vowels rather than r ising/falling.
Following Kisseberth, I account for these paradigms by positing that
the 1st person plural object marker /-u-/ arid the 2nd plural/3rd plural
object marker /-a-/ have a lexical H tone which they contribute to the word.
The derivation of these words is straightforward, following the previously
posited rule system.
If the object markers /-u-/ and /-a-/ add a H to a low-toned verb,
what is their effect on a high-toned verb? The representative paradigm of a
high-toned verb with object markers is seen in (31) with the stem /puput/.
(31) ku-pupit-A
ku-ni-pupdt-&
ku-ku-pupit-S
ku-mu-pupit-8
ku-u-pupit-&
ku-a-pupdt-_
'to beat'
'to beat me'
'to beat you(sg.)'
'to beat him/her'
'to beat us'
'to beat you(pl.)/them'
The presence of two lexical H tones-one from the stem and one from the
object marker-is not apparent from the surface paradigm, which exactly
resembles the paradigms of the toneless stems. The intonation pattern is
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(K 110)
(K 122)
that of a word with one H. Other Eastern Bantu languages have a similar
paradigm for high-toned verbs with objects markers (cf. Goldsmith 1984b).
I will follow other researchers of Bantu by positing a word-level rule
which deletes the second of two H tones in adjacent syllables in order to
account for this paradigm.15 This is the familiar "Meeussen's Rule", shown
in (32) below.
(32) Meeussen's Rule: delete the second of two high tones on
adjacent syllables la a word.
V C V VCV
I I I
H H H
In order for this rule to give the correct results I must assume, following
Kenstowicz and Kisseberth's (1989) analysis of Chizigula, that lexical H
tones are not floating, but are linked to the first available vowel of their'
morpheme.16
The representation of ku-u-ouput-a 'to beat us' after Rule 10 (accent
assignment) will show two linked H tones and an accented final vowel.
ku-u-puput-a
I I
Ht H2
Meeussen's Rule (32) deletes the second (stem) H.
15There is, in fact, no real evidence in Digo for saying that the second H and not the
first is the H which is deleted. The derivations work out either way; my choice of
deleting the second is purely arbitrary. Cf. Goldsmith 1984a on Meeussen's Rule and
Anti-Meeussen's Rule.
16Kenstowca and Kisseberth (1989, 10-f.) suggest that this linking to the leftmost vowel
is due to an Association Convention applying lexically. This assumption is necessary in
order to ensure that the stem H and the object marker H are in adjacent syllables;
otherwise there is no reesonable formulation of Meeussen's Rule.
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ku-u-puput-a
I
H1
Next the rule of High Tone Displacement links HI to the final vowel. The rest
of the rules apply in order. The entire word surfaces with the intonation
pattern of a word with a single H tone.
Consider now the paradigm of a high-toned neutralizing verb stem
(i.e., one with a lexical accent on the stem vowel).
(33) ku-on-a 'to see' (K 123)
ku-ni-on-a 'to see me'
ku-ku-on-a 'to see you(sg.)'
ku-mu-on-a 'to see him/her'
ku-tu-on-ai17  'to see us'
ku-a-6n-a 'to see you(pl.)/them'
One expects that the stressed stem vowel [ol of /on-/ will receive an
inserted L tone via Neutralization, since it precedes another stressed vowel.
The stem H will shift to the last vowel, Neutralization will put a L on the
penult, Boundary L-insertion will create a final HL contour and LHL Leveling
will delete the H tone. This analysis holds for the verb with toneless object
markers. However, with-the high-toned object markers /-u-/ and /-a-/ the
verb has the tone pattern of a non-neutralizing verb, just like (29-31)
above.
S7This form alone of all of Kisseberth's data has /-tu-/ instead of /-u-/ for the 1st
plural object marker. I copy it here, but assume it is a typo. In any case, it is of no
consequence for the analysis.
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It seems that these high-toned object markers have an effect on the
metrical structure of the verb stem: they remove the Neutralization-
triggering accent of the stem vowel and leave an accent on the final vowel.
That is, the derived metrical structure of ku-u-on-a must be as shown
below.
S * t -- llne 1
(ku- u-on-a)
II
HH
The tonal derivation of this form will then proceed as with ku-u-pupdt-&
above: Meeusen's Rule will delete the stem H and the H of the object marker
/-u-/ will be linked to the final vowel by High Tone Displacement.
In order to accomplish the desired change in the metrical structure, I
assume that the high-toned object markers /-u-/ and /-a-/, like the
derivational verbal suffixes, are cyclic and hence stress-erasing (cf. Halle
and Vergnaud 1987, 83-f.). These two prefixes eliminate the lexical line I
asterisk of neutralizing verbs. Thereafter rule 10 applies to stress only the
final vowel. (34) shows the representation of a neutralizing verb with
object marker after the application of rule 10.
(34) * 0
u - on -a Stress Erasure - u - on - a Rule 10 -
I I I I
H H HH
(u - on - a)= Meeussen's Rule = (u - on - a)
HH H
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>> other tonal rules>> ku-6n-&
I assume, then, that the singular human object markers are non-cyclic and
non-stress erasing, whereas the plural object markers are cyclic, stress-
erasing, and high-toned. These assumptions suffice to derive the paradigm
of (33) along with the previously posited theoretical machinery. It will also
be shown below that Strss Erasure plays a role in the cyclic phrasal
phonology as well as the cyclic word-level phonology of derived verbs.
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3.2.4 Noun tone patterns and locative phrases
In this section the three types of Digo nouns are discussed, both in
isolation and in locative phrases. The locative phrase offers a good starting
point for the investigation of phrasal tonology and the rule of High Tone
Shift.
If one considers only citation forms, Digo nouns seem to group into
two classes, high-toned and toneless. The high-toned nouns display the
familiar distinction between rising/falling on the penultimate and final
vowels and level high/level low when there is a voiced obstruent.
(35) a. n-jira 'path(s)' (K 160)
mu-hama 'millet'
tsongo 'bird(s)'
vi-yogwe 'sweet potatoes'
gunguhi 'bed leg'
b. kind9 'beans' (K 161)
kande 'food'
sahari 'plate(s)'
chl-tAbu 'book'
pweza 'octopus'
The nouns in (35a) are toneless and those in (35b) have a lexical H which
displaces to the final stressed vowel and spreads backwards. The other
tonal rules apply predictably.
Digo has a locative postposition /-ni/ which has no lexical H tone.
The tonelessness of /-ni/ can be inferred from the tone patterns of certain
toneless nouns which remain toneless in phrases with this postposition.18
180ne might be inclined to attempt an analysis in which /-ni/ has a lexical H tone
which is somehow deleted (perhaps by Neutralization?) in the PPs in (36) but preserved
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(36) n-jira
mu-hanm
tsongo
mu-hambo
ma-ruwa
chi-ronda
'path(s)'
'millet'
'bird(s)'
'trap'
'flowers'
'sore'
n-jira-ni
mu-hrma-ni
tsongo-ni
mu-hambo-ni
ma-ruwa-ni
chi-ronda-ni
With other nouns which are low-toned in citation form, however, the suffix
/-ni/shows up with a final H tone which spreads backwards.
(37) blga
renje
fume
tsui
vi-yogwe
ny-umba
gunguhi
m-fumbatt
I
'water pot'
'pumpkin'
'spear'
'leopard(s)'
'sweet potatoes'
'house(s)'
'bed leg'
'side-bar of bed'
renje-ri
fum-n6i
tsui-ni
vi-yogw4-nil
ny-um_4-ni
gun guh-ni
m-fumbatl-nl
Since the postposition /-ni/ does not have a H of its own, the H in
these derived words must come from the noun. Such behavior is reminiscent
of neutralizing verbs, those which show their lexical H only in suffixed
forms (22). I shall therefore propose a somewhat parallel analysis of the
nouns in (37).
In order for Neutralization to apply in nouns such as those in (37),
two conditions must be met. First, both the final and penultimate vowels of
these nouns must be stressed. Second, the lexical H of the noun must be
linked to the final vowel in underlying representation (and not to the first
in those of (37). Such an analysis, however, runs into the problem of PPs with high-
toned nouns (cf. 38): these phrases for the most part appear to contain a single H tone,
not two. Besides this, I know of no evidence from other Bantu languages for
considering this morpheme /-ni/ to be high-toned.
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(K 160)
(K 160)
vowel as in normal noun and verb stems). If the underlying H of
neutralizing nouns were linked to the first syllable, then in trisyllabic (or
longer) nouns High Tone Displacement would move the H to the stressed
penultimate syllable, not the final syllable, since the penultimate vowel is
the nearest stressed vowel to the right.
(gu ngu) (hi) ~- HTD = (gu ngu) (hi)
I I
H H
This representation is undesirable for two reasons. First, it is not
obvious that Neutralization will be able to "neutralize" this penultimate H
tone in conjunction with LHL Leveling as in neutralizing verbs. Rather,
another rule will have to be posited to get rid of the H tone. Second, there
is evidence from verb-noun phrases (see 61 below) that a H tone from a
preceding verb must be able to displace to the penultimate vowel of a
neutralizing noun prior to Neutralization. 19 The penultimate vowel of the
noun, then, must be unassociated with any other H; this entails that the
lexical H of the noun must be linked to the final or penultin-iate vowel in
underlying representation.
There are then two problems with neutralizing nouns: getting the
penultimate syllable stressed and getting the underlying H on one of the last
two syllables. However, if one supposes that the underlying H is linked to
the final vowel, then one M s a means of deriving penultimate stress as
well. Following Halle (in press), I posit a rule of metrical boundary
19This is seen in a phrase such as 'to chew a coconut' Ikuafuna nirzi. The penultimate
vowel has a falling HL tone: the H comes from the preceding verb stem /afun/ and the
L comes from Neutralization applying to a stressed penultimate vowel before a stressed
final vowel.
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insertion tor Digo: this rule applies before Metrical Structure Assignment
(10) and places a left metrical bracket to the left of a syllable whose vowel
bears a H tone.
(36) Metrical Boundary Insertion: insert a left metrical bracket
to the left of a high toned
syllable.
( / * -- line 0
V
H
Metrical Boundary Insertion applies in verbs as well as nouns (after
Meeussen's Rule deletes a stem H). but it merely puts the left bracket at the
left edge of the word as usua', since verbal H tones are always linked to the
leftmost vowel. In a neutralizing noun this inserted tracket will cause
Metrical Structure Assignment to build a monosyllabic (right-headed) foot
over the final vowel, and a second foot headed by the penultimate vowel.
This is illustrated with the neutralizing nouns vi-yogw and gunguhi. Their
H tones are linked lexically to the final vowel: Metrical Boundary Insertion
places a left bracket bofore the final syllable.20
vi-yo (gwe gungu (hi
I I
H H
Metrical Structure Assignment (10) builds two unbounded, right-headed
feet.
20In order to avoid typographic clutter I am omitting the line 0 tier of asterisks and
marking constituency with the segmental tier. I do not intend to make any theoretical
commitments by so doing.
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(vl-yo) (gwe) (gungu) (hi)
I I
H H
In this way the penultimate vowel is stressed in these nouns, with
the result that the final H will never surface. Neutralization (26) will
assign a L to the penultimate vowel. After Boundary L-insertion makes a
final HL contour, LHL Levelling will delete the H. Thus, like neutralizing
verbs, neutralizing nouns do not show their H in non-derived forms.
When the suffix /-ni/ is cliticized, however, the nouns do show their
H tones. The lexical H of the neutralizing noun shifts from the noun to the
following postposition, and from there it spreads backwards as in simple
nouns and verbs.
[vi-yo gwek-ni [gungu hi k-ni
I I
H H
This shift is not due to High Tone Displacement, since the postposition
/-nl/, a function word, does not receive a metrical stress. If it did, then
Neutralization would assign a L to the final vowel of the noun (because it is
a stressed vowel preceding a stressed vowel), and this would result in the
deletion of the H linked to /-nl/.
Instead, the reassociation of the H to /-nil/ is due to a more general
rule of the phrasal tonology of Digo. This rule, High Tone Shift, moves a
word-final H to the vowel of a following word if that vowel is not already
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linked to a H, or if no obtruent L intervenes. Evidence for High Tone Shift
will be seen repeatedly in the tone patterns of Digo phrases. 21
(39) High Tone Shift:
V 'Word CV
I
H
shift H to the first vowel of the next word.
SVVard CV
H
After High Tone Shift moves the neutralizing noun's H to the postposition,
the other rules of Boundary L-insertion, Default L-insertion, and Backwards
Spread complete the derivation of the phrases: vi-yygw -m and g aguhni-ni.
(vi-yo) (gwe)- ni
I I I 1\ /\
L L L LH L%
(gungu) (hi) -ni)
II I 1\ /\
LLL L H L%
High-toned non-neutralizing nouns with this postposition /-nl/
display unusual tone patterns. The nouns in (40a), for example, do not have
the normal rising/falling contours on the penultimate/final vowels. Rather,
one finds a level high/falling pattern: sahani-ni. The nouns in (40b), on the
other hand, show the usual rising/falling pattern, but also have a level H
tone on the vowel before the pre-final voiced obstruent: chi-tibu-ni.
(40) a. kifnd@
kInd4
sahi~ri
chi-k6pwe
btSt
'beans'
"food'
'plate(s)'
'sweet potato leaves'
'duck'
kund6-n? (K 161)
kand&-Ifi
sahani-ril
chi-kopwb-ni'
bat~-ni
21Ci-Ruri (Chapter Two) has a similar rule of tone shift.
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bnd& 'bunch' bundi-nf
kofiyi 'hat(s)' kofiyA-ni
d46n 'hard porridge' dona-ni
b. bida 'cassovo meal' bdid&-ni
chi-tibu 'book' chi-tibd-n?
pwbza 'octopus' pw&zA-n1
z6do 'cooked mangos' z6d6-rfl
The existence of a level H on the antepenultimate vowels which
precede voiced obstruents is due to the rule of High Tone Doubling (16). This
rule has evidently applied in the noun after High Tone Displacement moved
the underlying H to the final vowel the noun (cf. 18 above, where High Tone
Doubling applies in a verb after a lexical H is displaced to the final vowel of
the inflected verbal word). After Displacement and Doubling take place,
High Tone Shift (39) moves the H to the enclitic postposition /-ni/, from
which the H spreads backwards.
The phrasal phonology of Digo has both a cyclic and a non-cyclic
component, as schematized below. This organization of rules will be
defended and illustrated throughout the rest of the chapter.
(41) (Word-level metrical structure rules)
Cyclic phrasal tonology
High Tone Displacement
Obstruent L-insertion
High Tone Doubling
Htigh Tone Shift
Non-cyclic phrasal tonology
Neutralization
Boundary L-insertion
LHL Levelling
High Tone Spread
Default L-insertion
Backwards Spread
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The derivations of the phrases sahani-ni and chi-tibt-nd are given below.
The underlying representations are the following.22
[ saharih ni pp
HI
nilpp
HI
Metrical feet are built over the nouns in the word-level phonology. The
postposition remains unstressed (like function words in many languages).
(sahan) (n
(sahani) (nM)
HI
(ch-tabu) (n
(chi-tabu) (ni)
H1
The first rule of the phrasal phonology is High Tone Displacement, moving
the underlying H to the final vowel of the noun. Obstruent L-insertion links
a L tone to the [b] of chi-tabu. This insertion of a L tone triggers High Tone
Doubling. The results will be the following representations.
(sahani) ni
I
Ht
(chi-tabu) ni
/ I\
Ht L H2
High Tone Shift then moves the noun-final H to the postposition.
S(sahani ni
(sahani) .ni
Hi
* 0
(chi-tabu) ni
/1I
Hi L H2
22The noun prefixes /chi-, mu- , ny-,vi-, ma-, n-,m-, u-/ are noun class markers, such
as are found throughout Bantu. I will argue below in the section on phrasal phonology
that these are separate words from the noun itself, not prefixes. In fact, these
morphemes will be shown to be phonological enclitics, just like the postposition /-ni/.
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[ [chi-tabu)N
The non-cyclic block of rules comes next. The penultimate vowel is
stressed, but Neutralization does not occur, since the final vowel is
unstressed. If Neutralization were to apply, the H on the final vowel would
eventually be eliminated by LHL Levelling.
Boundary L-insertion links a L tone to the final vowel of both
utterances. Default L-insertion adds L tones to the other vowels as well.
0 o 0 o
(sahani) ni (chi -to bu) ni
I I I I\ I Ill 1\
L LL Hi L% L HILL H2 L%
Backwards Spread links the H of [ni] to the penultimate vowel. In the case
of chi-tbiub-ni this spreading produces the correct surface form, with
rising/falling contours. In the case of sahani-ni , however, one is left with
a rising tone on the penult where a level high tone belongs: *sahani-nl.
(saha n) nO) (chl- ta bu) n)
I I 1I\/\ I I I 1\ / \
L LLH 1 L% L HILLH 2 L%
How is sahani-ri different from chi-tibii-ri (or ktu-gagom-a in (14)
above), such that the rising tone on the penultimate vowel is simplified to a
level H? The words like sahani-ri in (40a) are different in two respects. On
the one hand, the phrases in (40a) have a line 1 stress on their penultimate
vowels, unlike final-stressed ku.n-ggo-&• . On the other hand, words like
chi-tbip-ri also have a stressed penultimate, but in these words the
consonant preceding the penultimate vowel is a voiced obstruent. With
these two differences in mind, I propose a rule of Stress Decontouring
which simplifies rising tones to level high tones.
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(42) Stress Decontouring: delete the L tone of a LH contour on a
stressed vowel when it follows a
toneless consonant.
* 
--- line 1
L -4 / C0  V
H
Stress Decontouring applies after Backwards Spread to produce a level
high/falling pattern on the other words in (368a): sahan1-rn -- > satiani-ni. 23
The derivation of chil-Abi-ri above raises a question about the
derivation of the neutralizing nouns in (37). Why does the final H tone in
these nouns not trigger High Tone Doubling when preceded by a voiced
obstruent? For example, consider the phrase vl-y•gw&g j derived above.
The segment [gw] is a voiced obstruent in Dilgo, and yet no doubled H appears
on the vowel preceding [gwl (i.e. *ly.6aglaf ), parallel to the H preceding
the [b) In chi-Abi-ia. How is one to account for the difference?
As with Stress Decontouring, the difference is one of abstract
metrical structure. The vowel preceding (gwl in jyogQ.•t is stressed
(since it is the penultimate vowel of a neutralizing noun), whereas the
vowel preceding [b] In cLtg-tA•i- Is unstressed. The rule of High Tone
231t is true that Stress Decontouring is an ad hoc rule, introduced only to account for
the perultimate level high tones in these high-toned nouns. Nonetheless. it is
notevworthy, I claim, that a metrical analysis of Digo can even define such an ad hoc
rule. In a theory without stressed and unstressed vowels, there is no way to distinguish
between the penultimate vowels in kukgSgQW~•i and chL-tL4ki-n1 on the one hand
and kand-tia on the other hand. In the metrical theory, these vowels differ with
respect to independently motivated structure. In a sense, then, this ad hoc rule is
evidence for a metrical approach to Digo. Stress Decontouring is probably one of those
things which Samuel Johnson would have grouped with dogs walking on their hind
legs: it may not be done well, but we should rather be surprised that it is done at all.
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Doubling (16) must be adjusted to be sensitive to this difference. In (43) I1
reformulate the rule.24
(43) High Tone Doubling: link a H to an unstressed penultimate
vowel In word if it is followed by a
voiced obstruent and a H tone.
line 1--0  *
II
LH
vcv
I I I
H, L 1"!
Since the vowel of [yo] in the neutralizing noun i-yogwri- is stressed,
Doubling cannot apply as in the non-neutralizing noun chi-tbib-ni.
This discussion of the tone patterns of nouns has been an introduction
to the analysis of Digo phrasal tonology. I turn now to the tone patterns in
phrases formed by the combination of verbs and inflectional words.
24This reformulation of High Tone Doubling is not so ad hoc. It also will be shown to
account for the fact that Doubling does not occur on the stressed penultimate vowels of
neutralizing verbs in phrasal contexts, but does occur on the unstressed vowels of noun
class markers and the destressed vowels of verb before nouns.
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3.2.5 Tone patterns in inflected verbs
The rule system outlined above accounts for the tone patterns of Digo
inflected verbs, if one admits some assumptions about the structure of Digo.
First, following Myers (1987) analysis of Shona, I shall parse the tense and
subject morphemes as an "inflectional" word, distinct from the verb and its
object markers.25 Second, I assume that the phonological phrase structure
of Digo phrases is left-branching: ([[INFL) VI ...]. These assumptions are
explained and demonstrated directly.
An important consideration for phrasal tonology is the cyclic/non-
cyclic distinction in the application of rules.2 6 Arguments for assigning the
rules formulated above to either the cyclic or the non-cyclic stratum of the
post-lexical phonology have not yet been seen; these arguments are found in
the data to follow.
(44) Word-level phonoloqu
cyclic
Stress Erasure
Meeussen's Rule (32)
Metrical Boundary Insertion (38)
non-cyclic
Metrical Structure Assigment (10)
Phrasal phonoloog
cyclic
High Tone Displacement (12)
Obstruent L-insertion (13a)
High Tone Doubling (43)
High Tone Shift (39)
2~This notion is explained and defended in Chapter vTwo.
26The crucial insight that some of the phrasal tone rules apply cyclically is due to
Kiueberth 1984.
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non-cyclic
Neutralization (26)
Boundary L-insertion (13c)
LHL Levelling (17)
High Tone Spread (13b)
Default L-insertion (13d)
Backwards Spread (1 3e)
Stress Decontouring (42)
3.2.5.1 Inflected verbs with one H tone
Kisseberth 1984 gives evidence for assigning lexical H tones to the
the 3rd person subject markers of the present tense, /a-/ 'he/she' and
/ma-/ 'they'. The present tense morpheme is /-na/. Consider the
conjugation of the toneless verb stem I/togor/ 'praise' In the present tense.
(45) [ku-togor-a] 'to praise' (K 111)
[ni-na] [togor-a] 'I am praising'
[u-na] [togor-a] 'you(sg.) are praising'
[a-nal [togor-&] 'he/she is praising'
[tu-na] [togor-al 'we are praising'
[mu-nal [togor-al 'you(pl.) are praising'
[ma-na] [tog&'r-] 'they are praising'
The underlying representation of 'he/she is praising' has a single H tone
associated with the 3rd'singular subject marker /a-/. The subject marker
/ia-/ and the present tense marker /-na/ group together as a constituent,
the inflectional word (INFL). The INFL word and the verbal word together
form the phrasal constituent of an inflectional phrase (IP). Since Digo
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phrasal phonology is left-branching, the INFL word is the head of the phrase,
and therefore the innermost cycle for the purposes of rule application.
(46) lip [a-nal INFL [togor-al v lip
I
H
The rule of metrical structure assignment will apply to both the verbal
word and the inflectional word in the lexical phonology, building right-
headed feet. Stress Erasure and Meeussen's Rule are both inapplicable.
(a-na) (togor-a)
I
H
The rule of High Tone Displacement is the first to apply. The innermost
cycle is the word /a-na/. High Tone Displacement links the underlying H of
the subject marker /a-/ to the stressed final vowel of /-na/.
[IP [(a-na)] (togor-a) lip
I
H
There are no voiced obstruents in the inflectional word, so Obstruent L-
insertion and Doubling cannot apply. Since the verbal word is not visible on
the first cycle, High Tone Shift will not apply either.
On the second cycle, the constituent IP, the rule of High Tone
Displacement applies again, moving the H to a stressed vowel to its right,
the final vowel of the verb.
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[IP (a-na) (togor-a) ]Ip
I
H
Note that High Tone Displacement has moved the H of the INFL word over a
voiced obstruent, the medial /g/ of /togor/. If voiced obstruents were
underlyingly marked as low-toned (as a consequence of voicing), then High
Tone Displacement should be blocked from moving the H across another
tone. 27
lIP (a-na) (togor-g) lip
I
H-4 L
The fact the High Tone Displacement can move the H all the way to the end
of the verb is evidence that Obstruent L-insertion applies after High Tone
Displacement (and cyclically, as will be seen) . Obstruent L-insertion
applies to (g]; High Tone Doubling and High Tone Shift are not applicable.
[Ip (a-na) (togor-a) lip
I I
L H
We commence now with the non-cyclic block of rules. Neutralization
finds no stressed penultimate vowel, so no L tone is assigned. Boundary L-
Insertion applies to the final vowel of [togor-al because It is the final
vowel of the phrase.
(Ip (a-ng) (togor-a) ]liP
I I\
L H L%
27 The arrow here denotes attempted movement, not structural change.
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LHL Levelling will not come into the derivation, since the tone-bearing unit
preceding the vowel with the HL contour Is toneless, not low-toned. Default
L-insertlon then fills in the other toneless vowels.
[ip (a-nq) (togor-a) lip
I I Ill I\
L L LLL H L%
Backwards Spread links the H back to the penultimate vowel. Stress
Decontouring will not simplify the resulting rising tone, because the LH
contour is on an unstressed vowel.
liP (a- ia) (togo r-a) lIp
I I ll\/\
L L LLL H L%
The surface form Is ana-togr-a: the toneless verbal word /togor-a/
acquires a H In the phrasal phonology from the inflectional word.
A similar derivation takes place when the inflectional word contains
the present perfect marker /-ka/. Compare the paradigm of (45) above with
(47).
(47) ni-ka tsukdr-a 'I have carried' (K 127)
u-ka tsukiir-& 'you (sg.) have carried'
a-ka tsukir-& 'he/she have carried'
tu-ka tsukir-& 'we have carried'
mu-ka tsuk1r-& 'you (pl.) have carried'
ma-ka tsukdr-& 'they have carried'
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In this peradigm it is the tense marker /-ka/ and not the person markers
which bears the single lexical H tone. In all other respects these phrases
are derived just like aoa tog6f-k above.
Unexceptional also are inflected verbs where the single H comes from
an object marker of the verb, not from the inflectional word.
(46) ni-na gurlr-a 'I am buying for' (K 131)
ni-na a-gur'r-& 'I am buying for them'
ni-na demurir-a 'I am scolding'
ni-na a-demurirr- 'I am scolding them'
In these phrases t's lexical H of the object marker H is moved on the second
cycle from the initial vowel of the verbal word to the final vowel. The rest
of the derivation is straightforward.
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3.2.5.2 Inflected verbs with two H tones
There are two situations in which an inflected verb may have two
underlying H tones. In the first case one H is contributed by the
inflectional word (person or tense marker) and the second H is contributed
by the verbal word (object marker or stem, but not both due to Meeussen's
Rule, 32). In the second case both H tones are contributed by the
inflectional word, as is the case in the /-a-/ past tense of Digo. Inflected
verbs with two H tones provide evidence for ordering Obstruent L-insertion
afttrr High Tone Displacement but before High Tone Shift and High Tone
Spread, since the insarted L tones block the latter rules, but not the former
one.
3.2.5.2.1 High-toned verbs with high-toned inflections
Compare the paradigm in (45) above of a toneless verb in the present
tense with the forms iii (49).
(49) ni-na pupfit-a
u-na pupdt-a
a-na pdpdt-_
tu-na pupit-A
mu-na pupilt-&
ma-na pupiut-a
a-na md-pipit-a
a-na &-pup1t-a
ni-na tanyltrz-a
a-na tdnJylirz-a
'I am beating' (K 125)
'you (sg.) are beating'
'he/she is bb ting'
'we are beating'
'you (pl) are beating'
'they are beating'
'he/she is beating him/her' (K 126)
'he/she is beating them'
'I am driving off predators' (K 125)
'he/she is driving off predators'
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ni-na
a-na
ni-na
a-na
ni-na
a-na
ni-na
a-na
furukit-&
ftirdkit-&
chimbir-&
chimbir-&
sindik-&
sindik-&
al3ps-(Miis-4
These forms all have the same pattern. Without the high-toned subject
markers /a-/ or /ma-/ the inflected verbs surface with the verb's H tone
on the final vowel in a typical rising/falling contour except when a voiced
obstruent ti iggers High Tone Doubling. When the high-toned subject markers
are part of the inflectional word, however, the tone pattern consists of
level high tones throughout the verbal word except for a falling tone on the
final vowel: a-na mi-ppjit-j. The same pa tern is found with high-toned
verbs in the present perfect tense, whether the verb's H is contributed by
the verb stem itself or by the object marker /u-/.
(50) ku-kumbulir-S
ni-ka kimbikir-&
u-ka kdmbdkir-a
a-ka kimbdidr-a
tu-ka ktimbdiir-4
mu-ka kinmbidfdr-4
ma-ka kiimbdkir-4
ku-rimir-a
a-ka rinmr-4
a-ka ni-ririr-&
a-ka i-rlmlr-&
'to remember' (K 128)
'I have remembered'
'you (sg.) have remembered'
'he/she has remembered'
'we have remembered'
'you (pl.) have remembered'
'they have remembered'
'to cultivate for'
'he/she has cultivated for'
'he/she has cultivated for me'
'he/she has cultivated for us'
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'I am moving about restlessly'
'he/she is moving about restlessly'
'I am running away'
'he/she is running away'
'I am shutting the door'
'he/she is shutting the door'
'I am groping in the dark'
'he/she is groping in the dark'
ku-pupdt-& 'to beat'
a-ka pdpdt-& 'he/she has beaten'
a-ka ni-pidpdt-& 'he/she has beaten me'
a-ka i-pdp#it-& 'he/she has beaten us'
The derivation of the last phrase above will suffice to represent the
derivations of all phrases of this type. The underlying representation has
three H tones: one for the tense marker, one for the object marker, and one
for the verb stem.
a -ka u -puput -a
I I I
H H H
Meeussen's Rule, however, will delete the H of the verb stem. Boundary
Insertion (36) applies to the vowel of the tense marker /-ka/. Metrical
Structure Assignment then builds three right-headed feet.
(a) - (ka) (u - puput - a)
I I
H, H2
The first cycle of the phrasal phonology is the inflectional word /a-ka/.
Nothing happens on this cycle. The second cycle is the entire phrase.
Displacement moves H2 to the final vowel of the phrase; H, is not displaced,
as there is no other stressed vowel on the right to which to move it.
(a) - (ka) (u - puput - a)
I I
H, H2
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Obstruent L-insertion and High Tone Doubling fail to apply in the absence of
voiced abstruents. High Tone Shift links H, to the toneless vowel to its
right.
(a) - (ka) (u - puput - a)
I I
HI H2
Of the non-cyclic phrasal rules, only Boundary L-insertion, High Tone
Spread, and Default L-insertion apply.
(a) (ka)(u - puput - a)
I I \ / I/
L L H, H2 LZ
This gives the correct surface form aka-j-pjp9t-&.
Consider now the paradigms of inflected high-toned verbs which
contain voiced obstruents.
(51) ni-na babadiir-S
V Aa-nd babadir-&
ni-na gara~--a
a-nd garagar-a
ni-na dundurlk-a
a-ni dundurlk-a
ni-na zungumdz-a
a-na zungumiz-a
ni-na vurug-a
a-nd vurdg-a
'I am forcing s.t. apart' (K 130)
'he/she is forcing s.t. apart'
'I am tossing around'
'he/she is tossing around'
'I am walking stealthily'
'he/she !s walking stealthily'
'I am conversing'
'he/she is conversing
'I am stirring'
'he/she is stirring'
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ni-ki bom6r-&
ni-ki vwinr-&
ni-ki doner-~
ni-ki gongom4~ -
(52) a-ka 4z4k-a
a-ka wezfsh-~
a-ka tibik-&~
a-ka tibing-&
a-ka siirdiblk-~
a-ka 4zeklr-&
a-ka ii-t6gir-~
a-ka d-sigir-8
a-ka d-rigdr-8
'I have demolished'
'I have sung for'
'I have kissed'
'I have hammered'
(K 131)
'he/she has thatched' (K 132)
'he/she has enabled'
'he/she has become distressed'
'he has spoiled by mixing with s.t.'
'he/she is strong/firm'
'he/she has thatched for/with'
'he/she has praised us'
'he/she has ground s.t. for us'
'he/she has treated us (medically)'
The inflected verbs in (51) have stem-initial voiced obstruents; those in
(52) have stem-medial voiced obstruents. In both cases the derivation
proceeds straightforwardly with the previously hypothesized rule system.
The crucial assumption is that Obstruent L-insertion precedes and
blocks High Tone Shift or Spread. In a phrase such as ni-ka I or• r-&, then,
the H linked to the tense marker /-ka/ will be unable to shift to the first
vowel of the verb stem, since the linked L of the voiced obstruent [b]
intervenes. The H of /-ka/ will therefore remain in place, and Default
L-insertion and Backwards Spread will fill out the derivation.
In a form such as a-ka sdrnibik-& in (52), the H which is associated in
underlying form to the tense marker /-ka/ may be shifted to the right (to
the first vowel of the verb) and spread from there, but spreading stops at
the L tone of the voiced obstruent [b]: sdirb..... Again, Default L-insertion
and Backwards Spread apply predictably.
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We see then that phrases with two underlying H tones can be modeled
by the rule system in (44) above.
3.2.5.2.2 Monosyllabic verbs with high-toned inflections
The discussion of neutralizing verbs above made a three-way
distinction in monosyllabic verb stems: toneless, high-toned, and lexically
stressed high-toned stems. Toneless (53) and high-toned (54) verb stems
have unremarkable tone patterns when inflected in the present tense.
(53) a-na ts6ng-&
a-na rir-a
a-na und-S
a-na stik-e
a-na fik-a
a-na vwik-
a-na gfr-a
a-na dz4ng-a
Vw A
a-na zam-a
(54) a-na n4n-S
/ A
a-na nyor-a
a-na tiny-&
a-na 4nh-I
a-nt ddng-&
a-ni vyir-S
a-ng b nd-a
'he/she
'he/she
'he/she
'he/she
'he/she
'he/she
'he/she
'"he/she
'he/she
is carving' (K 142)
is crying'
is pounding'
is plaiting'
is arriving'
is dipping s.t. in'
is buying'
Is building'
is stooping/bending'
'he/she is speaking' (K 141)
'he/she is shaving'
'he/she is stopping a fight'
'he/she is sifting grain'
'he/she is piercing'
'she is giving birth'
'he/she is hitting so as to break In two'
The inflected verbs in (53) are derived in parallel fashion to the
polysyllabic inflected toneless verbs in (45) above. The inflected high-
toned verbs in (54) are derived parallel to the verbs in (49) and (51) above.
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Neutralizing verb stems show a different pattern when inflected in
the 3rd person singular present tense.
(55) a-na h~g-a
a-na s$m-a
a-na chem-a
a-nalm-a
a-na r g-a
a-ni ban-a
a•• vug-a
a-nd zim-a
a-n dony-a
a-nd jib-a
'he/she is trapping' (K 141)
'he/she is reading'
'he/she is shouting'
'he/she is standing'
'he/she is breaking off a piece'
'he/she is pressing'
'he/she is cooking'
'he/she is extinguishing'
'he/she is choking'
'he/she is answering'
The penultimate vowel of the inflected verb has a falling tone unless it is
preceded by a voiced obstruent, In which case the antepenultimate vowel of
the phrase has a level H tone.
The tonal patterns of all these inflected verbs are generated by the
rule system prescribed above. I show below the derivations of a-na im-a and
a-nd zim-a from (55) and a-na n4n-& from (54). The underlying
representations of these phrases will show that the neutralizing verbs have
a lexical line 1 stress along with a H tone. The third person subject marker
/a-/, It will be remembered, contributes a lexical H to the phrase.
a-na im-a
I I
Hi H2
a-na zim-a
I H
H1 H2
a-na nen-a
I I
H1 H2
Each word of the phrase passes through the word-level phonology first. The
cyclic rule of Stress Erasure will not apply, as there are no object markers
present. Likewise, Meeussen's Rule will not apply, as no word has two
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adjacent H tones. Only the word-level rule of metrical structure
assignment (10) applies, stressing the final vowel (along with the penult in
neutralizing words).
(a-na) (i)(m-a)
I I
HI H2
(a-na) (zi)(m-a)
I I
H, H2
(a-na) (nen-a)
I I
HI H2
Now the phrasal phonology comes into play. The first cycle is the
inflectional word a-na. High Tone Displacement moves HI to the second
vowel. Obstruent L-insertion, High Tone Doubling, and High Tone Shift do not
apply.
(a - na)
I
HI
On the second cycle High Tone Displacement applies to the high tones from
left to right, displacing H2 only. Hi cannot move because H2 is still linked to
the following vowel, and so HI is simply remains linked to the accented
vowel of the inflectional word. H2 is shifted to the final vowel of each
verbal word.
(a-nH) (zi)(m-a)
I I!
H, H2
(a-na) (nen-a)
I I
HI H2
Obstruent L-insertion assigns a L to the [z] of /zim/. High Tone Doubling Is
Inapplicable. High Tone Shift moves Hi to the verb's first vowel in the first
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(a-na)
H
(i)(m-a)
H12
and third phrases; shifting is blocked by the voiced obstruent in the second
phrase.
(a-no) (i)(m-a)
I I
HI IH2
(a-no)
I
HI
(zi)(m-a)
I I
L H2
(a-na) (nen-a)
I H
Hi H2
The non-cyclic block of rules begins with Neutralization. This rule
applies in first two phrases, linking a L tone to the stressed penultimate
vowels.
(a-na) (i)(m-a)
Hi L I
Hi L 1-2
(a-na)
HiH1
* *
(zi)(m-a)
II I
LL H~2
(a-na) (nen-a)
1 I
Hi H2
Boundary L-Insertion and LHL Levelling
to delete H2 in the first two phrases.
conspire with the L of Neutralization
(a-na) (i)(m-a)
/H\ I
Hi L L%
(a-ne)
H1
(zi)(m-a)
II I
LL L%
(a-noa) (nen-a)
/ /\
H1 H2 L%
Default L-insertion completes the derivations of ana-m-a, and-zim-a, nd
ana-n4nS.
(a-na) (i)(m-a)
I 1 /\ I
L L Hi L L%
*
(a-na)
I I
L H1
(zi)(m-a)
II I
L L L%
(a-na)
I I
L L
(nen-a)
I /\
Hi H2 L%
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There is one other class of verb stems which behaves in a curiously
parallel fashion to the neutralizing verbs just considered. This is the set of
verbs without stem vowels. Kisseberth (p. 144) offers ku-ty-a as an
example, in which the stem vowel [i] has become a glide before another
vowel. The stem /ti/, according to Kisseberth, has a lexical H, but like a
neutralizing verb its H does not appear in unsuffixed forms.28 If the
preceding inflectional word has a H, this H shows up as a falling tone on the
vowel preceding the verb stem.
(56) ni-na ty-a 'I am obeying' (K 144)
u-na ty-a 'you (sg.) are obeying'
a-na ty-a 'he/she is obeying'
tu-na ty-a 'we are obeying'
mu-na ty-a 'you (pl.) are obeying'
ma-na ty-a 'they are obeying'
Recall that the third person subject markers /a-/ and /ma-/ are high-
toned in the present tense.
It is interesting confirmation for the present analysis that these
forms fall out of the rule system with one modification, a modification
which is justified below. Consider the representation which the word-level
phonology produces (where I assume that /tl/ has a stressed stem vowel in
the lexicon like a neutralizing verb).
2 Eor this verb Ir-tjy it seems reasonable to suppose that the surface [yl is an
underlying high vowel ([i which undergoes Glide Formation before another vowel.
Since this is the only paradigm of a "vowelless" available to me, I cannot ascertain
whether this analysis could hold for all of the such verb stems of Digo.
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(a - na) (ti) - (a)
I I
H1 H2
(ni - na) (ti) - (a)
I
H
Rule 10 stresses the second vowel of the inflectional word and the final
vowel of the verbal word. On the first phrasal cycle the H of la-/ displaces
to the vowel of /-na/ in the inflectional word.
o
(a - na)
I
Ht
he second cycle adds the verbal word to the phrase. Above in connection
with neutralizing verbs and the extensional and object marking affixes a
rule of Stress Erasure was posited for the cyclic word-level phonology. I
propose now that this rule applies also In the cyclic phrasal phonology.29
That is, on cycle n+ 1, all metrical structure present on cycle n is erased.
Since Digo metrical feet are right-headed and unbounded, the prosodic
elements of cycle n are incorporated into the leftmost foot of cycle n+1.
o
(a - na)
Hi
+ (ti) - (a)
H2
o 0
(a - na
I
Hi
ti) - (a)
H2
On the second cycle the H of the stem /ti/ displaces to the fineal vowel.
29Halle and Vergnaud (1987, ch. 3) Ske the stand that such Stress Erasure is simply a
consequence of cyclic concatenation. That is, Stress Erasure need not be stipulated; it is
a fact of Universal Grammar that the metrical structure of previous cycles will be
erased. Although there is a growing body of evidence for the pervasiveness of cyclic
stress erasure, Harris 1988 argues convincingly that Spanish is a counterexample to
claims for the universality of this phenomenon.
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o o t a o o SC)
(a- na ti)-(a) (ni - na ti) - (a)
I I I
Ht H2  H
No other cyclic phrasal rules apply.
In the non-cyclic phrasal phonology Neutralization will assign a L
tone to a stressed vowel before another stressed vowel. However, if Glide
Formation applies before Neutralization, the vowel of the verb stem /ti/
will no longer be stress-bearing; that is, it may not bear the line I asterisk
which heads its metrical foot. This line I asterisk, however, does not
disappear. Rather, it shifts over to the next stress-bearing element within
the foot, the final vowel of the inflectional word /d-na/.3o
o * * o0
(a-na ty)-(a) (ni-na ty)-(a)
I I I
Ht H2 H
Now Neutralization adds a L tone to the penultimate vowel in both phrases.
This insertion will occasion LHL Leveling of the final H in both cases, but in
the first phrase the H of the subject marker persists as part of a falling
tone on the penultimate vowel.
o *o C *
(a-no ty)-(a) (ni-na ty)-(a)
Ht L L
30 f. Halle and Vergnaud (1987, 28-34) and Al-Mozainy, Bley-Vroman, and McCarthy(1985) for similar cases of stress shift.
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Extending cyclic Stress Erasure to the phrasal domain of rules thus
allows for a simple explanation of the paradigm in (56). Further evidence
for phrasal Stress Erasure will be seen below in connection will High Tone
Doubling and High Tone Displacement.
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3.2.5.2.3 Verbs in the -A- past tense 31
The /-a-/ past tense of Digo is unusual in that the inflectional word
in this tense contributes two H tones to the inflected verb, not just one as
with the present and present perfect. This is so because (following
Kisseberth's analysis) both the tense morpheme /-a-/ and the subject
markers have lexical H tones in this tense. Kisseberth 1984 gives only
paradigms with the 1st singular subject marker /-ni/ 'I'. Before the past
tense morpheme /-a-/ the vowel of /-ni/ elides, and spr the resulting
inflectional word is simply [n'Al, where the H linked to the elided 11i Is
floating.32
The surface forms of both toneless (57) and high-toned (58) verb
stems in the /-a-/ past tense have the same pattern as high-toned verbs
inflected with /-ka/ and /a-na/ in (49-52) above.
(57) n-a tsd~iir-i 'I carried' (K 146)
n-a wocher-a 'I received'
n-a r6ngoz-a 'I led'
n-a ts6r-& 'I picked up'
n-a pig-a 'I hit
n-a gur-a 'I bought'
n-A vugdr-& 'I untied'
r-4 vumlk2z-a '1 agreed'
n-a t6g9r-i 'I praised'
n-a r~giir-& 'I treated (medically)'
n-a dzeng-a 'I built'
31Kisseberth 1984 does not explain the precise value of this tense. In Ci-Ruri the /-a-/
morpheme signifies the Today Past tense (Massamba 1982).
32The reader may wonder why one of these two adjacent H tones is not deleted byMeeusen's Rule. In my analysis Meunen's Rule is acyclic word-level rule; the
various parts of the inflectional word, however, are posited to be non-cyclic
morphemes, and therefore do not undergo the cyclic Meeussen's Rule.
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(58) n-a
n-a
n-a
n-a
n-a
n-i
n-a
n-a
bimb akir-&
tnrdk-&
pdput-a
/ A
nen-a
vwinlr-&
dundurlz-a
garag•r-&
d4ag-&&A4k-1
remembered'
went out'
beat'
spoke'
sang for'
put something aside'
rolled about in pain'
pierced'
thatched'
The representation of a toneless verb and a high-toned verb in the past
tense are shown in (59), where subscripts are used to distinguish the
underlying H tones.
(59) toneless
n(i)-a ragur-a
I I
H16 Ha
high-toned
n(i)-a kumbukir-a
I I I
IH' Ha Hy
In both phrases the rightmost H will displace to final vowel of the verb at
the start of the second phrasal cycle; the penultimate H will displace to the
past tense marker /-a/ .
* *
n(1)-a ragur-a
I I
H'!i H,
n(1)-a kumbukir-a
I I I
Hni Ha Hy
The H linked to /-a/ will then shift over to the verb and spread rightward as
for as possible (i.e., up to the next H or up to the L of a voiced obstruent).
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Boundary L-insertion, Default L-insertion, and Backwards Spread complete
the derivation.
* ft
n(W)-a rag ur-a
/ 1/ /\/
L Hi1L L H, L
n(1)-a kumbukir-a
I I \ I /\
Hn4 L Ha Hv L%
The vowel of /ni-/ will elide at some point in the derivation, leaving its H
tone floating in the case of n-a k.umukir-g. The H does not automatically
(i.e., by convention) re-associate to the segmental tier. Rather, this
floating H tone remains unrealized phonetically since there are no other
stressed vowels available to which it may be linked.
* * * *
n-a rag ur-a
/ // /\/\
L HniL L Ha L%
n-a kumbukir-a
I \ I/ /\
Hai L H, H L%
Neutralizing verb stems in the past tense do not have this "housing
shortage" of stressed vowels for H tones, since both the penultimate and
final vowels of a neutralizing stem are stressed. These inflected verbs
have the tone pattern shown in (60).
(60) n-A meg-a
n-A san-a
n- rum-a
n-i jah-a
n-i hem-a
n-a vwin-a
'I broke off a piece'
'I went out'
'I bit'
'I got'
'I cleared forest'
'I sang'
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(K 146)
When High Tone Displacement occurs on the second phrasal cycle, all three H
tones will be shifted one vowel to the right.
n(1)-a rum- a
I I I
Hli H HvA
-= HTD -=
n(1) - a rum - a
I I I
Hni Ha Hv
Neutralization and Boundary L-insertion set up the deletion of the final H
via LHL Levelling. The output is a falling tone on the penultimate vowel and
a level L on the final vowel.
8 rum - a
I H/\
Hm Ha L L%
To derive the surface form, however, the penultimate falling tone must be
levelled to a L tone. Following Kisseberth (1984, 149) 1 propose a rule of
Fall Simplification to accomplish this levelling.33
(61) Fall Simpliftication: delete the H of a HL contour when preceded
by a H and followed by a L.
V
/\
H L
VL
I
L
V V
I I
H L
33My rule differs from Kisseberth's in prescribing a right-hand (low-toned) context
for the rule. Kisseberth calls Fall Simplification "an extremely plausible rule." This is
no doubt due to the fact that it lines up the break •ereeen high tone and low tone with
a wgmental break (different vowels).
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n(i) -
Fall Simplification takes place after LHL Levelling to reduce the
penultimate falling tone to level L, yielding n-a rum-a after elision of the
[i1.
n(W)- a rum - a
I \ \
•Hi L LS
Fall Simplification will also show up in the tonology of phrases in which
neutralizing nouns follow high-toned inflected verbs.
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3.2.5.3 Imperatives
The derivation of Digo imperatives is somewhat problematic. In the
first place, the available data are rather scanty. In the second place, the
structure of the Digo imperative Is unusual. The plural subject marker /-ni/
- part of the inflectional word - follows rather than precedes the verb.
High Tone Displacement Is not blocked by the L tones of voiced obstruents in
other words, but displacement does seem to be blocked by them in
imperatives. These complexities are demonstrated directly.
The analysis to follow contains many unmotivated assumptions. My
reasons for including a section on the Digo imperative are two: (1) I feel an
obligation with such an unresearched language to include as much data as I
have available, even if it does not support my analysis; and (ii), I hope to
demonstrate that an analysis is at least possible within the solution space
delineated by the leading ideas of this thesis.
The tonal patterns of verbs in the imperative mood are curious in
that the lexical distinction between high-toned and toneless stems is
eliminated. Compare the paradigm of the toneless stem in (62a) with that
of the high-toned stem in (63a). The morpheme /-ni/ marks plurality of the
implicit second person subject; /-a/ Is the final vowel when there is no
object marker or when the object marker is Ist sg. /-ni/, else the final
vowel is /-el.
(62) Toneless stems
a. tsukur-a 'carryi' (K 153)
ni-tsukur-a 'carry mel'
a-tsukOr-e 'carry theml'
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tsukur-i-n•
ni-tsukur-4-la
a-tsdk•ir-4-n
b. vumiklz-a
ni-vumntkit-a
n-vumIz-e.
vummlz--rfi
ni-vumikiz-4-nii
4-vumxrtkz-&-nl
c. rejezer-a
ni-rejezer-a
a-r4jezer-e
rejezer4-fil
ni-rejezer-i-dii
a-r jezern4-rl
(63) High-toned stems
a. pirik-a
ni-pirik-a
a-pgilk-e
Pirik--n^i
ni-Pirik-l-n?
a-lurlk-4-rfi
b. vwinir-a
ni-vwinir-a
a-vwinir-e
vwintr-g 
ni-vwlnir-i-nl
a-vwinir4-nl
'pl. carry!'
'pl. carry me!'
'pl. carry theml'
'say yes!'
'say yes to mel'
'say yes to them!'
'pl. say yesl'
'pl. say yes to mel'
'pl. say yes to theml'
'soak fort'
'soak for me!'
'soak for theml'
'p1. soak forl'
'pl. soak for me!'
'pl. soak for them!'
'send It!'
'send for me!'
'send for theml'
'pl. send fort'
'pl. send for mel'
'pl. send for themr
'sing to!'
'sing to me!'
'sing to them!'
'pl. sing to!'
'pl. sing to mel'
'pl. sing to them!'
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(K 157)
(K 156)
Compare, for example, the paradigms of Itsukur/ 'to carry/ and
/Birik/ 'to send'. The former is a toneless verb stem and the latter has a
lexical H, yet the paradigms have precisely the same pattern. The other
verbs have different patterns due to the presence of voiced obstruents in
the verbs.
Some further observations are in order. First, comparison of the
toneless stem tsukur-a and tsukAir-Q-d shows that the plural morpheme
/-nl/ contributes a H to the Imperative. Second, the level penultimate H in
a-vwnitr.-4-~ and L-yum izk-•4 suggests that there are three H tones In
the surface form of this word: one on the object marker l/a-/, one on the
plural marker /-ni/l, and one on the vowel /-e-/. Compare this level
penultimate H with that of ana-nt6n in (54) above. I therefore posit that
the morphemes /-ni/ and /-e-/ both have lexical H tones. The implications
of this will be worked out directly.
Note thirdly the shape of the third line in (62a) and (63a): both
a-tsukflr- and a-lJ••- look like neutralizing verbs with high-toned
Inflections. Compare these forms to (55) above, where the verbs also have a
falling tone on the penultimate vowel. This is an indication of a stressed
penult in these forms. The H of these HL contours cannot, however, be due to
the high-toned object marker /a-/. The H of high-toned object markers is
not generally prevented by voiced obstruents from displacing rightward in a
word, since Obstruent L-insertion applies after High Tone Displacement.
This is obvious from the data in (64), where the H of the object markers
/u-/ and /a-/ displace over two voiced obstruents, (vi and (g].
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(64) ku-vugurir-a 'to untie for' (K 110)
ku-u-vugurlr-& 'to untie for us'
ku-a-vugur1r 'to untie for them'
The same H which contributes to the HL contour in ajsukirs- , however, is
blocked from displacing to the penult In -vuYmikiz- (62b) by the Initial
voiced obstruent. It shows up rather on the first vowel, shifts rightward,
and spreads as far to the right as possible unless it runs into the L of a
voiced obstruent, as in a-r jaer-e (63c). I construe this prefixal H to be an
inflectional H of the imperative mood which shows up with forms ending in
the final vowel [e]. This Imperative H tone is added to the verb on the
second phrasal cycle, after the cyclic phrasal rule of Obstruent L-insertion
applies in the verbal word on the first cycle (see below).
Certain rules must apply to verbs in the imperative mood such that (1)
the difference between toneless and high-toned verbs is neutralized, and (ii)
the singular imperatives have the metrical structure of neutralizing verbs,
viz., a stressed penult, and (iIt) voiced obstruents block the movement of a
prefixal H. In the present analysis, a rule of the word-level cyclic
phonology deletes the first H tone (of a stem or object marker) in the verb.
(65) Imperative Deletion:
delete first H in verb
H= 58 / [ ...... V
The underlying representation of B§rik-a and e-Birik-e are as follows.
1Birlk-a e-Blrlk-e
I II I
H HH H
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Imperative Deletion deletes the first (or only) H of the verb after
Meeussen's Rule deletes the stem H when the object marker is high-toned.
Birik-a a-Birlk-e
I
8 8 8 H
Because of the rule of Metrical Boundary Insertion (36), the lexical H of the
suffix /-e/ ensures that the penultimate vowel of the verbal word is a
stressed vowel. This is s• because Metrical Boundary Insertion places a left
bracket before the high-toned final vowel, just as in neutralizing nouns.
After Metrical Boundary Insertion and Metrical Structure Assignment the
representations are these:
(Birik - a) (a-Birik)-(e)
I
H
High Tone Displacement does not apply In the first cycle of either phrase.
On the second cycle the prefixal Imperative H is concatenated to the second
form (because Its final vowel is l[e) by linking It to the initial vowel. 4
High Tone Displacement then applies on the second cycle to relink this H to
the penultimate vowel.
4lvhether this llnkqe to the initial vonl is by special rule or general principle, I
cannot say for lack of empirical evidence. The fact that this H undergoes High Tone
Shift (39) is pusaling under the present formulation of that rule, which requires an
intervning word boundary. Perhaps the boundary symbol should be left out of the
rule and instead one could suppose that H tones shift in a phrasal cyVcle subject to some
so't of strict cyclicity. I choose not to alter the rule here, since there are so many
uncertatnties in the analysis of the imperati•e.
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(8rlk - a)
H
*m *
(a-lirlk)-(e)
IHIH H
The first rule of the phrasal phonology to apply is Neutralization, inserting
a L on the stressed penultimate vowel.
(Birik - a) (a-Blrik)-(e)
/\ I
HL H
Boundary L-insertion and LHL Levelling conspire to delete the final H, but
leave a HL contour on the penultimate vowel if there Is a second H.
(Birlk -a) (a-Birik)-(e)
/\ I\
H L H L%
Vk
af3~ia
The morpheme /-nil is added to imperatives with plural subjects.
Curiously, this inflectional morpheme follows the verbal word, unlike other
subject markers (cf. 3.2.5). When the monomorphemic inflectional word
/-ni/ is added to the above imperatives, cyclic phrasal Stress Erasure
removes all previous metrical structure, leaving only the stress on the
inflectional word /-ni/.
(Brik - a-nl)
I
H
(a-Birik - e-nl)
I I
H H
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On this second cycle the prefixal H of the Imperative with /-e/ is
linked to the first vowel. This may not be displaced to the right since there
Is no stressed vowel for It to go to.
(Dirik - a-nl) (a-Birik - e-ni)
I / I I
H H H H
The prefixal H then shifts and spreads.
(Birik - a-ni) (a-Birik - e-ni)
I \/ I I
H H H H
Backwards Spread and Boundary L-insertion create the expected
rising/falling contours. The further derivation of rilik-i-nr and 3lrlk,5-n
proceeds just like kU-g22n , in (14) above.
The presence of voiced obstruents in the stem inhibits the shift or
spread of the prefixal H, as is seen in the words -yvumI z-a. a-rijerWa.
a-r6jerez4-t- and -vumikiz -1rýi. This suggests, as mentioned above, that
the verbal word is the innermost cycle of the imperative phrase; the
floating H prefix is linked only on the second cycle, after the obstruents
receive their L tones.35
35Note, though, that this second cycle H does not induce phrasal Stress Erasure in a
form like .tsUzrr.-e, since the penuitimate vowel of the verbal word - the inner
constituent - must still be stressed to attract the prefizel H. Perhaps Stress Erasure is
caused only by concatenation of something prosodic, and a floating H tone does not
count as a prosodic entity.
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There is one further twist in the tale of the Digo Imperative. This
shows up In high-toned verb stems which are three syllables long or longer.
Kisseberth (1984, 158) offers the following paradigm.
(66) chekecher-a 'sift fori' (K 156)
ni-chekecher-a 'sift for mer
a-chkcher-e 'sif t for themr'
chekecher-r-nd 'pl. sift fori'
ni-chekecher-i-fi 'pl.sift for mer'
a-chhk~h&r-&-nf 'pl. sift for themF'36
The surprise is found in the third form, the singular Imperative with the
third person object marker, a-ch4klsher-e, not, as expected, *a-chekechr-e.
The correct form can be derived only if there is a third H in the word which
does not get removed by Imperative Deletion or Meeussen's Rule.
a -chekecher -e
I I I
H H H
This form would be derived like n-6 rum-a in (57) above. There,
Neutralization conspired to delete the final H, and Fall Simplification
removed the medial H from the penultimate vowel because the preceding
vowel was high-toned. The prefixal H shifts and spreads to the antepenult.
361 assume that the published gloss of this form. "pl. sift for me", is a typographical
error.
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a - cheke cher - e
\/ /\ I\
H H L H LS
U
8 8
Fall S. Neut.
Perhaps this third H is the original stem H, untouched by Imperative
Deletion In three-syllable stems with 3rd person object markers. But why
does this extra H not show up In chekecher-Q or nt-chekechter-a? I have no
explanation for this problem.
In conclusion. Digo imperatives present a number of puzzles, and the
metrical analysis of tone offers no unique insights into their solutions.
This Is an appropriate point to recapitulate the complete rule system
for DIgo.
(67) Word-level phonoiocqu
cyclic
Meeussen's Rule (32)
Imperative Deletion (65)
Metrical Boundary Insertion (39)
Stress Erasure
non-cyclic
Metrical Structure Asslgment (10)
Phrasal phonoloou
cyclic
Stress Erasure
High Tone Displacement (12)
Obstruent L-insertion (13a)
High Tone Doubling (16)
High Tone Shift (39)
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non-cyclic
Glide Forrr.' Ion
Neutralization (26)
Boundary L-insertion (13c)
LHL Levelling (17)
High Tone Spread (13b)
Default L-insertion (13d)
Backwards Spread (13e)
Stress Decontouring (39)
Fall Simplification (61)
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3.2.6 Verb phrases containing noun phrases
The rule system outlined in (67) suffices to derive Digo phrases
consisting of noun phrases and inflected or uninflected verbs. As will be
seen, one needs only to maintain the assumption that Digo phonological
phrases are left-branching. To this I add the assumption that the various
noun class markers (NCM) - /mu, ma, ny, m, n, w, vi, chi, ku/ - are not
prefixes to the following noun, but rather are separate determiner words.
These words behave as phonological enclitics; in the post-lexical (phrasal)
phonology they behave as part of the verbal word ( [V-NCM)Verb). This is due
to the sort of phonological restructuring discussed in Chapter Two, found
elsewhere in Bantu. The noun class markers are present on the cycle of the
verb and participate in the tonology on that cycle, parallel to the locative
/-nil/ suffix on nouns. The structure of a phrase consisting an inflected verb
and a noun with a class marker is as in (68).37
(68) UIINFL) Verb-NCM I Noun I
Cycle 1 [INFLI
Cycle 2 [INFL Verb-NCM]
Cycle 3 [INFL Verb-NCM Noun)
The phonological phrase structure of Digo is different from the
syntactic deep structure. In the syntax the verb and direct object NP form a
phrasal constituent, but in the phonology the INFL and the verb form a
constituent.
371; is conceivable that the structire I[ INFL) Verblis due to Verb-toINNIL (head-to-
head) movement creating a two word phrae in the syntax. One expects rather that the
verb and its direct object would form a constituent; it will be seean in the behavior of
High Tone Displacement that this cannot be the phonological strucnre of Digo phrases.
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[INFL IV NCM-Noun I I
Phonology: [ IINFL V-NCMI Noun]
The phonological phrase structure must somehow be derived from the
syntactic phrase structure. Unfortunately, not enough data on phrasal
tonology is available to allow a formal proposal for how Digo syntactic
structure is mapped into the cyclic layers of Digo phonological structure.
Explicit arguments are given below for tt e cyclic structure shown in (6b),
but it is difficult to see how one might apply the ideas of Hyman 1965 or
Selkirk 1986 (cf. Chapter Two) to arrive at cyclically nested phrasal
domains. Michael Kenstowicz (personal communication) suggests that the
phrasal tonology of the closely related language Chizigula also operates in a
cyclic fashion. My arguments for cyclicity in Digo phrasal phonology are due
to Kisseberth (1984, 167-f.)
3.2.6. 1 Phrases with no surface H tones
There are two sorts of phrases which are completdly low-toned. This
first typa has no underlying H tones at all. Examples are in (69)
(69) ku-gur-a rjombe 'to buy a cow' (K 162)
ku-henz-a mu-ganga 'to look for a doctor'
ni-na pig-a goma 'I am beating a drur'
ni-na guw-a tunda 'I am peeling a fruit'
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Syntax:
The second type of low-toned phrase has a single underlying H tone
associated with a phrase-final neutralizing noun. In this case the
underlying H is deleted by LHL Levelling in cooperation with Neutralization
and Boundary L-insertion.
(70) ku-takas-a ny-ungu
ku-rand-a chi-tanda
ni-na jit-a vi-yogwe
ni-na gur-a shoka
'to clean a pot' (K 162)
'to spread a bed'
'I am cooking sweet potatoes'
'I am buying an axe'
3.2.6.2 Phrases with one surface H tone
There are two types of phrases with a single surface H. The first
type is the phrase which ends the familiar rising/falling contours. In such
phrases the underlying H may come from the noun (71), the verb stem (72), a
subject marker (73), a tense marker (74), or a neutralizing verb stem (75).38
(71) ku-sag-a Ia-penb
ku-vugur-a fiind8
ku-andik-a chi-tibu
ni-na tsor-a chi-dif
ni-na vugur-a fihnd8
'to grind maize' (K 163)
(cf. ma-pmbi, ku-sag-a)
'to untie a knot'
'to write a book'
'I am picking a young coconut'
'I am untying a knot'
SSI have no doubt that an object marker's H behaves the same way., although Kisseberth
194 gives no examples of phraces with noun following a verb with an object marker.
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(72) ku-onyes-a n-jr&
ku-afun-a ny-hi
ku-anik-a n-gi9w8
ni-na ezek-a bindi
ni-na reh-a chi-gwdzo
ni-na dz-a mi-tQ
(73) a-na benz-a mu- 9ging
a-na
a-na
jt-a mngI
pig-a g6nml
a-na raglz-a kallmfi
(74) a-ka gur-a n-giw
a-ka jt-a ni-zu
a-ka ragz-a kalimOi
(75) ku-heg-a n-guriw&
ku-heg-a n-Jy&i
ku-ih-a mu-nqjg
'to show the way'
(cf. ku-onyfs-a, n-jira)
'to chew meat'
'to dry clothes in sun'
'I'm thatching a shed'
'I'm bringing a peg'
'I'm mentioning someone'
'he's looking for a doctor'
(cf. ku-henza muganga, K 162)
'he's cooking cassava'
'he's beating a drum'
(cf. ni-na pig-a goma, K 162)
'he's ordering a pen'
'he has bought clothes'
(cf. a-ka gir-&, n-guwo)
'he has cooked bananas'
'he has ordered a pen'
'to trap a pig' (K 167)
(cf. ku-heg-a, n-guruwe)
'to trap a pigeon'
'to call a doctor'
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ni-na Iah-a man-tdnd 'I'm getting fruit'
(cf. ni-na paah-a, nr-tunda)
ni-na vug-a w-cir 'I'm cooking rice'
ni-na tsun-a rimb 'I'm skinning a cow'
Wherever the underlying H starts out, It moves in successive cycles
of the phrasal phonology to the end of the next word. Finally in the non-
cyclic component this H spreads backwards.
Evidence for the cyclic phrasal application of certain rules comes
from phrases such as the last two in (73). The phrases in (73) are sentences
where the vfrb has an overt direct object: these sentences consist of an
inflectional word with a lexical H, a toneless verbal word, and a toneless
noun. (Note the low-toned phrases with Ist person subject markers.) In
"a-U,, ...... .and a-pa ragiz-a kaliwf we find the strange Digo
phenomenon discussed above in connection with (18) and (19), where a
single underlying H surfaces as two H tones. The reason for this can be seen
in the derivation of ja-akpjig-a • the underlying representation of
which is shown in (76).
(76)
Sa -na I INFL ( pig - a [y  goma lNP
I
H
First the word-level rules apply, stressing the final vowel of all three
words. (Stress Erasure and Meeussen's Rule are inapplicable.)
[ a - na INFL pig- aly gomea ]NP
H
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The phonological structure of Digo is lef t-branching. The first cycle of the
phrasal phonology, then, is simply the INFL word; [INFL-VI Is the second
cycle and [IINFL-V-NP) is the third and final cycle.
On the first cycle High Tone Displacement moves the H of /a-/ to the
final vowel of the INFL word; Obstruent L-insertion, High Tone Doubling, and
High Tone Shift cannot apply.
[ a - no I INFL
I
H
On the second cycle High Tone Displacement reapplies, moving the singly
linked H to the final vowel of the verb pg.'9. Phrasal application of cyclic
Stress Erasure deletes the aster isk of the INFL word.
[ a-na pig-a
I
H
The final consonant of the verb stem /pig-/ is a voiced obstruent, and sJ
Obstruent L-insertion assigns a L tone.
[ a - na INFL [ pig-aly
II
LH
This application of Obstruent L-insertion sets up the context for High Tone
Doubling, since the preceding vowel Is unstressed. Two separate H tones are
created: one H linked to the vowel before the voiced obstruent, and one
unlinked H following the obstruent.
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*[a - na )INFL pig-a o
/I
H, L H6
On the third cycle the toneless noun is concatenated, and the stress on Qjg-j
is erased. High Tone Displacement scans the string in order to link H tones
to accented vowels to the right. H, cannot be displaced because of the
following linked L tone. It therefore remains in place. High Tone
Displacement also examines H,. In this case, there Is "clear sailing" for H,
to move to the stressed vowel to its right, the final vowel of the noun goma.
0 *
a - na)INFL pig - a )v [I goma ]NP
/ I I
H1 L H2
Obstruent L-insertion assigns a L to the initial consonant of the noun.
Doubling and Spreading are blocked from applying. Of the non-cyclic rules,
only Boundary and Default L-insertion apply, along with Backwards Spread.
(a-na pig-a gomal
I I I \ I I/\/\
L L H L LLLL H L
This completes the derivation of the phrase, yielding the surface form a
Two observations should be made about the derivation of a-h.a pig-a
gM. First, this phrase shows that the lexical H of the subject marker
/a-i first undergoes High Tone Displacement, Obstruent L-insertion, and
High Tone Doubling In connection with the final vowel of the verb QLg.Ao
before these rules re-apply to the H In connection with the final vowel of
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the noun 00ol. That is, this phrase shows that these rules apply cyclically
to an inner constituent before applying to the entire domain. This also
shows that the noun is part of the outermost constituent and the last cycle,
whereas the verb and inflectional word together form the inner constituent.
This is evident from the H tone on the penultimate vowel of j1-gj:
this H Is a vestige left by Obstruent L-insertion and High Tone Doubling. If
these rules applied in non-cyclic fashion, however, one would have no way
of deriving the H on the I]i of alg-g. The Incorrect form *-•~jgRl~jgjA.
should surface, since High Tone Displacement would move the H of the
initial vowel all the way to the final vowel of ogmo in one step. This phrase
is evidence, then, for the cyclic application of certain rules of phrasal
tonology.
A second observation to be made with respect the derivation of a-na
p •g=a..g j is that the set of cyclic phrasal rules (High Tone Displacement,
Obstruent L-insertion, High Tone Doubling, and High Tone Shift) are
necessarily rules of the Dhrasal phonology only, and not also of the word-
level phonology. If Obstruent L-insertion had applied at the word level to
the noun ggmg., the initial consonant would be linked to a L tone. This
inserted L would prevent the re-application of High Tone Displacement
which crucially moves the H of verbal word (and originally the subject
marker) to the final vowel of the noun.
[ a - noa INFI. [ pig - a )y [ goma ]Np
/1 I
H L H-* L
In fact, the H of the subject marker could not even make it as far as the
final vowel of the verb, seeing that there is a voiced obstruent in the stem.
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[a - no ]INFL [pig - a Iy [ goma iNP
I I
H-t L L
Obstruent L-insertion, therefore, must apply in the phrasal phonology,
not the word phonology, else High Tone Displacement would be severely
impeded.
It is also evident that High Tone Displacement applies on a cycle
following the application of Obstruent L-insertion and Doubling. This shows
that High Tone Displacement is a rule of phrasal phonology as well, since it
follows the phrasal rule of Obstruent L-insertion. As there is no evidence
for supposing that High Tone Displacement applies earlier as well in the
word-level phonology, it is most reasonable to assign it and the rules which
follow it to the cyclic phrasal phonology. This fact comports well with the
hypothesis that rules of metrical structure precede rules of tone
manipulation. The metrical structure rules of Digo seem to be word-level
rules, whereas the tonal rules seem to operate on phrasal constituents.
Consider now the data in (75) above, where a neutralizing verb is
followed by a toneless noun: e.g. ku-g-la n-gsJw&., ni-na vug-a w-46,.
Here the verb stem /heg/ also ends in a voiced obstruent before the final
vowel /-a/, but there is no H on the penultimate vowel is in -pa.p9-Al
g=m. The neutralizing verbs /heg/ and /vug/ have lexical H tones which
displace to their final vowels on their cycles: what distinguishes them from
/pig/ such that High Tone Doubling does not apply? The answer, of course,
is metrical structure. As discussed in connection with the reformulation of
High Tone Doubling in (43) above, a stressed vowel which precedes a voiced
obstruent (as in a neutralizing noun or verb) does not receive a doubled H.
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The stem vowels of /heg/ and /vug/, being lexically marked with line I
asterisks, are not sites where Doubling may apply. Once again,
independently motivated metrical structure39 provides a crucial distinction
in abstract representations, allowing us to account for surface distinctions
in tone patterns (cf. footnotes 22 and 23).
Another type of phrase with a single surface H tone is the phrase
which ends in a neutralizing noun and has a high-toned inflected verb.
Examples are given in (77).
(77) ku-afun-a nIz
ku-azim-a sh8ka
ku-ar-' demu
ku-ar-a chl-demu
ku-adz-4 dzina
a-na-jit-a ma-rnjee
'to chew a coconut' (K 169)
(cf. ku-afin-&, nazi)
'to borrow an axe'
(cf. ku-aim-4, shoka)
'to take a rag'
(cf. ku-•r-1, demu)
'to take a small rag'
(cf. chi-demu)
'to call by name'
(cf. ku-6dza, dzina)
'he's cooking pumpkins'
(cf. a-na-j ItS, ma renje)
39The "independent motivation" for esuming that the penuttimate vowels of
neutralizing words are stressed comes from the way they "attract" displaced H tones
from previous words, as in (52) and (T). That is, these penultimate vowels behave like
final vowels in that they attract preceding H tones, and so it is reasonable to assign
them a like metrical prominence.
This formulation.of High Tone Doubling also explains why there is no H on the
first vowel of a neutraizing noun such as b igj&.in (37) above. Ct. 6idag-i in(38b).
In the latter noun High Tone Doubling applies to the initial vowel on the first cycle( is.. [be D since the first vowel is unstressed and the second vowel is stressed.
However, on the first cycle of the neutralizing noun [bijg] the first syllable is stressed
(due to Boundary Insertion before the final high-toned vowel), blocking Doubling.
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a-na-andik-a chi-t&nda 'he's making a bed'
(cf. a-na-andik-&, chi-tanda)
a-na-andik-a barGwa 'he's writing a letter'
(cf. baruwa)
a-na-tsong-a gungihi 'he's cutting a bed leg'
(cf. a-na-tsWng-&, gunguhi)
a-na-angam l-a psa 'he's losing money'
(cf. a-na-angamlz-a, pesa)
a-na-vuw-a mi-zobe 'he's fishing for crabs'
(cf. a-na-vilw-&, ma-zobe)
The derivation of these phrases is quite straightforward under the
rule system discussed previously. I illustrate with the phrases ku-aim-a
kh& end ku-ar1 demu.
At the end of the first cycle the underlying H of the infinitive has
been moved to the final vowel. Obstruent L-insertion assigns a L to the [z)
of /azim/.
ku-azim-a ku-ar-a
I I I
L Hy Hv
The underlylng H of the neutralzling noun Is linked in the lexicon to Its final
vowel (vld. the discussion of nouns above); the H of the verb displaces on the
second cycle to the stressed penult of the noun. On the second cycle the [dl
of /demu/ is also assigned a L. Cyclic phrasal Stress Erasure removes the
asterisk on the final vowel of the verb.
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0ku-azim-a
I
L
shoka
Hy \
HY Hr,
9 * o
ku-ar-a demu
/I \
L Hv Y
Because the final vowel of the verb ku-ar-a is unstressed High Tone
Doubling may apply across the voiced obstruent (d] of DmuM.
ku-azim-
I
L
9 *9
a shoke
Hy
o *o
ku-ar-a demu
/ /I \
H L Hv HNHN
In the non-cyclic phrasal phonology Neutralization assigns a L to the
phrase-penultimate vowels because they are stressed. Boundary L-insertion
adds a phrase-final L.
ku-azim-a sho ka
I /\ /\
L HyLN LL%
ku-ar-a d e mu
/ / /\ /\
H L HvLHIL%
This sets the stage for LHL Levelling (17) of the falling tones on the final
vowel of shoka and on both vowels of demu, since both (el and [u] are linked
to HL contours which are preceded by a L tone.
ku-azlm-a sho ka
I /\ I
L HyL L%
o * o
ku-ar-a d e mu
/ / I I
H L L L%
After Default L-insertion the forms ku-azim-a sb ka and ku-ar-A demu are
derived. The H on the final vowel of the verb ku-gr-a is further evidence for
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cyclic phrasal Stress Erasure, as discussed above In connection with
ku-ty-a in (56) above.
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3.2.6.3 Phrases with multiple surface H tones
In this section I show how the rule of High Tone Shift (39) fits into
the phrasal phonology. It will also be shown how Spreading bleeds the later
cyclic application of Displacement.
Consider first phrases such as those in (78) where a high-toned
inflectional word and a high-toned verb are followed by a toneless noun.
(76) a-na chk4ch-A4 6-ngt
a-na 6zek-a bindS^
a-na 4dz-a mU-tO
a-na tsindz-a rm-dzogir8
a-ka tsWkits-4 chi-r6nd$
a-ka tskdits-6 chl-d6ndS
n- gwir-a dzog6r8
n-a h4nz-a mu-ganga
'he's sifting flour' (K 172)
'he's thatching a shed'
'he's mentioning s.o. by name'
'he's slaughtering roosters'
'he has cleaned a wouiwd'
'he has cleaned a wound'
'I caught a rooster'
'I looked for a doctor'
The derivation of a-na4zek- a A•nd is as follows. On the first cycle
the H of the subject marker /a-/ displaces to the following vowel.
a - no
H
On the second cycle the H of the verb displaces to its final vowel, and the H
of the INFL word shifts to the first vowel of the verb.
0 *
a -na ezek-a
I I I
Hi L H2
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Obstruent L-insertion has also applied on the second cycle to the [z] of the
verb stem. If the verb had an initial voiced obstruent, the H of the INFL
would have been unable to shift, as in "-LgwN-a dzoQgE in (78).
On the third cycle the toneless noun banda Is concatenated. Once
again High Tone Displacement applies to H2-, linking It to the final, stressed
vowel of the noun.
a -na ezek-a banda
/ I I
HI L H2
Note that the voiced obstruent [b), the initial consonant of the noun, does not
block the displacement of H to the last vowel. This entails that at the stage
of the derivation where High Tone Displacement has applied, the obstruent
has not yet been assigned a L. This is evidence for ordering the rule of
Obstruent L-insertion after Displacement. The output of the cyclic phrasal
phonology is below.
o o 0
a -na ezek-a banda
/ I I I
HI L L H2
The non-cyclic rules fill out the derivation unremarkably.
a -na ezek-a banda
/ I / II I \ /\
L LH1i LL LL H2 L
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Consider now the derivation of a-na chW••kbr-A d-ng&. In this phrase
there are no voiced obstruents to block Spreading. What is noteworthy here
is that on the third cycle when the toneless noun is added, only the second H
displaces; the inflectional H does not displace again to the final vowel of
the verb, the vowel recently vacated by the second H.
o o *
a -na chekecher-a u-nga
I I
H1  H2
In my analysis this follows from cyclic phrasal Stress Erasure. On the third
cycle the final vowel of the verb loses its stress; there is therefore no
stressed vowel to which the inflectional H, may displace. In the non-cyclic
phrasal phonology H, spreads rightward all the way to the vowel of Hz.
o o
a -na chekecher-a u-nga
\\/ / / I
Ht H2
The latter representation Is of some theoretical interest. It has been
claimed in the literature that the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) should
control the spreading of H tones so that a H is never spread onto a vowel
which immediately precedes another high-toned vowel unless a linked or
floating L Intervenes (cf. Myers 1966: 163-f. for Shone; Kenstowicz and
Klsseberth 1989 for Chlzigula). Note, though, that in the above
representations, Ht and H2 are linked to adjacent tone-bearing units. The
OCP, therefore, does not block this configuration in Digo. This entails that
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the cases in Shone and Chizigula where the OCP putatively blocks spreading
are due rather to language-specific rules.40
This phrase shows also that High Tone Shift applies only on the
second cycle to H1. If High Tone Shift applied on the third cycle the output
of the cyclic phrasal phonology would be as below, where Hi has been
shifted from both the final vowel of the inflectional word and the initial
vowel of the verbal word.
0 0 *
a -na chekecher-a u-nga
\/// I
H1  H2
This representation will produce the incorrect surface form
*a-na chekecher-a Q-ng6. As it is, H1 must be shifted only once; this
follows from the formulation of High Tone Shift (39), which depends
crucially on an intervening word boundary.41
Now considir the phrase a-na 1dz-a mii-tii. The phrase shows that,
contrary to the ordering given in (64), the rule of High Tone Shift precedes
and bleeds High Tone Doubling. On the second cycle the verb's H is displaced
to the final vowel and Obstruent L-insertion assigns a L to the voiced
affricate [dz].
40See especially Odden 1986 for earguments egainst the OCP as a principle of grammar.
41As discussed in the section on imperatives, the condition requitring an intervening
word boundary should perhaps be dropped in favor of an analysis where a second
shifting of Hj is blocked by the Strict Cycle Condition in the phrasal phonology.
inasmuch as on the third cycle (when the noua is added) there is no derived
environment for the purposes of the shift of H1 .
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o *
a -na adz- a
I I I
Hi L H2
Now if Doubling takes place the output will be as follows.
a -na adz - a
I I I I
Hi HL H2
Hi will not be shifted because the following vowel already has a H tone. The
above representation will thus yield the incorrect surface form *an A'dz-a
mi where the final vowel of the inflectional word wrongly has a H tone.
The phrase na-h4nz-6 muig-ng in (76) is derived in similar fashion.
The correct result is achieved by ordering Shift before Doubling. In
this case the output of the second cycle is as follows.
o
a -na adz- a
/1 I
HI L H2
High Tone Doubling will not apply since the relevant vowel is already
attached to a H tone. The final representation of the surface form is the
following.
a -no adz - a mutu
I 1 II I ! \
L L HiL L L H2 L%
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Let us now consider phrases with two H tones where one H belongs to
the noun.
(79) a. ku-banang-a kinds
ku-anik-a ma-p4mb
ni-na azim-a chi-k6r4ing
b. a-na vugur-a Hfdind6
a-na jit-4 z6do
a-na ragz-a chi-tibu
a-na tsor-a chl-dFfi
a-na suw-a si~hri
'to spoil food' (K 17 1)
'to put maize in the sun to dry'
'l'm borrowing a. frying pan'
'he's untying a knot'
'he's cooking mangos'
'he's ordering a book'
'he's picking up a young coconut'
'he's washing plates'
In (79a) the first H of the phrase comes from the verb stem; in (79b) the
first H comes from the subject marker /a-/. The second H comes from the
noun in both sets.
These phrases are derivable from the rule system outlined already,
given an assumption about the morphological status of noun class markers
in Digo. As introduction, let us walk through the derivation of phrases
where the noun has no overt noun class marker: a-na jit-49 ~ and
a-na suw-a s&hini.
Both phrases have three words: a high-toned INFL, a toneless verb, and
a high-toned noun. In the word-level phonology only metrical structure
assignment will apply, stressing the final vowels of each word.
a-na jit-a zodo
I I
HI H2
a-na suw-a sahani
I I
HI H2
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Next come the cyclic phrasal rules. The output of the first two cycles will
show H1 shifted to the final vowels of the verbs. Obstruent L-insertion
applies to the [j] of /Jit/.
a-na jlt-a
1 I
L HI
o *
a-na suw-a
I
HI
The third cycle sees the noun added to the phrase. High Tone Displacement
shifts Hz to the final vowel. High Tone Shift moves Hi to the first vowel of
sahani. but is blocked by the ([z in z.o•. Doubling of the noun-final H puts
another H on the first vowel of Zn0I.
o o
a-na jit-a zo do
i I I II
H1IL H LH2
o o
a-na suw-a sahani
I I
H, H2
Boundary L-insertion triggers LHL Levelling in the first phrase; Hgh Tone
Spread links Hi in the second phrase to the second vowel of the noun.
Default L-insertion also applies to give the surface forms a-na iit-A z6do
and a-na sw-a s•hni.
a-na jit-a zo d o
I I II I II I I
L L LL H1LH L L%
a-na suw-a sahani
I I I I \/ I\
L L L L H1 H2 L%
The question to be addressed now is why the noun class markers
/chi-/ and /ma-/ in (79) are uniformly low-toned in phonetic form: e.g.,
ni-na azim-a chi-krinq$ , not *ni-na azm-a chi-kdrinrq. One would expect,
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parallel to a-Aa suw-a s that when a high-toned noun follows a high-
toned verb the first vowel of the noun will be high-toned.
Instead, it appears as if the H tone of the verb shifts first to the noun
class marker /chi-/, and then shifts to the first vowel of the noun;
Spreading takes place after the second application of Shift.
This behavior can be explained by supposing that the noun class
markers are not part of the noun word, but are separate words of their own.
More precisely, I hypothesize that these noun class markers are not prefixes
to the noun, but are independent determiners.
Following this hypothesis, a phrase such as ni-na azlm-a chi-k4rnq8
is properly parsed into four words: an inflectional word, a verbal word, a
determiner, and a noun. The rule of metrical structure assignment, however,
stresses only the final vowels of lexical items, not of function words such
as the postposition /-ni/ or the noun class markers.
I[n-na]wm [azim-avy [chlb [karango]N
I I
HI H2
The noun class marker is part of the cycle of the verb; in that cycle the H on
the final vowel of the verb shifts to the noun class marker.
0 o
Cycle 2 Ini-nall [azim-aiv [chib
Hi
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On the next cycle this H is eligible to shift again to the initial vowel of the
noun.
The assumption that noun class markers are distinct words in the
phonology, not nominal prefixes, allows for a simple account of the phrasal
data in (79)42
I turn now to phrases which contain three underlying H tones, one
each from the inflectional word, the verb, and the noun. Data are shown in
(80, K 176).
(60) a-na ~nlk-r mr-pembi
a-na tsuin-4 ~6nA
a-na vug-a dona
n-a angxniz-a tisn
n-4 vugur-a fiind&
n-a tsdikdr- rmi-pembS
'he's putting maize in the sun to dry'
'he's skinning a sheep'
'he's cooking hard maize porridge'
'I lost a bow'
'I untied the knot'
'I carried the maize'
These forms are quite predictable. Voiced obstruents block shifting and
spreading as seen in previous data.
The final set of data to be considered Is found In (81), These phrases
consist of three high-toned words, where the noun is neutralizing (i.e., has a
high-toned final syllable in underlying representation).
(01) a-na erek-a ny-fimba
a-na vwar-a chi-thmbi
a-na tin-d chi-yogwe
a-na plrik-6 silamu
'he's thatching the house' (K 175)
'he's wearing a piece of cloth'
'he's chewing a sweet potato'
'he's sending greetings'
42See Chapter Two for the arguments from Myers 1987 for considering noun class
markers to be inependent words in the syntax (but clitics in the phonology).
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ni-ki vundz-a ru-kOni 'I have broken a piece of firewood'
ni-ka 6n-4 slmba 'I have seen a lion'
n-A jit-a ma-ranje '1 cooked pumpkin'
n-A jlt-4 dzungu 'I cooked a (species of) pumpkin'
n-a ts6ng-a gungQhl 'I carved a bed leg'
These forms are completely derivable from the rule system discussed so
far. The H of the noun is deleted by LHL Levelling in cooperation with
Neutralization and Boundary L-insertion. The H of the verb displaces to the
penultimate vowel of the noun. Neutralization of this vowel creates a HL
falling tone which will be simplified to L (i) by LHL Levelling if a voiced
obstruent precedes, or (ii) by Fall Simplification (58) if a high-toned vowel
precedes. Cf. (i) z.ung• g and (ii) sblamu and simbn. respectively. This HL
contour persists only when it is preceded by a vowel which ends up with a
default L tone: e.g. oy-Omba, chi-t6mbi. ru-kmni, ma-ranj and gung.QLh
above. The H of the inflectional word shifts and spreads as far rightward as
it can.
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3.3 Summary and discussion
The final rule system is shown in (82). This theory of Digo tonology
employs rather simple rules which depend only on local conditions, for the
most part. This is a step in the right direction towards explaining how the
complicated tonal system of Digo is acquired by native speakers.4 3
(62) Word-level phonologu
cyclic
Stress Erasure
Meeussen's Rule (32)
Metrical Boundary Insertion (36)
Imperative Deletion (62)
non-cyclic
Metrical Structure Assigment (10)
Phrasal Phonolo 0
cyclic
Stress Erasure
High Tone Displacement (12)
Obstruent L-insertion (13a)
High Tone Shift (39)
High Tone Doubling (74)
non-cyclic
Neutralization (26)
Boundary L-insertion (13c)
LHL Levelling (17)
High Tone Spread (13b)
Default L-insertion (13d)
Backwards Spread (13e)
Stress Decontouring (39)
Fall Simplification (58)
43lKisseberth 1984, 182 (fh. 26) notes that phrases in Digo have a mid-falling contour
tone on the phrmse-penultimate vowel when it is low-toned. Little phonetic description
is given, so I make no attempt to account for this datum in the analysis.
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Although I have introduced quite a few rules to explain the tone
patterns of Digo nouns and verbs, I have tried to show that many of these
rules are necessary in any account of Digo tonology. It is difficult, for
instance, to conceive of a theory for Digo which does not include rules
analogous to Meeussen's Rule, Obstruent L-insertion, High Tone Doubling,
High Tone Spread, Boundary L-insertion, Default L-insertion, and Backwards
Spread. These latter rules are really more descriptive than explanatory; in
my analysis these are rules which are mostly independent of metrical
structure.
The real explanatory work in this theory is done by the rules of
Metrical Structure Assignment, Stress Erasure, High Tone Displacement,
Neutralization, and Fall Simplification, as well as by the assumptions
regarding phonological phrasal structure defended above. On the whole
these rules seem rather simple, even familiar in the cases of Stress Erasure
and Fall Simplification.
The present analysis also allows some insights into questions of
learnability for the complex tonal grammar of Digo. A few plausible
principles get one a long way in figuring out the system. First, the familiar
left-to-right Association Convention of Pulleyblank 1986 gives the learner
oal of the underlying representations except for those of neutralizing nouns.
Second, any vowel which attracts a high tone over some distance must bear
metrical prominence, i.e. be stressed. This sort of tone-to-accent
attraction (in the sense of Goldsmith 1967b) - along with High Tone Shift
and the inflectional word notion of Myers 1987 - unifies tnree rules of
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Kisseberth's ground-breaking analysis: High Tone Displacement, Low
Attraction, and Displacement-to-Stem.
A third aid in figuring out the Digo tone system is the simplicity of
the metrical rules. Cyclic stress erasure, if not universal, is certainly the
unmarked case in metrical systems. Right-headed and unbounded feet are
also easily calculated from the persistent tendency of Digo tones to move
rightward as far as possible. The penultimate stress in neutralizing nouns
and verbs, idiosyncratic as it is, is nonetheless deducible from the way
these vowels attract a preceding H, as In ku-afun-a n.z 'to chew a coconut'
(K. 169) and a-nIa b a 'he Is trapping' (K. 141). From this deduction It Is
but a single step to posit underlying accents for verb stems and finally-
linked H tones for nouns.
The fourth learning principle is of particular interest here. This is
the "division of labor" principle: In a metrical tone systera, all rules of tone
manipulation are phrasal rules, just as in English." Furthermore, the
phrasal tone rules are assumed to be non-cyclic unless there is compelling
evidence - as shown above for Displacement, Obstruent L-insertion, Shift,
and Doubling - to consider them to be cyclic rules.
With these kinds of constraints and notions of modularity
phonological theory can begin to explain the tone patterns of Digo.
•The only two e xceptions to this principle are Meeussen's Rule and ImperativeDeletion. It is conaceivable that both these rules are not in fact rules of tone deletion so
much as rules of stem allomorphy. That i, every high-toned stem has an toneless
allomorph when combined vith object marking or imperative morphology.
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Appendix: High Tone Doubling or High Tone Split?
In earlier work on Digo I entertained a rather different conception of
the rule which in the present analysis is formulcted as High Tone Doubling.
Recall that this rule inserts a copy of a H tone on a unstressed vowel
preceding the high-toned stressed vowel only if a low-toned voiced
obstruent intervenes. I repeat the statement of the rule here for purposes
of compari son.
(16) High Tone Doubling: Insert a H on an unstressed
vowel in a word if it Is followed by a
low-toned segment and a H tone.
line 1-- * 0 *
VCV VC V
I I I I I
LH HL H
As pointed out to me by Jim Harris, this rule is rather suspicious.
Voiced obstruents must be mentioned twice in my rule system: once in the
rule of Obstruent L-insertion and again for the purposer of High Tone
Doubling. A Doubled H tone and a Backwards Spread H tone are in
complementary distribution in Digo: is it possible to derive the former from
the latter by a clever ordering of the rule of Obstruent L-insertion?
Suppose that Backwards Spread applied directly after Displacement in
a noun such as chi-tUbu. The intermediate representation would be as
follows:
chi - tabu
H
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Suppose that Obstruent L-insertion applied next, linking an Inserted L tone
to the voiced obstruent [b).
chi - tabu
X/
LH
This linkage leads to a line-crossing violation of the Well-formedness
Condition (cf. 4 above). Suppose then that this ill-formed representation is
patched-up by a rule of High Tone Split. This rule splits the doubly-linked H
tone into two singly-linked H tones.
chi - tabu
/ 1\
HLH
The second H tone is eventually eliminated due to Boundary L-insertion and
LHL Levelling. This sort of High Tone Split, then, comes closer to explaining
the presence of a H before a voiced obstruent than does the merely
descriptive rule of High Tone Doubling.
There are a number of reasons for discarding this analysis,
nonetheless. The first set of arguments comes from the larger picture of
Digo tonology. Suppose first of all that we adopt the Split analysis. It was
shown above In connection with phrases such as tnA~pS.pLg± (76) that
the rule of High Tone Split must apply cyclically in the phrasal phonology,
splitting the H at the end of the verb's cycle before displacing to the final
vowel of the noun. Backwards Spread, however, must be a non-cyclic rule.
If Backwards Spread applied to a H in every cycle, then we have no
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explanation for why the first H In the phrase nl-ka M 'I have
hammered' (K. 131) has not spread backwards at the end of the first cycle:
'*~l-j~ng~gi. In other words, Backwards Spread seems to apply only
to a phrase-final H, not to a cycle-final H. This means that Backwards
Spread is non-cyclic, whereas High Tone Split must be cyclic.
There are other cases where High Tone Split would have to apply, but
where Backwards Spread clearly cannot apply. In a phrase such as
ku-ar-a chL-demu 'to take a small rag' (K. 169) the H of the verb ku-ar-a has
displaced to the stressed penultimate vowel of the neutralizing noun hL-
eLmu. This H is eventually deleted by LHL Levelling, but not until after it is
"split" onto the noun class marker bii. Yet Backwards Spread never takes
place in this environment: consider the formally parallel form with a stem-
initial voiced obstruent, a-na-pt-a ma-r&nle 'he's cooking pumpkins'
(K. 169). The penultimate H here is not spread back to the noun class
marker; it is not deleted either because there is no preceding L tone at the
time LHL Levelling applies. Hera again Split is not derivable from
Backwards Spread.
A second kind of evidence against the splitting analysis comes from
Zulu. Laughren 1984 shows that Zulu also has depressor consonants. The
effect of these depressor consonants is heard in the lowering of surrounding
vowel tones. I repeat her examples (p. 210), where underscoring of a
segment Indicates a depressor consonant and underscoring of a tone
indicates an extra-low tone.
Isihlaalo 'seat' iZi hlaalo 'seats'
I \/ \/ I/\ / \
L H L L H L
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Istifuundo IZ fu ungo
I! 1 \/ I \1V \1
H LH L HL H L
The voiced obstruents [z) and [d] (i) cause the surrounding L tones to become
extra L, and (ii) cause the H following the [z] in izi-la9lo to lose its first
linkage: izi-hlalo.
However, when a voiced obstruent occurs between two vowels linked
to the same H tone, the obstruent's extra-low tone is not inserted: there is
no phonetic perturbation of surrounding tones (p. 219).
t-.fi '"woman' i!nk1ni 'bull'
I/ I/ I \
H L H HL H
If High Tone Split were a possible rule of grammar, one would certainly
expect to see its effects in these cases as well.
I conclude, then, that the Doubling account is the only reasonable
account of the Digo data. Further work on the historical reconstruction of
the Eastern Bantu language group may perhaps yield more insights into the
nature and origin of the rule.
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Chapter 4
TONE AND METRICAL STRUCTURE IN SUKUMA
According to Richardson's 1971 description, the language Ki-Sqk4a (also
called Ki-GwI, F. 21 in Guthrie's classification) has about one million
speakers, dwelling between Lake Victoria and Lake Eyasi in Tanzania
(formerly Tanganyika). Richardson's monograph was the first published
description in English of Sukuma; Batibo 1976 and 1965 offers a description
of a different dialect of Sukuma in a theoretical framework which is rather
different from Richardson's. Sukuma shares many features with other
Lacustrine Bantu languages, including the systematic rightward shift of
high tones (cf. Goldsmith 1985a). Unlike its close relative Ci-Ruri,
however, Sukuma high tones shift two or three vowels rightward, not just
one.
The analysis below is a metrical model of Sukuma tone. I posit a
two-way distinction in underlying tonal representations of morphemas, H
vs. 8. L tone is the default phonetic specification for vowels which receive
no H tone in the phonological component of the grammar. High tones are
attracted (via autosegmental spreading) to vowels adjacent to a metrical
boundary, i.e. vowels which are on the left edge of an abstract constituent.
Much of the analysis below is simply a reworking of Richardson's
remarkable thirty-year old theory (Richardson 1959), which is
autosegmental in spirit, if not in formalization.
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4.1 An overview of Sukuma tonology
Goldsmith (1985b: 168, 169) offers paradigms of Sukuma verbs which
demonstrate both the H vs. i tone contrast in verb stems and the rightward
migration of underlying H tones. I repeat his data in (1) and (2), where the
(a) examples are infinitives of unsuffixed verbs and the (b) examples are
infinitives of derived verb stems with the suffix /-antJ-/
'simultaneously'.l
a. ku-sol-a
ku-kaab-a
kv-lagal-a
ku-gaagaan-a
ku-si-a
ku-lb-a
ku-olu-ao
b. ku-sol-antj-a
ku-Ib-antj-a
ku-alul-antj-a
(2) a. ku-bon-a + H
ku-laal-6
ku-tonol-6
ku-baab6at-a
ku-su-a + H
'to choose'
'to divide'
'to drop'
'to bustle about'
'to grind'
'to forget'
'to dress up'
(G 168,9)
'to choose simultaneously'
'to forget simultaneously'
'to dress up simultaneously'
'to see'
'to sleep'
'to pluck'
'to grope one's way'
'to spit'
IMy transcription conventions very slightly from previous work on Sukuma.
Richardson (1959: 105) describes the vowels 4/ and // with cedilla as closer varieties
of i/ and /ul. By "closer" I understand him to mean more tense. For orthographic
convenience I transcribe the tense vowels as 'i' and 'u' and their lax correspondents as
V' and ''. To the right of numbered examples I give the number of the page from
which the data have been taken. 'G.' stands for Goldsmith 1985b; 'I.' stands for
Richardson. If an t.' number is between I and 124, the data are from Richardson 1959;
if the 'R.' number is between 219 and 227, the data are from Richardson 1971.
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(1)
ku-ib-a + H
ku-ogoh-6
b. ku-bon-anij-a
kv-laal-6nj -a
ku-tonol -6ntj-a
ku-su-anij-a
ku-ib-aniJ-a
ku-ogoh-6ntj -a
'to steal'
'to fear'
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
see simultaneouslgy'
sleep simultaneously'
pluck simultaneously'
spit simultaneously'
steal simultaneously'
fear simultaneously'
Following Richardson and Goldsmith, in (2a) I use the expression '+ H' to
indicate that a H tone shows up on the following word, if possible. This
behavior is seen in a phrase where a high-toned verb is followed by a
toneless noun, as in (3).
(3) ama-hagala
aka-bona 6ma-hagala
ba-temi
aka-bona b6-temi
aka-sole ba-teml
'the tree forks' (R. 63)
'he saw the tree forks' (R. 11)
'chiefs'
'he saw chiefs'
'he chose chiefs'
(R. 20)
Here the H from the verb stem /bon/ has shifted rightward in the phrase two
syllables to the first vowel of the noun's determiner element (i.e. noun class
marker or pre-preflx). The verb stem /sol/, however, has no lexical H, and
so no H shows up two syllables to the right in phrasal contexts. This
contrast between /bon/ and /sol/ shows up as well In derived Infinitives,
repeated in (4).
(4) ku-bon-anij-a
ku-sol-antj-a
'to see simultaneously'
'to choose simultaneously'
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Once again, the H of the stem /bon/ appears on a vowel two syllables later;
the toneless stem /sol/ contributes no H to the suffix /-antj/.
The rightward shift of H tones is common in the languages of
Tanzania. For example, in Jita (Zone E. 20 in Guthrie's classification) the H
tone associated with a verb stem usually surfaces on the next vowel to the
right of the first stem vowel, as the data from Downing 1988a show.
(5) oku-86n-a 'to get, to see' (D. 29)
oku-Bon-6n-a 'to get each other'
oku-Bon-6r-a 'to get something for someone'
oku-Bon-6r-an-a 'to get something for each other'
oku-_:g-a 'to look for'
oku-1:g-6na 'to look for each other
oku-i:g-ir-a 'to look for something for someone'
oku-i:g-ir-an-a 'to look for something for each other'
In these Jita verbs, the H of the stems /Bon/ and /i:g/ shif ts over to the
next vowel, unless that vowel is the final vowel of the phrase.2 Downing
(1988a, 32) formulates High Tone Shift in Jita as a two-step process: first,
the H is spread to the following toneless vowel; second, the left association
of the H tone is delinked. These rules are given in (6).
(6) Rightward Spread (Jita)
H H
I I\
V V V V
1In this case shifting is blocked by the presence of a phrase-final Boundary L tone on
the vowel (similar to the Boundary L of Digo -see chapter 3). That is, Boundary L-insertion precedes and blocks High Tone Shift in Jlts where Shift is defined as movingH tones only to toneless vowels.
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Leftward Delinking (Jlta)
H H
V V - V V
One might propose a similar pair of rules to generate the two syllable shift
of H tones in Sukume.
(7) Rightward Spread (Sukuma)
H H
I /1\
V1 V2 V V1 V2 V3
Leftward Delinking (Sukuma)
H H
/ I \ I
V 2 V V3  VI V2 V3
There are two problems with this approach to Sukuma tone shift. The first
problem is a theoretical one: the rules in (7) require a grammatical ability
to count up to three (at least) for the purpose of executing the correct
number of linkings and delinkings. If grammars have the ability to count up
to three, then in principle they have the ability to count up to any number
desired. This counting ability is a powerful device to introduce into the
theory of grammar.
Is there need for such an ability? Recent research by McCarthy and
Prince (1986) suggests otherwise:
No language process, however, is known to depend on the
raw number of segments in a form: a robust finding, given the
frequency and pervasiveness of counting restrictions. (p.3)
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Consider first the role of counting in grammar. How long
may a count run? General considerations of locality, now the
common currency in all areas of linguistics thought, suggest that
the answer is probably 'up to two': a rule may fix on one specified
element and examine a structurally adjacent element and no
other. (p. I)
Rules such as those given in (7) are therefore suspect: a theory which does
not make recourse to counting mechanisms would be valued more highly than
a theory employing such mechanisms.
A second problem with the rules in (7) is empirical: these rules do
not explain the full range of Sukuma tone shift data. As shown in (8), the
number of syllables by which a H tone shifts may range from zero to
three.s,4
(8) 0 syllables
aka-sagga-tl gighi
I syllable
aka-bqn6 girhi
'he found an owl there'
'he saw an owl'
2 syllables
aka-bQna 6ma-hagala 'he saw the tree forks'
3 syllables
aka-bQna ma-h6gala 'he saw tree forks'
One of the few shortcomings of Richardson's otherwise brilliant work is the paucity of
glosses provided along with Sukuma forms. For this reeson, I cannot always give
glosses for cited forms. I am also restricted to citing forms in the mostly phonemic
transcription that Richardson uses; he does not give a complete phonetic description of
the Sukuma forms. Certain questions, therefore, cannot be answered at present.
4Followng Richardson I will sometimes underline a vowel which bears a high tone in
underlying representation.
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(R. 49)
(R. re)
(R. 11)
(R. 11)
A counting approach to tone shift does not seem feasible: there is no obvious
way to modify the rules in (7) to generate the correct disiir.ce of shifting in
each case.
Instead, I propose capturing the "counting behavior" of Sukuma H tones
by positing an intermediate and abstract metrical structure. As in Digo, H
tones are "attracted" to prominent vowels, vowels in certain metrical
positions (cf. Goldsmith 1987b). Unlike Digo, however, Sukuma H tones do
not undergo displacement, i.e. relinking to the next stressed vowel. Rather,
Sukuma H tones are spread towards and across a line 0 left constituents
boundary, across any number of vowels. The rule for Sukuma High Tone
Spread is shown in (9).
(9) High Tone Spread: spread H to the right as far as possible,
up to a vowel following a left line 0
constituent boundary.5
( ( -- line 0
X ...... X x......... X
I \ I /
H H
This rule does not count syllables or vowels: it simply spreads a H tone
rightward as far as possible or until a constituent boundary is reached and
crossed. The operation of High Tone Spread will be demonstrated in the
derivations below.
After High Tone Spread establishes multiple linkings between a H
tone and the segmental tier, a second rule deletes all association lines but
for the final one.
SBecauc H tones spread to nasal consonants as well as vovels, this rule is formulated in
terms of segments (X's), not vowels (V's).
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(10) Delinking: delink all but the rightmost association line of a H.
H
(X)...(X)...x
H
Delinking, like High Tone Spread (9), is not a counting rule, but simply a
local rule which removes an association line between a tone and a segment
if there follows another segment linked to the same tone.
High Tone Spread and Delinking - rules of the phrasal phonology - do
most of the work in Sukuma tonology.6 The missing piece of the puzzle is
the rule of metrical structure assignment: how does one determine the
constituency of vowels on line 0? This question will be addressed
separately for nouns and verbs.
6This to-step technique of shifting H tones is borroved from Goldsmith., Peterson, and
Drogo, in press.
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4.2 Metrical structure in verbs
As in the analysis of Digo, I assume for Sukuma verbs that a lexical H
tone is associated in underlying form to the first vowel of the verb stem.
(11) bon
I
H
tonol
I
H
laal
I
H
ogoh
H
baabaat
I
H
It will be seen in the data to follow that this is a well motivated
assumption.
Within verbal words of Sukuma, the distance of High Tone Shift is
almost always two moras. (Again, the underlined vowel is the one bearing
the H tone in underlying representation.)
(12) aka-bpnel6
aka-bpnanija
u-a-bonag6 7
ku-laal-a-
ku-tonol-6
ku-baab6at-a
'he looked for (something)'
'he saw at the same time'
'he saw (today)'
'to sleep'
'to pluck'
'to grope one's way'
The two-step character of the shifting operation suggests that binary
metrical feet (as opposed to ternary or unbounded) are present.
As a first approximation, I propose the following set of rules for
metrical structure construction.
?Phonetically this is presumably [wa-bonag]; cf. ila --> [wlsoal, R. 36.
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(R. 8)
(R. 39)
(G. 168)
(13) Metrical Structure Assignment
I. Assign line 0 asterisks to timing slots linked to vowels.
ii. Construct binary constituents from left to right.
Heads of line 0 constituents are not automatically located on line 1.
Constituent formation and head location are separate rules in metrical
theory.' Rule (13) assigns representations like those in (14), in which the
binary constituents are headless.9
(14) (a ka) (bone) (la)
I
H
(a ka) (bona) (nija)
I
H
High Tone Spread (9) links the underlying H to vowels on its right until it
crosses a left constituent boundary.
(a ka) (bone) (la)
\1 /
H
(a ka) (bona) (ni ja)
\I /
H
Delinking (10) then erases all association lines but the final one.
(a ka) (bone) (la) (a ka) (bona) (nija)
H H
8The separability of constituent formation and head location is seen most clearly in
Halle and Vergnaud's analysis of YidinY; compare also the analysis of Kimatuumbi in
Chapter Twvo abot, where binary constituents were left- or right-headed depending on
the tonal class of the noun.
9The infinititves in (12) vill be handled in the section on nouns and adjectives below.
The infinitive prefix /ku-/ is a noun class marker, as in many Bantu languages. That
is, the infinitive is a nominalisation of the verb. It will be seen below that such noun
class markers are genrally extmrical in Sukuma.
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The result is a surface H tone two mores to the right of its underlying
position.
(a ka) (bone) (la)
I
H
(a ka) (bona) (nl ja)
I
H
High-toned stems are not the only source of H tones in verbal words.
Object markers (15a) and subject markers (15b) may have H tones as well;
these H tones shift two moras as well, as is seen in conjunction with the
toneless verb stem /sol/ 'choose'.t o
(15) a. a-ku-bj - sol-6
SM-TM-OM-stem-FV
b. bq-ku-s61-a
SM-TM-stem-FV
my-ku-s61-a
tu-kv-s61-a
'he will choose them'
'they will choose'
'you (pl.) will choose'
'we will choose'
These forms can be contrasted with verbs which contain toneless object and
subject markers.
(16) a-ku-ku-sol-a
na-ku-sol-a
u-ku-sol-a
a-ku-sol-a
a-ka-sol-a
'he will choose you (sg.)'
'I will choose'
'you (sg.) will choose'
'he will choose'
'he chose (yesterday)'
(R. 225)
(R. 35)
(R. 38)
1 The morphemes are identified with the following abbreviations: SM = subject
marker, TM * tense marker, OM = object marker, FV = final vovel.
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(R. 45)
(R. 35)
The derivation of the forms in (15) is straightforward. Metrical
structure assignment builds binary feet across the word, and the H of the
object or subject marker spreads to the next constituent, then delinks from
the previous vowels.
(a-kW)-(ba-so) (la) (mq-ku)-(sol-a)
H H
If both a high-toned object marker and a high-toned subject marker are
present in a verbal word, th~ distance of shift for the subject marker's H
tone is reduced to one vowel.
(17) bA-ki-bq-alula 'they will dress up them' (R. 47)
ba-k6i-bA-solla 'they will choose them for someone'
ba-k6-bq-ib6 11 'they will forget them' (R. 48)
The second verb in (17) has the following representation after the rules of
metrical structure assignment.
(ba-ku) (ba-so) (lela)
I I
HI H2
High Tone Spread then links H2 to the next two vowels, stopping at the
vowel of (lel. HI can only be spread one vowel to the right, however, because
the second vowel (of (bal]) is already linked to a H tone.
1Presumably pronounced [bakiAibij parallel to ssaie -> [kugiibt] after
coalescence of the adjacent vowels, R. 31.
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(Doa-ku) (Da-so) (1810)
H1  H2
Delinking (10) produces the desired surface form.
(ba-ku) (ba-so) (lela)
I I
H1  H2
The spreading of a subject marker H may likewise be limited to only
one vowel when it precedes a verb stem with a H tone. Again as in (17)
above, the one-step shift of the subject merker H is due to the fact that the
second vowel after the subject marker (the verb stem's initial vowel) is
already high-toned, and therefore a boundary to spreading.
(18) bl-ku-tQnol6 'they will pluck' (R. 39)
bf-kG-ogoh6 'they will fear'
bg-k6-loal6 'they will sleep'
ba-k6-baab6ata 'they will grope their way'
These verbs have a derivation which is formally parallel to the verbs in
(17).
The shift of an object marker H tone is also limited to one vowel just
in case the following toneless verb stem has a long vowel ([ii], feal) in the
first syllable.
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'he will slander them'
*a-ku-bn-sutg6
cf. a-kV-bu - sol-6
ba-k6-b--sitga
a-ku-b*-gdagaana
bl-k6-bl-g6agaane
'he will choose them' (R. 45)
'they will slander them'
'he will bustle them about'
'they will bustle them about'
This behavior indicates that the first mora of a long vowel is always
leftmost in its constituent, since it attracts a preceding H tone, preventing
it from passing over to the second mora. The analysis captures this fact by
the addition of a rule (20i1) which brackets a branching rime as a binary
constituent on its own.12
(20) Metrical Structure Assignment
i. Assign line 0 asterisks to timing slots linked to vowels.
11. Insert a left bracket on line 0 to the left of the first more
of a branching rime.
iii. Construct binary constituents from left to right.
These rule have the following outputs.
i.
a-ku-ba-silg-a -- >
H
* * * ** *
a-ku-ba-siig-a
I
H
12Halle 1969b posits a similar rule for Cairene Arabic. The effect of this idiosyncratic
bracketing rule is to prevent two mores of the same syllable from being in different
feet.
It is worth noting that the tone patterns in (19) are evidencea for a level of
metrical structure in Suka: metrical systems are frequently sensitive to syllable
weight, but feature spreading rules (such as High Tone Spread) are generally not
sensitive to syllable veight, if ever. The fact that spreading in Sukuma is controlled by
rime structure is prima facie evidence for the presence of metrical constituency.
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(21) -- line 0
9) aku -ba s~ga (R. 47)
-- > a-ku-ba-siig-a
I
H
iii. (* *) ()(**)(*)
-- > a-ku-ba-siig-a
I
H
Because the first mora ([i following the high-toned object marker /ba-/ is
leftmost in the constituent, the H shifts only to that vowel and no farther.
(* *) (*)(**)(*)
a-ku-ba-stIg-a
H
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4.3 Tone fusion
It was shown directly above tnat one H tone can inhibit the spreading
of another H tone which is linked two syllables to the left. When the
preceding H tone is in the neighboring syllable, however, something quite
different happens. In the examples in (22) the high-toned object marker
/ba-/ is adjacent to the high-toned verb stems. The H of the object marker
does not surface in such cases.
(22) a-ku-ba-bgn-el6
*a-ku-t-bQn-el6
bn-kO-ba-bQn-el6
a-ku-ba-pgoh-6
bg-k6-bLa-goh-6
a-ku-ba-diimi•la
bj-ki-ba-diimi~la
'he will find them' (R. 47)
'they will find them'
'he will fear them'
'they will fear them'
'he will hold them tight'
'they will hold them tight'
At first glance this disappearance of the object marker's H tone looks like a
variation on the well-known Meeussen's Rule (see Goldsmith 1984b), where
the H of the object marker Is deleted when adjacent to the stem H.
a-ku-ba-bon-ela --
I I
H H
a-ku-ba-bon-ela
I
8 H
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This cannot be the correct solution, judging from the tone patterns of
forms with the high-toned subject marker /ba-/. The subject marker's H
shifts only one syllable in these forms, not the expected two.
When the verbal word contains a toneless object marker such as
/ku-/, for example, the subject marker's H shifts two syllables, to the
vowel of the object marker.
(23) bf-ku-k6-bgn-elh 'they will find you (sg.)' (R. 47)
SM-TM-OM-verb-FV
*b.*-k6-ku-ban-el6
bI4-ku-k6-ggoh6 'they will fear you (sg.)'
ba-ku-k6i-tool6 'they will marry you (sg.) a wife'
ba-ku-k6i-diimitla 'they will hold you (sg.) tight'
If in the verbs of (22) the object marker's H has been deleted by
Meeussen's Rule, then why does the subject marker's H not shift two vowels
over to the now toneless object marker?
The object marker's H (in 22) must be present when High Tone Spread
applies in order to block the further spread of the subject marker's H.
ba-ku-ba-bon-ela -- > ba-ku-ba-bon-ela -- > ba-ku-ba-bon-ela
I I I \/ I \ I/ I I I
H HH H H H HH H
But If the object marker H Is present at the time of High Tone Spread, then
when is it deleted? Why does a-ku-a-bon-lbe in (22) above not surface as
*a-ku-b6-bon-elg?
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One might suggest that Meeussen's Rule applies after High Tone
Spread but before Delinking, so that the first of two H tones in adjacent
syllables is deleted. However, this ordering predicts that the H of the
subject marker /ba-/ will be deleted In ba-kJ-ta-bon-elJ. seeing that the H
of the subject marker and the H of the object marker are in adjacent
syllables after spreading.
For reasons which will become clearer in the section on phrase-final
tone.phenomena, I propose the following rule of Fusion.13
(24) Fusion: fuse H tones on adjacent vowels into a single H.
V V V V
I I a \ /
H H H
Fusion applies before High Tone Spread and Delinking, with the following
result.
ba-ku-ba-bon-ela --> ba-ku-ba-bon-ela
I I i I \!
H H H H H
Spreading and Delinking then apply to the two remaining H tones.
ba-ku-ba-bon-ela -- > ba-ku--ba-bon-ela -- > ba-ku-ba-bon-ela
I \ \/ \ \// I I
H H H H H H
13The idea of a rule of tone fftion comes from Odden 1986 for the anallyis of Kipare.
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For the above derivation to work out, however, the final vowel must
be leftmost In its constituent and the penultimate vowel must be rightmost.
This is not the metrical structure that one expects from the rule system
outlined above, by which binary feet are constructed from left to right.
ba-ku-ba-bon-ela -- > (ba-ku)-(ba-bo)(nela) -->
I I I I I I
H H H H H H
underlying binary feet, l->r
-- > (ba-ku)-(ba-bo)(nela) -- > (ba-ku)-(ba-bo)(nela)
H H H H
Fusion Spread, Delinking
Surface: * ba-ki-ba-bon-6la
Since a high-toned verb stem tends to realize its H tone at least two
syllables to the right, I propose a rule which inserts a left metrical
boundary (for line 0 constituents) before a high-toned vowel.14
(25) Metrical Boundary Insertion: Place a line 0 left bracket before
a vowel linked to H.
* (* -- line 0
V - V
1 I
H H
i4i rutle of Boaundary Insertion is suggested by the rule of Accent Placement in
Golcdmth, Peterson, and Drogo (in press).
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Boundary Insertion applies before the other rules of metrical
structure; other high-toned morphemes in the phrase we are considering
will likewise receive left brackets.
ba-ku-ba-bon-ela -- > (ba-ku-(ba-(bon-ela
I I I I I I
H H H H H H
Hereafter, Metrical Structure Assigment will praduce the desired
constituencies.
ba-ku-ba-bon-ela -- > (ba-ku)-(ba)-(bon-e)(la)
I I I I I I
H H H H H
Fusion then applies along with the other rules to yield the correct surface
form: ba-k6-ba-bon-el6.
Fusion, like the other tone rules of Sukuma, is a phrase-level rule
which applies across words. The noun stem /temi/ has a single H tone
linked to both stem vowels (as will be shown in the section below on nouns);
this H spreads onto the vowel of the subject marker of the following
inflected verb when that vowel is toneless (26a). When the subject marker
has a lexical H tone, however, the two adjacent H tones fuse, and the entire
phrase surfaces with a single H.
(26) a. m-temi 6-ku-sol-a 'the chief will choose' (R. 13)
b. ba-temi bj-ku-s61-a 'the chiefs will choose'
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The derivation is given in (27).15
underlying: ba-teml
H
metrical
structure:
ba-ku-sol-a
I
H
<ba>-(temi) (ba-ku)-(sol-a)
\H I
H H
<ba>-(t emi)%%
H
(ba-ku)-(sol-a)/
Spread:
Delinking:
Surface:
<ba>-(temi) (ba-ku)-(sol-a)
H
<ba>-(temi) (be-ku)-(sol-a)
H
ba-teml ba-ku-s61-o
The operation of Fusion will be seen repeatedly below.
15In order to avoid typographical clutter, I suppress the line 0 row of asterisks and
represent constituency on the segmental tier. The metrical structure of the noun
ba-te vill be explained below: nothing in this derivation depends on the noun's
metrical structure.
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(27)
Fusion:
4.4 Metrical structure and tone in nouns and adjectives
4.4.1 Underived nouns and adjectives
Sukuma nouns and adjectives have essentially identical tonal
properties, as in many Bantu languages (cf. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1969,
Massamba 1982). It is therefore appropriate to treat them together.
Nouns and adjectives may be either toneless or high-toned in
underlying representation. The contrast between a toneless and high-toned
noun is seen in the minimal pair in (28) from Richardson 1971.16
(26) n-kolo n-taale 'big sheep' (R. 222)
n-kolo n-taal6 'big heart'
Although the two nouns for 'sheep' and 'heart' have the same segmental
makeup, they differ in that 'heart' has a H associated with it which shifts
over to the final vowel of the adjective taale 'big' (via Spread and
Delinking). The adjective itself is toneless. Because both nouns in (28) are
class 9 nouns in Sukuma, the noun class marker for both the noun and the
adjective is the nasal I/n-/. This marker varies according to the class of the
noun: in (29) I give examples of other class 2, class 4, and class 9 nouns
with the same adjective tale 'big'.
(29) ba-limi ba-taale 'big cultivators' (class 2) (R. 222)
ba-temi ba-t6ale 'big chiefs' (class 2)
ba-dug. ba-t6ale 'big relatives' (class 2)
ba-kgma ba-t6ale 'blg lepers' (class 2)
16N#l clan markers such as In-/ and I-/ are assimilated in place of articulation to
the initial consonant of the following noun stem: /n-kalI -> [(jhalI 'badger (R. 108).
However, following Richardson I transcribe data in the (unassimilated) phonemic
for m.
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'big kind of tree' (class 4)
gini•. n-taal6 'big owl' (class 9)
It appears from the data in (29) that a H tone from a preceding noun
shifts to the second syllable of the adjective phrase (class marker +
adjective): ba-t6ale. mL-t6ale. but n-taal6. where the initial [n) of the
latter form Is taken to be part of the rime of the preceding syllable, not a
syllabic nasal (R. 106).1? If one assumes that the vowel to which a H tone Is
attracted Is the left member of a binary constituent, then one can conclude
that the second syllable of an adjective, not the first syllable, is always the
leftmost element. This structure Is derived by marking the first syllable
extrametrical before building binary constituents from left to right. The
rules of metrical structure assignment for nouns and adjectives are stated
in (30).
(30) Metrical Structure Assignment (nouns and adjectives)
i. Assign line 0 asterisks to the head of every rime.
ii. Mark the first syllable extrametrical.i s
iii. Construct binary constituents from left to right.
Nominals differ from verbs in that rimes, not mores, are metrically
significant. Thus, a long vowel [a(a counts for two line 0 asterisks in a
1 7••he syllabic status of nasal consonants is discussed below.
1 0nly in nominal elements is the first syllable extrametrical; verbs have no initial
extra•etricality, as is evidenced by the fact that a preceding word's H tone shows up
always on the first vowel of the verbal vord, if that vowel is underlyingly toneless:
m-temi (-kusla 'the chief will choos' (R. 13), cf. also R. 34-35.
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ml4-Jbu ml-t6ale
verb, but only one in a noun (cf. be-tIale in 31).19 The rules in (30) assign
the following representations to various nouns and adjectives.20
(31) <ba>-(taale)
n-<ko> (lo)
<mi>-(kolo)(goma)
<ba>-(dugu)
n-<taa> (le)
n-(ko) (lo)
<ba>-(temi)
<ba>-(1 ml)
In (32) I show the derivation of 'big chiefs', where the H of the noun
shifts to the adjective.21
(32) underlying: ba-temi be-teale
H
Metrical
structure: <ba>-(temi)
H
<ba>-(taale)
High Tone
Spread: <ba>-(temi) <ba>-(taale)
\ \ I /
H
19For this reson rule (20ii) is not repeated in the metrical rules for nominals.
201n this chapter parentheses '()' are used for boundaries of metrical feet; angle
brackets ' <'are used to mark off extrametrical elements.
21The double linkage of the H of /temi/ io discused directly below.
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Delinking: <ba>-(temi) <ba>-(taale)
H
Surface: ba-temi ba-taole
That the nouns also have extrametrical initial syllables is evident
from contexts where the noun is preceded by a word which has a H tone to be
spread, as in (33) with the high-toned verb aka-bona 'he saw'.
(33) aka-bona n-kol6 n-taale 'he saw a big sheep' (R. 222)
aka-bQna ba-di6gg ba-thale 'he saw big relatives'
aka-bona ba-limi ba-taale 'he saw big cultivators'
cf. ake-sola ba-limi ba-taale 'he chose big cultivators' (R. I8)
The last sentence with the toneless verb stem /sol/ contrasts with the
first three sentences in which there is a H tone on the noun; this H must
come originally from the verb stem /bon/. The verb stem's H spreads up to
the second vowel of the noun, then delinks. The intermediate representation
of aka-bona ba-d6gu ba-t6ale is shown below, after High Tone Spread but
before Delinking.
(aka)-(bona) <ba>-(du)(gu) <ba>-(taale)
\\ / \ I /
H H
The noun /dugU/, I posit, has its underlying H tone linked to the
second vowel (as is argued also in the section below on phrase-final tone
phenomena). This H tone triggers Boundary Insertion (25) before the vowel
of the syllable [gui. The first syllable of /dugQ/ Is toneless and therefore
eligible for linkage with the H of the verb. In a noun such as /IQmI/ or
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/kpi!/, however, where the lexical H is posited to be associated with the
first vowel, the preceding verb's H can spread only as far as the noun class
marker.22
(34) aka-b2na t-kolo n-taalb 'he saw a big heart' (R. 222)
aka-bona b6-fenl ba-t6ale 'he saw big chiefs'
aka-b.na b6-kqmj ba-t6ale 'he saw big lepers'
aka-bona b6-b~ti ba-t6ale 'he saw tall passers-by' (R. 25)
cf. aka-sola ba-Itl ba-t6ale 'he chose tall passers-by'
The H of the verb aka-bona spreads only as far cs the class marker because
the first vowel of the noun stem a;;eady has a H tone, and so spreading is
blocked.25 Spreading must stop, therefore, at the noun class marker.
(aka)-(bona) <bao>-(temi) <ba>-(taale)
H H
The difference in tonal behavior between /dueii/ and /temi/, then, is a
difference in lexical representation with respect to the linkage of the H
tone (to the second or first vowel, respectively)
In fact, there is reason to believe that the H of /temi/ is linked to
both vowels of the stem, and not the first vowel only. The evidence for this
has already been presented in (26b) above, where the H of /temi/ is fused
with the H of a following verbal subject marker.
22Note in the first sentence that the [n ]prefix to /kolo/. although non-syllabic, is
nonetheless capable of beariqng a tone. This will be discussed further belov.
23That a H tone may not be spread onto a vowel which already bears aH tone is
platwsibly due to a universal constraint prohibiting the multiple linkage of identicalfeatures to a single element.
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(26) a. m-jggj 6-ku-sol-a
b. ba-.li bA-ku-s61-a
'the chief will choose' (R. 13)
'the chiefs will choose'
Yet Fusion occurs only with tones linked to adjacent vowels. If the H of
/temi/ were linked to the first vowel only, it should not fuse with the H of
the subject marker /ba-/. (Consider the derivation of (26b) in (27) above.)
Many other nouns (though not all, as will be shown) have multiple
linkings of their underlying H tones. In this respect Sukuma nouns are
similar to nouns of Shona. David Odden (1980, 1981, 1986) has convincingly
argued that H tones in Shona nouns are often linked to more than one stem
vowel in underlying representation.
mbwh 'dog'
H
badz6 'hoe'
I
H
mbindidzi 'army worm'
\ I,
H
h6v6 'fish'
H
h6k6ta 'diviner's bones'
H
sh6wari 'friend'
I I
H H
When the high-toned associative prefix /ne-/ 'with' is added to these
nouws., a H tone linked to the first syllable is deleted (36a). Any H tone
which does not have an association with the first syllable remains (36b).
(36) a.n6-mbwa
n6-hove
n6-hakata
n6-mbundudzi
'with a dog'
'with a fish'
'with diviner's bones'
'with an army worm'
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(35)
b. n6-badzh
n6-shawari
'with a hoe'
'with a friend'
I posit similar representations for Sukuma nouns.
(37) temi 'chief'
H
kolo 'heart'
H
kologoma 'sp. of tree'
H
Consider the noun stem /kologoma/. If the lexical H of this noun stem
were linked only to the first stem vowel, then one would expect that H to
surface always on the third stem vowel, i.e. two vowels to the right:
ml-kooa6ma.
<mi> (kolo)(goma) -- > <ml> (kolo)(goma)
I _4/
H H
This is never the case: the H of /kologoma/ always shifts to the following
word if it can.
(38) a. mir-knolg.oma mi-d6to
b. mi-kologoma imi-doto
c. ml-kologoma yl-api
d. mi-kolog1gm gm-apl
'wet mkologoma trees' (R. 66)
'black mkologoma trees' (R. 70)
'black mkologoma tree'
These various distances of shifting in (38) are discussed each in turn below.
For now it suffices to note that the H of /kologoma/ ends up in the
following word If it can, never on the third stem vowel. This fact follows
from positing a multiple linking for the H of certain noun stems.
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The linkage of a H tone to the first vowel of gjtj prevents that
syllable from being marked extrametrical. This is so because Boundary
Insertion (25) precedes a bleeds the rule of extrametricality.
gighl -- >
H
Underlying
(gighi --m>
H
Boundary Irns.
(gighi
H
Extrametricality d.na.
-- > (girjhi)
H
Metrical structure
The application of Boundary Insertion must be restricted to apply only to the
first linkage of an underlying H tone; otherwise, every vowel linked to a
multiply linked H tone would be a unary line 0 constituent.
(gi (ghi
H
(ko (lo (go (ma
H
This is a useless multiplication of metrical feet. For this reason the
statement of Boundary Insertion is modified so that it applies only to the
first vowel of a multiply linked structure.
(25') Metrical Boundary Insertion: Place a line 0 left bracket before
(revised) a vowel linked to H.
*
V
H1
H
-- line 0
V
H
The revised statement of the rule requires the H to have no linkings to
other vowels on the left.
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Further justification for positing underglying representations with
multiply linked H tone, such as are given in (37), is found in the section on
phrase-final tone phenomena. 24
4he idea of multiple autosgmental linkings for the lexical H tone of such nouns is
Richardon's (ereadyin 19591).
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4.4.2 Deverbal nouns
Unlike the noun H tones in (37) above, the lexical H tones of Sukuma
verbs are linked only to the first vowel of the stem (cf. 1 1 above). The
evidence for this assumption comes from the fact that a lexical H tone may
show up on the third more of the verb stem, as for example in kp-baab6at-a
'to grope one's way'. Richardson indicates (29-30) that it is the rule In
trisyllabic stems for the lexical H to surface on the third more of the stem:
-tendSh61- 'to contract elephantlasis', -aLlUit- 'roll along'. This fact
follows if the lexical H is linked only to the first vowel. The initial high-
toned vowel is a left element in a foot (due to Boundary Insertion); binary
foot construction will therefore place the following left bracket two mores
to the right, before the third mora.
Nouns derived from verbs also differ from the underived nouns in (37)
(where the lexical H is linked to every vowel). Unlike the nouns in (37),
whose lexical H shows up in a following word, the lexical H of deverbal
nouns (39b) can show up on the third mora of the derived stem.
(39) a. n-kgol n-taal6 'big heart' (R. 222)
mi-kologoma mi-d6to 'wet mkologoma trees' (R. 66)
vs.
b. ku-sjag6 'to remain' (R. 90)
bv-snag6 'remainder'
ku-bnag6 'to butcher'
m-blagl 'butcher'
I-blagl 'place/act of butchery'
JbAb- 'to scorch' (R. 93)
I-bjbil6 'something used for scorching'
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illmb- 'to lie' (R. 92)
m-lambag~ji 'habitual liar'
The contrast between (39a) and (39b) Is a contrast between lexical H
tones which are multiply linked and lexical H tones which are linked only to
the first vowel of the noun. These forms also show that the metrical
structure of nouns formed from verbs Is sensitive to syllable weight, as In
verbs. This Is worked out directly.
It Is Important for the purposes of this thesis to spell out the
implications of the contrast in (39). Because Sukuma Is a language In which
tonology Is controlled by metrical structure, I hypothesize that the rules of
tone manipulation are phrasal rules, rules which follow the construction of
metrical constituents. At first glance, however, the nouns in (37) seem to
be counter-examples to this claim.
kolo 'heart' kologoma 'sp. of tree'
V \V /
H H
These nouns seem to have undergone a word-level rule of tone spreading
which does not depend on metrical structure. This would then be a counter-
example to the ordering hypothesis for metrical tone languages.
Nonetheless, the tone patterns of the nouns in (39b) show that there
is no word-level rule of tone spreading in Sukuma. The word-level
representation of the nouns in (39b) must be as in (40); the phrasal rules of
High Tone Spread and Delinking25 put the lexical H on the third more.
2• se rules are clearly phrase-level, inasmuch as they operate across phrasebounwaries.
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bu-saago i-baagi
I I
H H
If a word-level rule of spreading were to apply to the representations
(41), then one would predict that the subsequent phrasal rules which shift
tones would always realize the lexical H tones of these words on a
following word, which is not the case.
(41) *bv-saago *I-baagi
H H
The representations of (37) must therefore be lexical ones, not derived. The
multiple linking of the H in such words is stipulated in the lexicon. There
is, then, no counter-example to the ordering hypothesis.
In order for the H deverbal nouns in (40) to surface on the final vowel,
it is necessary for rule (20i) to apply, assigning two line 0 asterisks to the
long vowels of the stem.
* *** * * ** 
-- llne O
bu-sa ago i-ba a gi
I I
H H
Extrametricality and binary foot construction on line 0 build two feet, one
binary and one unary.
(* *) (*) (* *)(*) -- line O
<bu>- sa a go <i>-ba a gi
I I
H H
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(40)
Spreading and Delinking shift the lexical H to the final vowel.
(* *) (*) (r* *)(*) --line 0
<bu>- sa a go <l>-ba a gl
H H
This derivation shows that in deverbal nouns every mora is assigned a
line 0 asterisk, as in verbs. If line 0 asterisks were assigned to every rime,
as in underived nouns, then the lexical H of these words would shift to the
following syllable.
(* *) (* -- line 0
<bv>- saa go CV
H
This is seen in the noun i-gokool6 'scoop net' (R. 117). In this word the long
vowel is assigned only one line 0 asterisk, and so the H linked to the first
vowel shifts to the final vowel, not to the first mora of the long vowel.
line 0-- (* *)(*) (* *) (*)
<i>- go koo o -- > <i>- go koo lo -- > i-gokool6
IK H
In the verb which is formed from this noun, however, long vowels
count for two line 0 asterisks. The metrical structure rules in (20) apply to
the verb ku-gaok6ola 'to draw in a scoop net' (R. 117), bracketing the long
vowel as Its own binary constltuent.26
26The infinitimve is in fact a deverbal noun, like the nouns in (40). The initial •- of the
infinitive is a noun clav marker. Cf. Chapter Two.
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line 0-- (*)(* *)(*)
<ku> - go ko o lo
I
H
(*)(* *)(*)
-- > <ku>- go ko o lo -- > ku-~okola
H
These deverbal nouns and infinitives show clearly that the rules of
metrical structure assignment vary depending on the category of the word.
The rules for verbal words are given in (20); the rules for simple nouns are
given in (30) above.
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4.4.3 Tone in concord elements
Along with the noun class markers discussed above (such as /rn-/,
/ba-/, and /mi-/), there are a number of other elements in Sukuma nominal
morphology which mark concord between a noun and an adjective. Some of
these concord morphemes play a more active role in the tonology than the
toneless, extrametrical noun class markers. In this section I discuss
representative cases of these concord elements.
Sukuma nouns may appear with a pre-prefix before the noun class
marker.27 These pre-prefixes correspond semantically to definite
articles.2 8
(42) ma-hagala 'tree forks' (R. I1)
a-ma-hagala 'the tree forks'
ma-sumbi 'stools' (class 6) (R. 65)
a-ma-s••umb
mi-kologoma 'plural kind of tree' (class 4)
i-mi -kol ogoma
m-kologoma 'singular kind of tree' (class 3)
u-m-kologoma
When a definite noun phrase follows a word with a H tone which shifts (e.g.
aka-onan 'he saw'), the first vowel - that of the pre-prefix - ends up with
the H tone on the surface.
27Rchardson calls these "double prefixes".
2 The noun stems /sumbi/ and /kologoma/ both have a lexical H tone linked to all the
stem 0v1els: I will discuss below what happens to this H in phrase-final position (or
citation form).
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(43) aka-bgna
aka-bona
aki-bqna
ake-bona
aka-bqna
aka-bqna
aka-boqna
aka-bqna
ma-hAgala
6-ma-hagala
6-ma-sumbi
ml -kol ogoma
i-mi-koiogoma
rF-kolo omo1a
(-m-kologoma
'he saw tree forks' (R. 1)
'he saw the tree forks'
(R. 65)
The fact that a preceding H is attracted to the pre-prefix indicates that this
morpheme is the left element in a constituent, contrary to expectation.
From the rule system above one would predict that the pre-prefixes would
be extrametrical (30ii) and that the following vowel would attract the H
tone: *ake-bona i-mi-kologoa.
The pre-prefixes must be lexically specified as exceptions to
extrametricality. The output of Metrical Structure Assignment will be the
following representations.
(ama)-( aga)( la)
(ama)(sumbi)
H
(imi) (kolo)(goma)
H
(u-m-ko)(logo)(ma)
H
Because the pre-prefixes are the left element in a binary constituent, their
vowels are attractors of preceding H tones.
Certain other concord elements have lexical H tones. One example of
such an element is the adjectival prefix /gg-/, shown in (44) with the
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toneless adjective /api/ 'black' in phrasal combinations with the toneless
noun stem /fvko/ 'bag' and the high-toned noun stem /kong/ 'arm'.
(44) a. m-fuko gF-api 'black bag' (Class 3) (R. 226)
m-fuko u-gQ-api 'the black bag'
mi-fuko yi-api 'black bags' (Class 4)
mi-fuko i-yi-api 'the black bags'
b. m-kongo g-api 'black arm'
mi-kono yi-api 'black arms'
m-kono u-gg-api 'the black arm'
mi-kongo i'yi-api 'the black arms'
Richardson does not give a phonetic transcription of the forms /gy-api/ and
/yi-apl/, although he indicates that some sort of coalescence (glide
formation and compensatory lengthening?) takes place between adjacent
vowels. 29 In the phonetic forms of the adjective phrases /gy-api/ and
/yi-api/, I surmise, the vowel of the prefix and the stem have merged into a
long [aa]l vowel, forming a single syllable. This single, long syllable is
extrametrical in the case of /yi-epi/ (because it is toneless and not eligible
for Boundary Insertion). The line I asterisk is assigned to the syllable [-pi),
and so it is this syllable which attracts the preceding H tone from
/mi-kono/: mi-konQo i-ani.
<mi>-(kono) <yia> (pi)
H
291.g. /i-olelo/ --> [lyoolelo. /,mu-o/ --> [mootol (R. 109). The phonetic forms of
/gu-api/ and /yi-api/ are perhaps [yeapi ]and [gvapi I
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The preceding example shows that the second syllable of a noun
phrase attracts a H tone, regardless of whether the first syllable (usually
the noun class marker) is long or short. Compare the noun phrases in (33) -
whose noun class markers have short vowels - with the noun phrases in
(45), where the noun class markers have long vowels.
(33) aka-bona ba-drgu ba-thale 'he saw big relatives' (R. 222)
ake-bona ba-limi be-taale 'he saw big cultivators'
(45) aka-bona lii-imnhu 'he saw a big person' (R. 65)
aka-bona maa-rnnhu 'he saw big persons'
The first syllable in .hese noun phrases contains two moras, but the entire
syllable is extrametrical, as is demonstrated by the ,act that the preceding
verb's H shifts to the second syllable. These facts show that it is tho first
sullable, not simply the first mora, is the extrametrical element in Sukuma
nouns.
The prefix /gj-/ has a lexical H as well, as is evident from the final H
tone in the phrases 'black bag' and 'the black bag', (44a). In having a lexical
H tone /gy-/ is different from most class markers. Richardtson indicates
that there are two series of class markers for Sukuma adjectives, and not
just one set as for nouns (R. 223). o30 The adjective class markers of Series I
are all toneless, like the noun class markers. The prefix /§Q-/, however, is
a Series II marker of tlass 3; Series II markers - except in classes i, 4,
and 9 - are all high-toned like /gQ-/.
30Richardson says nothing about the distributional or semantic differences be;ween
Series I and Series II concord elements for adjectives.
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The H tone of /gp-- Is eligible for Fusion with a H tone linked to the
final vowel rof the preceding word, as (46a) shows, repeated from (44b).
(46) a. m-kjno g.-apl 'black arm'
b. mi-kong yi-opi 'black arms'
c. m-kono 6gQ-api 'the black arm'
d. mi-kono0 iyi-api 'the black arms'
Both /kono/ and /gM/ have lexical H tones: this fact is established by the
surface tone pattern of (46c). Here the H of /kono/ is attracted to the
lexically non-extrametrical pre-prefix /u-/; the H of /g/ shifts to the
final vow I of /api/. (46b) and (46d) also show that /kono/ has a lexical H.
In (46a) there is only one surface H tone, despite the fact that there
are two underlying H tones in the phrase. The reason for the disappearance
of the H of kono/ is the rule of Fusion, Because the H tones of /kono/ and
/gQ/ are linked to adjacent vowels at the beginning of the phrasal
phonology, they are fused into one H with many linkages.
m-kono gu-api -- > m-kono gu-api
\/ I \ /
H H H
Hign Tone Spread and Delinking apply after Fusion to complete the dorivatlon
of (46e). Fusion does not take place between the two underlying H tones In
.46c) becat'se they are not linked to adjacent vowels: the toneless (but non-
extrametrical) vowel of the pre-preflx /u-/ separates the two H tones.
m-kono ugu-apl
I
H H
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This phrase also shows that Fusion must precede High Tone Spread. If the
two H tones were spread first, they would be linked to adjacent vowels. If
Fusion were then to apply, (46c) would be incorrectly derived with only one
surface H tone.
ni-(kono) (ugu-a)(pl)
\I / \I /
H H
-- > m-(kono) (ugu-a)(pl)
H
> *m-kono ugU-O
Another high-toned concord element is the marker /ji-a/ of the
associative (genitival) construction.3 1 This construction has the meaning
"Noun(1) of Noun(2)"; it is formed by prefixing a Series II class marker (CM)
agreeing in class number with Noun(1) to the associative morpheme (AM)
/-a/. 32
(47) a. ...yi-a - madoto
b. ...ji-a - mad6to
(48) a. ...yi-a - yl-api
b. ...yi-a - gm-api
(49) a. ...ji-a - yi-opi
b. ...j1-6 - m-api
'(Noun, cl.9) of wet ones (cl. 6)'
'(Noun, cl. 10) of wet ones'
'(cl.9) of black ones (cl. 4)'
'(cl.9) of a black one (cl. 3)'
'(cl. 10) of block ones (cl. 4)'
'(c].10) of a black one (cl. 3)'
31Richardson calls this morpheme the "extra dependent prefix". Here gain, the
vowels of the associative morpheme coalesce somehow (R. 71), but Richardson does not
provide the precise phonetic output of coalescence (perhaps yaal and Ija] ) .
32gain, the Series II class prefixes of claes 1, 4, and 9 are toneless (cf. /yi-!),
whores those of the other noun classes are higa-tned (/jt-/).
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(R. 72)
Noun( ) has been left out in the data above for the sake of simplicity,
following Richardson. The lexical difference between toneless /yi-/ and
high-toned /jj-/ is apparent in the contrasts between (47a) and (47b), and
between (48) and (49). (47b) has the following intermediate representation
after spreading. (The initial syllable, being high-toned in lexical
representation, is not made extrametrical.)
( * *) (* *) -- llne Oji-a ma do to
I/ / /
H
The first syllable of the associative phrase is [jil-a (prior to coalescence of
the vowels Into one long vowel). Boundary Insertion (25) places a left
bracket before the syllable. Binary feet are constructed, making [dol a left
element In the binary foot. This syllable attracts the preceding H tone of
the prefix /jl-a/. Delinking yields the surface form in (47b).
The high-toned Series II prefix /gQ-/ is present in the phrases in (48)
and (49). The high-toned vowel of /gQ-/ is subject to Boundary Insertion
(25). The H of the prefix shifts to the final vowel of the word /api/, as
discussed in connection with (44) and (46) above:l-ag - _u-apg. Because
the /gQ-/ prefix bears an underlying H tone, the H of the prefix /jj-/ may
spread only as far as the following /-a-/ vowel of the assoclatlve
morpheme (49b).
(ji-a) (gu-a) (p1) - (ji-a) (gu-a) (pl)
I I V! \\/
H H H H
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Delinking applies to produce the surface form in (49b).
Now consider the associative phrase with Noun(1) present.
(50) a. n-gi 9i - a 16salo
'fly' CM(II) -AM 'maJness'
(cl. 9)
b. n-gi ji- a lus6lo 'Ii
CM(II) -AM
(ci. 10)
'l arge biting houseflIy'
(lit. 'fly of madness')
arge biting houseflies'
(R. 71)
(51) n-gi
n-gi
ji-a yi-opi
ji-6 gQ-api
'flies of black ones (cl. 4)'
'flies of a black one (cl. 3)'
The derivation of (50a) is straightforward. The toneless first syllable of the
second noun phrase is [yi-a]. This toneless syllable is marked
extrametrical, making the following [lu] the target for Spreading of the H
tone of Og9i 'fly'. The H of 'fly' shifts to (lu) via spreading and delinking.
In (50b) the Series II prefix is high-toned, and so Boundary Insertion
applies to the first syllable [ji-a], blocking extrametricality. Binary feet
are constructed as usual.
(n-gi)
I
H
(ji-a lu) (sa 1o)
I
H
Because the two H tones in the phrase are linked to adjacent syllables,
Fusion (24) merges them into a single H tone which is doubly linked.
(n-gi) (ji-a lu) (sa lo)/
H
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(R. 73)
This H tone then spreads and delinks as expected to produce the surface
form in (50b).
(n-gl) (Jl-a lu) (so lo)
H
The phrases in (51) have parallel derivations.
Yet another concord element which merits special attention is the
class 5 marker and augmentative prefix, which Richardson transcribes as
/i-/.33 The metrical behavior of this prefix is similar to that of the nasal
noun class markers in (28), (29), (33), and (34) above. The prefix /i-/ does
not seem to count as a syllable, since it is the following syllable which is
marked extrametrical. A preceding word's H tone is thus realized on the
second syllable after li-/, as is seen in (52).
(52) i-hagala 'forked branch' (R. 63)
aka-bQna i-hagl6a 'he saw a forked branch'
aka-bQna ma-h6gala he saw forked branches'
aka-bQna i-rjomb6 'he saw a big ox' (R. 65)
aka-bQna ma-jg6mbe 'he saw big oxen'
These patterns are explicable if one construes the underlying form of this
prefix to be the non-syllabic glide /y-/ rather than the syllabic vowel
/I-/.1i The rules of metrical structure do not see a non-syllabic element,
and so the first syllable of the noun stem itself is the extrametrical
syllable.
33Velmers (1973. 165) reconstructs this class 5 prefix as *It in Proto-Bantu.
34By "non-syllabic." I mean that the segment does not project a line 0 metrical asterisk.
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y - 3o> (mbe)
The glide becomes vocalic before a consonant, or it coalesces with a
preceding vowel. For this reason it is not realized as a semi-vowel in
surface form. The facts of tone shift, however, lead the language learner to
posit a non-syllabic element as the class 5/augmentative prefix.
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y - <ha> (ga la)
4.5 Phrase-final tone phenomena
The noun stems /temi/, /dugu/ and /koma/ all have lexical H tones:
this is apparent from the fact that they contribute a H to the following
toneless adjective /taale/.
(53) ba-temi ba-t6ale 'big chiefs' (R. 222)
ba-dugu ba-t6ale 'big relatives'
ba-k6ma ba-t6ale 'big lepers'
These nouns differ, however, in citation form, as shown in (54). (These are
also the tone patterns of these nouns when phrase-final.) In these forms,
the grave mark indicates an extra-low tone, not simply a low tone.35
(54) ba-teml 'chiefs' (R. 222)
ba--dugi 'relatives'
ba-k6mi 'lepers'
Though /temi/ has a lexical H tone, this H tone surfaces only in a following
word; if there is no following word the entire noun is low-toned. On the
other hand /koma/ shows a H tone on the first syllable in both phrase-
medial and phrase-final (isolation) forms, but an extra-low tone on the
second syllable phrase-finally. The stem /dugu/ never exhibits its own H
except phrase-medially; phrase-finally it bears a final extra-low tone like
/koma/.
345This extra-low tone has not been marked consistently in the data above, following
Richerdson's practice. That is, not every case of utterance-final H tone has been
orthographically converted to extra-.low. This is done for aee of exposition.
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The stem /dugu/ differs from the other two also in that it allows a
preceding word's H to spread to its first syllable, whereas /temi/ and
/koma/ allow the preceding to spread only as far as the noun class marker.
(55) aka-bnna b6-temi ba-t6ale 'big chiefs' (R. 222)
aka-bQna ba-d6gu ba-t6ale 'big relatives'
aka-bpna b6-lk6ma ba-t6ale 'big lepers'
aka-bQna n-b6gb 'he saw a buffalo' (R. 86)
aka-bQna n-b6go n-taal6 'he saw a big buffalo'
In order to account for the differences between the stems in question
I posit the following underlying forms.36
(56) temi dugu koma bogo
\/ I I I I
H H H H H
Because /temi/ and /koma/ have H tones linked to their first stem vowels,
no preceding H Is able to spread to these; the first vowels of /dugu/ and
/bogo/ on the other hand are toneless and open for spreading. The first H of
/koma/ may never spread rightward because the second vowel has its own H
tone which blocks spreading of the first H. This second H of /koma/,
however, is able to spread to following adjectives.37
Both /dugu/ and /koma/ have a lexical H on the final vowel. This H is
turned into an extra-low tone (abbreviated as 'X') when it stands at the end
of an utterance by the followlng rule, due to Richardson (1959, 25).
36 Kensto•rica and Ki]nberth 1989 posit similar repreasentatIons for Chiigula nouns.
3 This representation for /koma/ violates the putative Obligatory Contour Principle; no
other representation sutaests itself, however. See Odden 1986 for arguments gainst
the OCP as a principle of grammr.
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(57) Final Lowering: H linked only to the final vowel becomes X at
the end of the utterance.
I
H =~X / V V uetterm
Final Lowering applies before High Tone Spread and Delinking can link a H to
the utterance-final vowel (which would create the context for Final
Lowering). Thus, only H tones which are linked to the word-final vowel in
the lexicon are eligible to undergo Final Lowering.
Final Lowering changes the final H tones in both /dugu/ and /koma/.
dugu - Final Lowering = dugu
I I
H X
koma =*Final Lowering=* koma
I I I I
HH H X
The first H of /koma/ is unaffected by Final Lowering. Likewise, the
H of /temi/, not being solely linked to the final vowel, is also unaffected by
Final Lowering. However, this H does not surface either: another rule which
applies after Final Lowering changes the utterance-final H of /temi/ to a L
tone.
(50) Final High Modification: H linked to final V of the utterance
becomes L.
H = L / ViutteruI
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Final High Modification must of course follow Final Lowering. If Final High
Modification applied first, the lexical H of /duguf would be changed to L, and
the final vowel would surface with a L tone, not an X tone.
dugu =-FHM=- dugu =*FL does not apply=- *gggM
I I
H L
dugu =*FL=* dugu =FHM does not apply ~
I I
H X
One might prefer to analyze the effect of Final High Modification as a
rule of Final High Deletion. That Is, instead of changing a H tone to L when
linked to the utterance-final vowel, one might instead simply delete this H
tone and let Default L tone insertion supply the surface L tones.
ba-temi -- > Deletion -- > ba-temi -- > Default -- > ba-temi
V I I I
H L LL
Let us pursue the Deletion analysis.
High Tone Spread must apply before putative Final High Deletion, as is
shown by the phrase aka-bona ba-temi 'he saw chiefs'. If High Tone Spread
were to follow Final High.Deletion, then one would expect the H of /bon/ to
spread to the first stem vowel of /teml/.
akabona <ba>-(teml) - akabona<ba>-(temi) = akabona <ba>-(temi)
I \ I \\ / /
H H H 8 H
Underlyirjg final High Deletion Spread
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=surflace: *aka-hona ba-tfml
It seems that the utterance-final H of /temi/ is still present at the time
when the H of /bon/ is spread rightward. Otherwise one would expect the
tone pattern of the phrase to be the same as with the toneless noun /1mil/:
aka-Dona ba-lkmI 'he saw cultivators'. The ordering of rules must therefore
be: Final Lowering, High Tone Spread, Final High Deletion.
akabona ba-temi = akabona ba-teml - akabona ba-temi
I I \1/ \/ \ /
H H H H H 8
Underlying Spread final High Deletion
=:Dellnklng= surface: aka-bona b6-teml
This ordering, however, runs into trouble with a phrase such as
uabonagga gihl n-taal6 'he used to see a big owl' (R. 18). The underlying
form of thi. phrase is as below.
u-a-bon-aga gigjhi n-taale
I \/V V
H H H
Fusion (24) turns the three adjacent H tones into a single H.
u-a-bon-aga glirhl n-taale
\\\ /
H
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High Tone Spread extends this linking of this single H to the final vowel of
n-taleg (cf. 29 and 31 above).
u-a-bon-aga gighi n-taale
H
Final High Deletion must then apply after Spreading to wipe out the single H
which is now linked to the utterance-final vowel. Default L-insertion fills
in the toneless vowels with L tones, making the entire utterance low-toned:
*uabonaga •rl•hi n-taale. But this is incorrect: there should be a single H
tone linked to the final vowel, according to Richardson.
The solution to this problem Is to order High Tone Deletion before
Spreading. However, this ordering predicts the incorrect form
*ake-bona ba-t6m1. discussed above. For this reason I propose a rule
which changes the H tone to L tone Instead of a rule which deletes the final
H tone. This rule of Final High Modification applies before and blocks the
extent of High Tone Spread.
akabona ba-teml = akabona ba-teml - akabona ba-temi
I \/ I \1/ \/
H H H L H L
Underling Fineal High Modificetion Spread
-surface: ake-bona b6-teml
Final High Modiflication cannot apply to the phrase uabonageqgflht n-teal,
because before Spreading the final vowel is toneless, and so there is no tone
for the rule to modify.
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u-a-bon-aga
\ \\
H
u-a-Don-agea
\ \\
u-a-bon-aga
giuhi
/ /
girohl\ \
H
gighi
n-taale
n-taale
/ I/ I
n-taaoole
Final High
Modification does
not apply
High Tone
Spread
Delinking
H
The rule of Fusion (24) precedes and bleeds the rule of Final Lowering.
The adjective /rjgi/ 'other' bears a lexical H tone which is converted to
extra-low at the end of an utterence.
(59) mu-nhu u-Iggj
mi-bango yi-rgo
n-gobo yi-,ggu
'other person' (R. 67)
'other sp. of tree' (pl.)
'other hide'
When one of the high-toned Series II class prefixes is attached to /rjgi/,
however, there is no final X tone: the entire phrase is spoken on a L tone.
(60) ba-nhu ku-rjgi
m-banga gul-ggi
n-gobo jU-ggI
'other person' (R. 67)
'other sp. of tree' (pl.)
'other hide'
The H tones of the prefix and the stem are linked to adjacent mores.
Fusion therefore applies.
ba-jgi =- ba-z3gi
H H H
ji-rjgi = ji-rjgi
I I /
HH H
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After Fusion the relevant H tone is no longer linked solely to the final vowel
of the utterance. Final Lowering is blocked, and Final Modification applies
to the doubly linked H, just as it does in ba-tem.
Fusion feeos the rule of Final Modification in an interesting way: any
number of lexical H tones can be changed by Final Modification if they are
linked to aajucent moras in underlying representation. This fact is
illustrated by the low-toned phrases in (61) (where underscoring still
denotes a lexical H tone).
(6 I1) ba-teml Ia-OggiJ 'other chiefs' (R. 68)
m-kooggoma gM-ggi 'other sp. of tree'
n-9ggK lf-jgi 'other fowls'
u-a-bgnjQg gin i 'he used to see an owl' (R. 25)
Fusion of the three H tones in these phrases, followed by Modification,
leaves the entire phrase with L tones after Default L-insertion.
ba-temi be-jgi ba-temi ba-jgi = ba-temi ba-rjgi
\/ I I \ \ / \\ I /
H H H H L
unoerlying Fusion Modification
The rule system developed so faor has the following ordering.
(62) Word-level
Boundary Insertion (25)
Metrical Structure Assignment (20), (30)
Phrasal
Fusion (24)
Final Lowering (57)
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Final Modification (58)
High Tons Spread (9)
Delinking (10)
Default L-insertion
So far no arguments have been made about the cyclicity or non-cyclicity of
any rule. The rule of Fusion raises an interesting question in this regard.
Certain configurations of adjacent H tones ,re not fused, seemingly due to
something like the Strict Cycle Condition, inasmuch as the environment for
Fusion is underived. Examples of this are the words ba-k6m 'lepers' and
mi-l\i 'species of tree'. Both words end in an X tone, indicating that they
have a H linked solely to the final vowel, in contrast to ba-temI 'chiefs',
whose H is linked to both stem vowels. The latter word surfaces with all L
tones. In the words ba-k6mJ and mi-ibk there is a second lexical H tone on
the penultimate vowel. The noun class markers /ba-/and /mi-/ do not bear
a lexical H tone in Sukuma: the penultimate H must be therefore an
underlying H.38
ba-koma mi-ubu
II II
H H HH
These representations look like the context for Fusion to apply, seeing that
the H tones are linked to adjacent moras. Recall the data from (60) above.
ba-ggi b-gi ji-gi = ji-rjgi
I \ I I \
H H H HH H
3This eaumption will be modified below.
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Why does Fusion not apply to 4oa-K6Ut and ml-dbzt? In the next
section I propose that only one of the H tones in each word is present in the
derivation at the point when Fusion applies. The other H tone is inserted
later in the derivation. The representations of ba-k6O t and ml-dbi In the
preceding paragraph, then, are not underlying representations, but rather
show the forms after the application of FUsion and the insertion of one of
the two H tones.
Forms such as ba-kt i and ml-ii l also raise questions about the
Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). The OCP prohibits adjacent linkages of
identical autosegments, as for the H tones in the representations of
ba-k6mi and ml-db~ above. These derived representations cannot be ruled
out by the OCP, since the data in (54) and (55) clearly indicate the presence
of two H tones on two adjacent syllables. Spreading of H tones up to a H
tone in Digo (Chapter Three) also shows that the OCP does prevent identical
autosegments from being linked to adjacent units in the course of the
derivation. The OCP, then, must apply only to underlying forms, not to forms
derived in the grammar.
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4.6 Inalterable tones in Sukuma nouns
Up to now the tonology of Sukuma has been derived from only an
underlying H vs. 8 opposition in lexical tones. However, there are a number
of words and morphemes which do not participate fully in the rule system
developed above. Goldsmith 1984 proposed the Introduction of L tones into
underlying representations to explain such forms, which are illustrated
below. My analysis does not invoke lexical L tones.
Consider the noun LlA 'lamp'. This noun Is peculiar In many ways.
First, its lexical H tone never shifts away from the second vowel of the
noun stem (63a). Second, this noun shows no overt class marker such as
/mi/ or /ba/. That this noun belongs to class 9 is evident from the concord
marker on following adjectives. Third, the first vowel of LilA resists
linkage (by spreading) to a preceding word's H tone (63b), contrary to
expectation (63c). Fourth, the H tone of 11 lJ does not undergo Fusion with a
preceding word's H as do other high-toned words (63d). Finally, Richardson
indicates that the final H tone of this word never undergoes Final Lowering
(63e).
(63) a. talb n-taale 'big lamp' (R. 223)
b. aka-bgn6 tal6 n-taale 'he saw a big lamp'
*aka-bnna t616 n-taale
c. aka-bQna ba-d6g91 ba-t6ale 'he saw big relatives' (R. 222)
aka-bQna ba-k6rmr 'he saw lepers'
d. uakbong6 toa16 'he used to see a lamp' (R. 25)
uakgang o1ngjl 'he used to see an owl'
e. *talb
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There are other nouns in sukuma which wisplauy Idosuncratic Dehavior
similar to tl.. Examples are shown in (64).
(64) a. g60dl n-taale 'big poll tax' (R. 223)
b. aka-bn6h Ig6odi n-taale 'he saw a big poll tax'
c. mi-g6mba mi-tae!e 'big husks of banana palm'
d. aka-bgna ml-lg6mba mi-taale 'he saw ...'
Nouns like gogj and m-g6nmba have a lexical H tone associated with the
first vowel of the noun stem. This H never shifts, however. (64b) and (64d)
show also that when two H tones are linked to adjacent tone-bearing units
in surface form, the second H is downstepped.
Richardson Indicates (101) that loan-words from Swahili also have
fixed tonal contours in Sukuma.39
(65) bu-lerjg4edi 'blanket'
balab6la 'main road'
One solution which suggests itself for the words in (63-65) is to
posit underlying L tones before and after the H tone in each word.40
(66) tale gomba goodi balabala
I I I I II \/ I I
L HL°  L°H L L°HL L H L
30Note that the first conanant of the English word blanket' has been parsed as a noun
class marker in Sukuma. This is not uncommon in Bantu languaes; Digo, for example.
has taken Arabic fkila 'book' into the language s chi-tasblu. Swahilt shows many
instances of this reparsing strategy as well: mail is a drink served by the mu-tenda
or if there is more than one sewrwr, by the ba-tend.
40The raised circle '0' indicates a floating tone.
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In an analysis which introduces L tones into lexical representations,
High Tone Spread is blocked from applying to the H tone in each word by the
L tone which follows the H. The L tone preceding the H tone blocks Fusion of
the H tone with the H from a preceding word. This preceding L also causes
the downstepping of the second H In the data in (64).
There are problems with such an analysis, nonetheless. Consider the
word j.j, represented in (66) with a linked L, a linked H, and a floating L
tone. It Is not obvious in the first place that the final floating L tone is
sufficient to block the rule of Final Lowering (57), the rule which converts a
H tone to an extra-low tone when it is linked only to the final vowel.41 The
rule of Final Lowering would have to be altered to include the condition that
the H tone to be lowered must not be followed by any floating tones.
Secondly, it is not clear how this final floating L tone blocks the spreading
(and Delinking) of the H tone of jgl in a phrase such as (63a), talb ntaale.
Presumably some phrase-level rule docks the final floating L tone of l to
the next available tone-bearing unit. Subsequent to this special docking,
High Tone Spread tries to apply to the H tone but cannot, due to the (newly)
linked L tone which follows.
The L-tone analysis quickly runs into difficulties. Consider the noun
g.gfl 'poll tax' (64a), which also has an inalterable tone contour. Because
its H tone does not undergo Fusion with a preceding H tone, and because its H
tone is downstepped before another H tone (64b), one is led to posit a
preceding floating L tone for this word. The L must be floating because
41But see Hyman 196f5 and SpreSda 1986 for a similar proposal in Vestern Grassland
laeDgwes.
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gldi never takes a noun class marking prefix. A linked L tone after the H
tone blocks High Tone Spread.
goodl
II
L* HL
The some arguments hold for the class 4 noun ml-gmban 'husks of banana
palm' (64c). This noun has an overt class marker /mi-/, but this class
marker is demonstrably toneless In underlying form and not L-toned, since a
preceding word's H tone may shift on to /mi-/ (cf. akabona mi-kologoma).
The L tone preceding the H tone in ml-ihmba must then be floating in
underlying form, not linked to /mi-/.
mi-gomba
II
L* HL
Consider next the phrases in (64b) and (64d), represented in underlying form.
below (without a following adjective).
aka-bona mi-gomba aka-bona goodi
I I I I II
H L' HL H L*HL
The special rule which docks floating L tones should apply before the other
phrase-level rules. This rule should presumably link the initial floating L
tones of the nouns to the nearest available vowel.
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ml-gomba
I ii
LHL
aka-bona goodl
I \ II
H LHL
High Tone Spread then attempts to spread the H of the verb stem /bon-/. In
the first phrase spreading only goes as far a one vowel; in the second phrase
no spreading is possible.
aka-bona mi-gomba
V ILHL
H L HL
aka-bona
I I
H L
Delinking yields incorrect surf ace forms for both phrases.
aka-bona
H
mi-gomba
I IIHL
LHL
*aka-bon6 mIl-6mba
cf. ka-bona min-g6b
aka-bona
II
H L
goodi
II
HL
*akf-b6na a6odi
ako-bon6 lo9g.
The initial floating L tones of these nouns, when docked, prevent the
preceding H from shifting as far as It should (i.e. to the vowel preceding the
noun's high-toned vowel), Just as the linked initial L tone of talk blocks
spreading of a preceding H to the first vowel of that word (63b). Yet this
blockage of spreading gives Incorrect results for the phrases containing
gal and m-go6mba.
The next move one might make is to say that there is no floating L
tone In gflgl and OnO].mba rather, the downstep Is simply a phonetic
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aka-bona
IH
goodi
HL
effect arising in Sukuma from the collocation of two H tones.4z No floating
L tone is necessary for the downstepping.
ml-gomba goodl
I I II
HL HL
The problem with this move is that It fails to explain why the H of g~gj,
unlike the H of gtjb fails to undergo Fusion with a preceding word's H tone
(cf. 63d).
gijhl
I
H
There is no formal difference between the representations of gigh and
goj such that the former should undergo Fusion and the latter should not.43
4 2Ichardson does not describe any prooes of dondrift in Sukuma.43Both of the class 9 nouns lack an overt noun class marking prefix, such as /n-/ or
/m-/. However, one might suppose that g• has a null prefix consisting of an empty
timing slot. This toneless vowel would suffice to block uFusion of the H of gjI with a
preceding ord's H tone, since then the H of go could not adjacent on the segmental
tier to any preceding H, but would be sparated by at least one toneless vowel.
Positing such a null prefix actually explains one aspect of Sukuma phonology to
which Richrdson briefly alludes in an appndix (115): in phrases with prefixless
nouns, the vow before the noun is heard as a long vowel. This lengthening could bedue to the spreading of a preceding vowel to the empty prefix of the noun. However,
whatever the merits of positing zero prefixes for class 9 nouns, this move still tails todifferentiate g~ and ginhj for the purposes of Ftusion, since both nouns must have
the samse ero prefix which allows Fusion in one cae but blocks it in the other.
Supposing that g~j has a zero prefix but that gjgnh has none is unsatisfactory
as well, since it fails to explain why the nouns with inalterable tone contours alwayshave ero prefixes (which block Fusion). That is, such a theory predicts that there
should be nouns like u-g with H tones which spread to following words, but which
do not fuse with the H tones of preceding words. There are no such uouns, according to
Richardfn.
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Finally, one might decide that g~49l and mln-gmba both have lexical
floating L tones before the H tone, but that this flnating L tone does not get
linked at any point in the derivation. It remains floating, blocks Fusion, and
triggers downstep between adjacent H tones. If there is no rule which docks
floating L tones to the segmental tier, however, then one Is left without an
explanation for the failure of Spread and Final Lowering to occur with the H
tone of IotA (see 66 above), where one must posit a final floating L tone.
Why should the final floating L of jlj dock, but not the initial floating L
tones of g•ot and m-Lg4m.Op?
There are a difficulties, then, with the L tone approach to inalterable
tone contours. One cannot consistently use L tones - floating or linked - to
explain the various rtlle failures in nouns.44
Another conceivable approach to the Inalterable H tones in (63-65) is
to simply mark these words (with diacritics) as exceptions to Fusion, High
Tone Spread, Final Lowering, and Final High Modification. Of course, such an
approach is not only a resort to brute force, but it fails to explain why an
inalterable H tone is always an exception to each one of these rules. That
is, if one allows words to be exceptions to particular rules, then it should
be possible for a word to be an exception to Fusion, for instance, but not anr
exception to High Tone Spread. Or a word might be an exception to the rule
of Final Lowering but not to the rule of Fusion. Such words are not found in
GOne might entertain a more rococo enelysis employing underlying contour tones
(LB., HI., or LH.) associated with single vowels. The linked L tones would block the
various rule applications and then be delinked and left floating (to cause donstep), so
that only level H tones are found in phonetic form. It is hard to see how this apporach
would be compatible with principles of Structure Preservation. There are no surface
contour tones on single (i.e. short) yowels in Sukuna so underlying contour tones
would always be neutralirsed. See Odden 1984, howevsr, for such an analysis of Shona
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Sukuma, according to Richardson's description. An approach using rule
exception diacritics is therefore disfavored.
This brings us back to considering Richardson's 1959 proposal for the
analysis of inalterable tones. He proposed, in essence, that H tones which
do not participate in the regular rule system are a different kind of H tone
from those that do participate.45 The inalterable tones are diffoorent in that
the tones themselves do not undergo certain rules, but also in that the
words containing these tones are not applicable domains for the rules.
That is, not only does the H tone of the Swahili loan-word balabilD
'main road' not shift, fuse, etc., but the vowels preceding the high-toned
vowel are also not available for spreading of a preceding H tone. This word
contrasts with a word such as g-tduii 'relatives', which has a lexical H on
the final vowel of the noun stem (which undergoes Final Lowering in
isolation). The preceding toneless vowels of the stem are available for the
spreading of a preceding H tone, as for example the H of the verb stem
/bon-/ 'see' aka-bona b-dliou ba-tale 'he saw big relatives' (R. 222).
(aka) (bona) <ba> (du) (gu) <ba> (taale)
lib H-gu
Richardson states clearly, however, that in a word with an inalterable
H tone, the preceding toneless vowels are outside of the domain for
spreading of a preceding H tone. Richardson delimits the ends of domains
with the mark 'v'.
451n fact Richard#on notates regular H and L tones as IH ]and [N1. respectively (whereN= ' normal' pitch for a segment. However, he notates inalterable tones as (H) and (L).
As one gets a grasp on the whole of Sukuma tonology, one senses increasingly thatRichardson is correct: there are two different kinds of H tones in Sukuma.
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(67) a. aka-bQna ml-i,g6mba, mi-taale 'he saw big husks of banana
palm' (R. 223)
b. aka-bQn6 vm-kubk, m-taale 'he saw a big species of
tree' (R. 115)
c. aka-bQn6 vmi-andu, mi-taale 'he saw big baobob trees'
(R. 114)
Whether the noun class prefix such as /m-/ or /mi-/ forms part of
the inalterable domain (67b,c) or not (67a) depends on whether or not it
forms part of the first syllable of the stem through vowel or consonant
coalescence (67c, 67b, respectively). That is, if the initial nasal prefix is
merged with the stem-initial consonant, as in (67b), then the nasal
consonant takes on the feature of tonal inalterability from the rest of the
word. Likewise, in (67c), vowel coalescence between the prefix's vowel and
the stem-initial vowel causes the prefix to become part of the first
syllable of the stem, and therefore impregnable to the advance of a
preceding H tone.
This behavior contrasts with that of a noun with a regular H tone; in
such a word the nasal prefix is available for spreading to a preceding H tone.
(60) a. m-ggjg 'kind of tree' (R. 115)
b. aka-bQna ri-g..q m-taal6 'he saw ..'
The H tone of /gotga/ undergoes Final High Modification in isolation (60a),
changing the doubly linked H to a doubly linked L tone. In (68b) the H of
/ggjg/ has shifted to the following adjective, showing that this H tone is
not an inalterable one. The initial nasal then, is not part of an inalterable
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domain. Therefore, the H of the verb stem may shift to the nasal segment of
the onset to the first syllable of the noun.
(aka) (bona) (m- gota) <m-taa> (le)
Hbon Hte
Recall that the noun /koma/ was posited to have two underlying H
tones.
koma
I I
H H
The second H tone may shift or undergo Final Lowering, but the first H does
not shift or fuse with a preceding H.
(69) ba-k6rr
ba-k6ma boa-t6ale
ake-bona b6-y!k6ma ba-t6ale
'lepers' (R. 222)
'big lepers'
'he saw big lepers'
Furthermore, the initial H tone shares its inalterability with a preceding
nasal prefix. The nasal prefix acquires the feature of inalterability from
the stem syllable with which it has fused.
(70) aka-bqn6 vm-k6ma m-taal6
*aka-b.Qna ,r-k6ma m-taal6
'he saw a big leper' (R. 115)
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I conclude, therefore, that /koma/ not only has two H tones, but that it has
two different kinds of H tones, one regular and one Inalterable.
Three observations must be made about inalterable domains.
First, note that the second H tone of /koma/, though it is in the same
word as an inalterable H tone, does not share the feature of inalterability: it
may spread, lower, etc. This indicates that the domain of inalterability
does not extend to the right of an inalterable H tone, only to the left.
Second, the domain of inalterability is not syntactically conditioned.
The inalterable nouns are no different from regular nouns syntactically: It
cannot be argued that they are in adjunct positions as opposed to argument
positions, etc. The domain of Inalterability is phonologically determined.
Third, a fully syllabic noun class marker prefixed to an inalterable
noun does not form part of the domain of inalterability: it is available for
spreading just as with a regular noun. This is seen In (69) with the
inalterable noun /kom§/. The fully syllabic prefix /ba-/ is open for shifting
to the preceding H tone of /bQn-/: aka-bQona fL-.k6ma ba-t6ale. However,
as seen in (70), if the noun class prefix is not a syllable on its own, it
becomes part of the inalterable first syllable: aka-bon6 .m-k6ma m-teal.
The facts described above are somewhat complicated; nevertheless,
they all boil down to the claim that there are two different kinds of H tones
in Sukuma. The difference is not in the featural make-up of the H tones, i.e.,
there is not a tone Hm and a distinct tone H2. Rather, the difference in H
tones concerns the point in the derivation at which a H tone is present.
Regular H tones are underlying H tones, present throughout all stages of the
phonology. Inalterable H tones are introduced late in the derivation, after
the rules such as Spread, Fusion, Lowering, and Modification have already
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applied. These late H tones are introduced by rule, liniked to vowels which
are specially marked to receive , ate A tone.
Instead of using an arbitrary and non-explanatory diacritic, however,
such as [+late H tonel, I propose using a metrical diacritic. Vowels which
receive late H tones are vowels which have line I asterisks (along with a
line 0 asterisk). The motivation for this proposal comes from canonical
"stress" languages such as English or Swahili, where the vowel with a line 2
asterisk is the vowel which is assigned a H tone by some rule.
English: * -- line 2
( * * ) -- line 1
(Mlsst) (sslppO) MIsslssuola
Swohili: * -- line 2
( * * ) -- line 1
(bale) (bela) beplao6la
Along with the other metrical components of Sukumea onology, there
us. also a rule which assigns a H tone to a vowel which is marked as a head
on line 1. This is the some rule which accounts for the tone contours of
stressed words in Eniglish, Swahili, and other stress languages.
(71) High Assignment: link an Inserted H tone to a vowel marked on
line 1 of the metrical grid.
* -- lite 1
I
H
High Assignment is ordered after the other tonal rules of Sukuma, and so an
assigned H tone does not undergo these prior rules.
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Vowels assigned a H tone have a lexical line 1 asterisk. Such vowels
are toneless in underlying representation. The inalterable words
represented with L tones in (66) above are instead represented as toneless
words with line I asterisks.46
(72) * * * * -- line I
tale gombl goodi balabala
Fusion, Final Lowering, and Final High Modification do not affect the
toneless words in (72). After these rules apply, High Assignment links a H
tone to the stressed vowels.
* * * * -- line 1
tale gombi goodi balabala
I I I I
H H H H
These late H tones are as a matter of course not subject to the previous
tone rules.
Line 1 asterisks are not simoly metrical heads floating around in
space, but are themselves grouped into constituents. The facts discussed in
46The appeal to underlying stress marks rather than to underlying H tones for these
words also explains another fact: nasal consonants never bear inalterable H tones.
This is because nasal consonants in Sukuma are tone-bearing, but not stress-bearing(see the following section). IT inalterable H tones are to be represented as underlying
tones, then there is no reason why a nasal consonant cannot bear an underlying
inalterable H tone. Richardson gives no examples, however, of an inalterable H tone on
a nasal. The fact that nasal consonants cannot bear inalterable H tones follows, on the
other hand, from a theory which represents inalterable H tones as underlying stress
marks, inasmuch as nasals are not stress-bearing elements, and so cannot be
represented with an underlying stress mark. Although not shown in the previous
discussion, Richardon indicates that nasal consonants may bear rgnuj H tones in
underlying form; examples are the class 1 verbal subject marker of the Ist person, /-
/, or the class 2 subject marker of the 2nd person, // (R. 120). This shows that
there is no general prohibition in Sukuma against nasals bearing lexical H tones.
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connection with (69) and (70) above and the stem /koma/ seem to suggest
that line i asterisks are heads of right-headed constituents, not left-
headed constituents. These facts will be worked out directly below.
Let us assume for the moment that the metrical structure rules for
nouns are the following, copied from (30) above with the addition of line v.
(73) Metrical Structure Assignment (nouns and adjectives)
i. Assign line 0 asterisks to every vowel.
ii. Mark the first syllable extrametrical.
iii. Construct binary constituents from left to right.
iv. Construct right-headed, unbounded constituents for line I
asterisks.
It will be shown now that an "inalterable domain" is simply the
domain defined as a line I constituent: the tone rules of Sukuma operate
within line I constituents, but the rules may not cross the left bracket of a
line I constituent. (Although the rules must be able to cross a line 0
constituent bracket). Therefore, any segmental material which is part of a
metrical constituent headed by a line I asterisk is untouched by tonal
operations on elements outside of the constituent.4 7
Rule (73ii), the extrametricality rule, operates only on syllabic noun
class prefixes. It is a solid generalization that the stem itself of an
inalterable noun can never have its first syllable marked extrametrical.
The loanwords in (65) above, bu-,le.jg4ged v and vbalab6lav, show this
clearly. The first syllable of bu-.._ole. ir is not parsed as part of the noun
4TThis notion of impermeability of a line 1 constituent boundary is meant to mirror theHale and Selkirk (1987) notion that phonological domains are marked off by certainboundaries. Hale and Selkirk propose that the right or left brackets of certain
syntactic constitueats (I-max or I') are significant for the formation of phonologicaldomains. The present analysis of Sukuma suggests that the tight or left brackets of
metrical constituents are potentially significant as well for the formation of
phonological domains within which rules operate.
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stem itself, but is extrametrical and therefore not part of the inalterable
domain established by the line 1 constituents. It is therefore open to a
preceding H tone (R. 101). The first syllable of vbalab61 , on the other
hand, is part of the stem itself, and so Its first syllable is not marked
extrametrical and is part of the inalterable domain. If the noun class prefix
is merged into the first syllable of the stem, it becomes part of the first
syllable metrically, and thus falls into the inalterable domain of the line 1
constituent. Consider the differences in tone patterns of the noun class
prefixes /mi-/ and /m-/ with regular (74a,b) and exceptional (74c,d)
stems. (Recall that the vowel of /mi-/ undergoes coalescence with a
vowel-initial stem.)
(74) a. mi-obo
aka-bana ml-ob6 mi-taale
b. mi-QtI
aka-b.na ml-g.w mi-t6ale
c. vmi-*bW
aka-b.n6 vml-6bs, ml-t6ale
d. vmi-and6u,
aka-bon6 vmi-andi, mi-taale
e. vm-kub6,
aka-bQn6 vm-kuba* mi-taale
f. mi-ykubay
aka-bQna mi-vkub6, mi-taale
'holes' (R. 114)
'he saw big holes'
'fires'
'he saw big fires'
'species of tree (pl.)'
'he saw ...'
'baobob trees'
'he saw ...'
'sp. of tree (sg.)' (R. 115)
'he saw ...
'sp. of tree (pl.)' (R. 114)
'he saw ...
In a regular stem (74a) the noun class prefix forms part of the first
syllable of the noun stem, and the whole first syllable is extrametrical, so
it is the second syllable which attracts the preceding H tone: <mi-o> (LO)..
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(74b) also shows that the coalesced prefix is available to a preceding tone,
although the phonetic form of this phrase is unclear.
In (74c) and (74d) the H of the verb stem /bon-/ may shift no further
than the final vowel of the verbal word, since the noun class prefix has
become part of the first stem syllable of the exceptional noun. (74e) and
(74f) show the contrast between a noun class marker which forms its own
syllable and one that does not, both in connection with an exceptional noun
stem.
In the light of these data I posit that the special class of noun stems
with line 1 asterisks must be marked as lexical exceptions to
extrametricality (and the exception feature percolates to a prefix just in
case tne prefix is merged with a stem syllable).
Rule (73iv) builds feet on the line 1 tier of asterisks just in case
there is an asterisk present. It is the presence or absence of constituent
brackets for line I heads which determines the phonological domains within
which rules operate.
Nouns with lexical line 1 stresses are given the following metrical
structure by the rules in (73). Line 1 constituents are delimited by square
brackets '. Recall that Metrical Boundary Insertiorn (25) applies to high-
toned vowels, as in the stem /koma/.
underlying:
* * * -- line 1
be-koma mi-gombi m-kuba
H
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Metrical Doundary Insertion:
b-ko(m
ba-ko(ma
-gomb
ml-gombi
H
Extrametricality:
<ba>-ko(ma <ml>-gombi
H
* -- line 1
m-kuba
(e.m.'ity does not apply)
( to a stem syllable )
Binary feet on line 0:
ba>-(k
<ba>-(ko)(ma) <mi>-(gombi) (m-ku be)
H
Line 1 constituents built:
1 *]
<ba>-(ko) (ma)
(* gomb
<mi>-(gombi) [ *](m-ku ba)
H
An Initial extrametrical syllable is not part of the line 1 constituent;
on the phrasal level the extrametrical syllable Is adjoined to the preceding
foot.i High Tone Spread applies in the phrasal phonology, but It may not
spread a H tone across a line 1 constituent boundary, only across line 0
constituent boundaries.
48Adjoning the xtramrical syllale ththe following toot would use it to be inside
the line 1 constituent boundary, which is not the desired result. I do not know enough
to say whether an extrametrical syllable is always adjoined to the preceding foot, or
whether adjunction depends on right- or left-headedness.
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m-kuba
-- line 1
-- line 1
-- line 1
(aka)-(Dona)
(aka)-(bona)
(aka)-(bona)
\ion
<ba>-[kol (ma) <ba>-(taale)
n H-m
<mi>-(go mbi] <mi>-(taale)
[m-ktubal <m-taa>(ie)
Delinking applies as usual. High Assignment (71) adds H tones to the vowels
which have the line 2 stresses (notated as H' tones.
(aka)-(bona)
(aka)-(bona)
(aka)-(bona)
<ba>-Iko] (ma) <ba>-(taale)
I \ I
n H' H-m
<ml>-[go mbil <mi>-(taale)
I \
I H'
Im-kubal <m-taa>(le)
H'
Some phonetic process imposes a downstep on the second of two tones
linked to adjacent tone-bearing units. This process yields the surface
forms in (75).
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(75) aka-bpna b6-vk6ma ba-t6ale
aka-bQna mrnl-vg6mba, mi-taale
aka-bQn6 ,m-kub4, m-toaale
The rules of Fusion, Final High Modification, and Final Lowering are
all ordered before High Assignment (71). The H which is introduced by High
Assignment does not therefore undergo any of these rules.
Let us return now to the noun . with which this section was
introduced. According to the present analysis, this noun must have a lexical
line 1 asterisk on its second syllable.
* -- line 1
tale
Binary foot construction will build a binary foot on line 0. The second
syllable is marked as a head on line I.
[ *) --line 1
(* *) -- lineO0
to la
This noun shows that line I constituents.must be right-headed, not lef t-
headed. If they were left-headed, then the second syllable ([la would
constitute the leftmost element in the line 1 constituent. This would entail
that the first syllable [tao is not part of the line 1 constituent.
* -- line 1
* [*1 -- line 0
(ta)(la)
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But such a case the first syllable of tal is not in the inalterable domain
established by a line 1 constituent bracket. It should thus be available to a
preceding H tone for spreading. The fact that it is not (cf. 63b,
aka-bon6 tal6 n-taale) shows that line I constituents are right-headed. In
this case the line i constituent contains both line 0 asterisks.
i *1 -- line l
(* *) -- lineO
ta la
Right-headed line 1 constituents explain the inalterability of the
first syllable of words such as ta16 and mi-andie.
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4.7 Other inalterable tones
With the incomplete data available at present, it is impossible to give
a complete account of the tone patterns of the verbal morphology of Sukuma.
Nor is it obvious thaft a complete catalogue of verbal morphology would be
germane to the present study of metrical tonology. As it is, I will simply
present certain points of interest for a metrical theory of tone.
Above I have argued for certain lexical distinctions among vowels In
Sukt'ma. Some vowels bear an underlying H tone (e.g. [o] in /bon-/ 'see'),
whereas others bear no underlying tone (/sol-/ 'choose'). Moreover, some
toneless vowels boar a line 1 stress inherently, (e.g. [o] in /koma/), but
others have no inherent stresses. This analysis raises the question of
whether an underlyingly high-toned vowel may also bear an underlying line I
asterisk. In fact,, there are such morphemes in Sukuma.
Sukuma has a set of pronouns which bear lexical H tones. These H
tones surface in the second vowel of a following word (76a) and undergo
Final Lowering to an extra-low tone when utterance-final (76b).
(76) a. aka-sika Lg sagala 'he arrived there in a
dishevelled state' (R. 49)
b. aka-sika 'he arrived there'
Richardson idintifies a number of such pronouns, labelling them "Postposed
Object Substitutes."
(77) Class 9 aka-sola yp + h 'he chose It' (R. 49)
Class 10 aka-sola jy + h 'he chose them'
Class 17 aka-sola ko + h 'he chose that place'
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Cluss 9 aka-bQnA g~ + h 'he saw it'
Class 10 aka-bqn6 Ji9 + h 'he caw them'
Class 17 aka-bjn6 kM + h 'he saw that place'
The H tone of these pronouns does not fuse with an adjacent H tone,
nonetheless.
(78) aka-sagrga k.i girjh~ 'he found an owl there' (R. 49)
In (78) the doubly linked H tone of girgnJi'owl' undergoes Final Modification,
whereby it is turned into a doubly linked L tone for being linked to the
utterance-final vowel. The H tone of Xk remains, however: it has not been
fused with the H of the following noun, and so is immune to Final
Modification (cf. 60, 61 above).
This immunity to one of the tone rules is reminiscent of the
inalterable tones discussed in the previous section. Yet inalterable tones
were analysed as late-coming tones, introduced after the rules which shift
H tones to following words. Thu H tones associated with these pronouns, in
contrast, are able to shift to a following word.
Taken together, these facts suggest that the pronouns in (77) have a
lexical H tone. This H tone is extant at the point in the derivation when High
Tone Shift and Final Lowering apply (76). However, these pronouns also bear
an inherent line 2 asterisk, putting them inside the "inalterable" domain of a
right-headed line I constituent. The presence of a line I constituent
bracket prevents Fusion with another H tone, since Fusion cannot operate
across a line 1 boundary.
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1*] -- line I
aka-sarga ko glhli
I \/
H H
High Tone Spread may spread a H tone over the aigl boundary of a line 1
constituent, but not across the left bracket (as discussed above).
[*1 --lIne 1
aka-sika ko sagala
H
The rule of Delinking must apply after High Assignment tries to insert
a H tone on the stressed vowel. Because the vowel is still linked to its own
lexical H tone before Delinking, High Assignment is not able to add another H
tone to it. This ordering - High Assignment before Delinking - ensures that
only one H tone shows up in the phrase above. If Delinking preceded High
Assignment, then one would expect two surface H tones in this phrase.
Delinking
* -- line 21*J
aka-sika ko sagala
H
High Assignment
* -- line 2
[*1
aka-sika ko sagala
I I
H H
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Surface: *aka-sika k6 saa6la
When two of these stressed, high-toned pronouns occur in a row, a
downstep occurs with the second of the two adjacent H tones.
(79) aka-sika kg I tW 'he arrived there at that place' (R. 49)
aka-b.na .kqI' tQ 'he saw over there at that place' (50)
This downstep Is familiar from the other line 2 accented morphemes above
(cf. 64).
Consider next the Dependent/Subjunctive tense of Sukuma (tense
number 14 in Richardson's classification, 124). This tense is marked by the
final vowel /-e/ following the verb stem. One finds the following paradigm
In this tense, where /I-/ is a high-toned class 1 subject marker and /bq-/
is a high-toned class 2 subject marker.
(80) vA--s61-. + h 'let him choose' (R. 27)
vt-.in-1 + h 'let him see'
vba-s61-a + h 'let them choose'
vb*-bpn-e + h 'let them see'
Recall that the symbol '+ h' indicates that a H tone shows up in a following
word (according to the regular patterns established above). The arrow 'v
before the verbs indicates that these verbs fall outside of the regular rules
of the grammar; in particular, the H tones associated with the first
morphemes of these verbs does not undergo Fusion with an adjacent
preceding H tone (cf. 26, 27 above).
The fact that the word a-s61-e contributes a H tone to the following
word leads one to suspect that the final vowel /-e/ has its own lexical H
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tone. The verb stem /sol-/ is toneless, and the H tone linked to the subject
marker /r-/ should shift two vowels at the most in a verb (in fact it shifts
only one vowel). Therefore, the H tone which shows up on the following
word cannot originate from /l-/. It must be associated somehow with the
morpheme /-e/.
However, if the final vowel /-e/ has !.s own H tone, one would expect
this H to fuse with tho preceding adjacent H tone of the verb stem /bon-/.
a-bon-e a-bon-e ba-bon-e ba-bon-e
I I I \I / I \ I /
H HH H H H H H
The application of Fusion predicts the surface forms *abone + h and
*babone + h. with no surface H tone on the verb stem itself. This is not the
case, however (cf. 60); the H of /-e/ does not fuse with the preceding H
tones (although the H tones of the verb stem and the subject marker do
fuse).
A possible move to make is to stipulate that Fusion occurs only
between H tones linked to vowels which do not have a line 1 stress. Adding
this condition to the rule of Fusion yields the following statement.
(81) Fusion: fuse H tones on adjacent vowels into a single H.
S 0 0 o 0 -- line 1
V V V V
I I , \ /
H H H
This solution is more descriptive than explanatory, but it must suffice for
the present.
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The truly interesting fact of the paradigm In (80) is that the final
vowel /--e/ with its line 1 asterisk makes the entire verbal word an
inalterable domain (denoted by the preceding 'v' symbol). That is to say, the
H tone of the subject marker is not available for Fusion with a preceding H
tone. This fact follows from the metrical system outlined above. Because
the word contains a line I stressed vowel, a right-headed constituent Is
constructed on line I (cf. 73iv). (Recall that Metrical Boundary Insertion
(25) places a left line 0 bracket before each high-toned vowel.)
1 *1 [ "1
(a) (bon) (e) (a-so;) (e)
I I I I I
H H H H H
The left bracket of the line I constituent is to the left of the first syllable
of the verbal word. This means that the entire word forms a domain to
itself: tones from outside the domain cannot participate with these
bracketed tones in rule schemata.
This interesting result falls out of the theory already argued for
above, and lends some confirmation to the analysis. This is not to say that
there are not many other puzzling aspects to verbal morphotonology in
Sukuma; these must be set aside for future research, nonetheless.
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4.8 The status of tone-bearing consonants
Richardson gives a rather puzzling description of the syllabicity of
nasal consonants in Sukuma. In essence, he says (115) that a nasal
consonant (such as the noun class prefixes I/n-/ and /m-/) is syllabic If It
bears a H tone in surface form, else it is non-syllabic. Examples of his
definition are the following.
(02) "non-syllabic" nasal:
aka-bQna m-gon6 m-taale
"syllabic" nesal:
aka-bQna rn-got
'he saw a big trap'
'he saw a sp. of tree'
Nasal consonants which are incorporated into an inalterable domain
(presumably by coalescence with the initial consonant) are undefined for
syllabicity in Richardson's system.
(83) aka-bQn6 vm-k6ma m-taal6
aka-bon6 vm-'kub&, m-taale
'he saw a big leper'
'he saw a big sp. of tree'
Richardson's definition of nasal syllabicity is functional rather than
phonetic. Another example of this is the fact that he classifies the nasal
portion of an underlying prenasalized stop as "syllabic" just in case it bears
a H tone on the surface.
(84) m-temt u-ij g
aka-bgna n-nunlbal
'another chief'
'he saw a house'
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(R. 118)
In the examples in (84), the prenasalization of the monoconsonantal
segments ljgi and Imb) Is syllabic in Richardson's terms, simply because it
bears a surface H tone.
The prenasalization is not prosodically syllabic in the sense of
forming its own syllable, however. This is apparent from the shift of tone
in the stem /plliglt-/ 'to roll along'. Sukuma metrics treats this stem as
trisyllabic (pl-ll-gjgi-t) and not quadrisyllabic (pl-l1-r-gi-t). The H tone
linked to the initial vowel of this stem surfaces two syllables to the right,
as expected, on the third vowel [pilllggt). If the prenasallzation of the
third consonant counted as a syllable, one would expect the initial H tone to
shift to It *[pjlllfgtlt. This shows that the nasal segment Is not
metrically significant (which is what syllabicity is all about). The nasal is
not considered a stress-bearing element for the purposes of metrical
structure assignment, else it would be the head of the second binary foot -
(pI-11)-(j-gl) - and the attractor of the H tone.
That nasal segments are not metrically significant has been shown
above in the discussion of extrametricality in nouns. The first syllable of a
Sukuma noun is extrametrical; the second syllable attracts the preceding H
tone.
(85) aka-bona ba-d6gg ba-thale 'he saw big relatives'
aka-bona ba-limi ba-taale 'he saw big cultivators'
If a nasal prefix were syllabic, it would count as the extrametrical
syllable, and H tones would shift to the syllable following the syllabic nasal
(86b). However, this is clearly not the case in Sukuma: the H tone shifts to
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the second syllable after the nasal (86a). (The salient nasal is marked with
dotted underlining.)
(86) a. gjfl O-•Ialn 'big owl'
aka-bQna n-kol6 n-taale 'he saw a big sheep'
aka-bona 6-_kogo n-t.gle 'he saw a big heart'
aka-bQna m-o n6n m-taale 'he saw a big trap'
aka-bQn6 vm-k6ma m-taal6 'he saw a big leper'
b. *ghi n-t6ale
*aka-bqna g.Ono m-taale
This shows clearly that the nasal consonant is not metrically significant: it
does not count as a separate syllable for the purposes of extrametricality.
The question that arises is this: what is the syllable structure of a
nosal-obstruent cluster? Does the nasal close the preceding syllable, or
does it form part of the onset of the following syllable?
(87) a. o a b. a a
I\ I I /\
ant ant
The phonetic data are unclear. Richardson states that a nasal noun
class prefix assimilates in place of articulation to the initial consonant of
the stem. If the stem consonant is a voiced obstruent or a sonorant, the
output of assimilation is a modification of the second consonant (which,
following Richardson, is transcribed by a line over the segment). "In some
cases this [modification] may be heard as length, e.g. in nasals, but in others
a consonant cluster or devoicing may be heard e.g. [WI = [vw], [2] =[(zJ
(106)."
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(88) m-goni
m-bipi
m-get6
m-dakl
m-jundu
m-vule
m-zengo
m-lage
m-lyango
m-wiiji
m-yegi
m-mant
m-noge
m-nyeeci
m-Nwi
n-beges6
n-pogob
n-dama
n-gobo
n-jigu
n-vi
n-zobe
n-lobi
n-lyeehu
n-wa
n-yango
n-mamba
n-noni
n-nyaji
n-jwiina
'onlooker'
'one who sucks'
'awl'
'"ll-tempered person'
'kind of tree'
'kind of tree'
'habitat'
'soot'
'door'
'one who tells news'
'happy person'
'knowledgeable person'
'blood from nose'
'stealthy person'
'drinker'
'firestick'
'buffalo'
'colf'
'skin'
'reparation'
'white hair'
'donkey'
'kingfisher'
'gentle creature'
'dog'
'black ant'
'kind of fish'
'bird'
'one who runs away'
'crocodile'
This phonetic description does not help decide the syllable structure of
nasal-obstruent clusters. A long consonant or a cluster could be either
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(R. 107)[rfoni]
(Dipil
[(et61
[Iakl)
([undul
[9ule]
[2engol
[nagel
[jiajgoi
[fwJ ji
[pegil
[rfani l
[hogel
[peeci
fjwi
[ieges6]
[Dogbl
[dame)
[gobol
[(igu]
[911
(2obel
liobil
[dyeehu]
[PiaNgol
[mramba]
[honi]
[]•aji]
[IfJwiinao)
tautosyllabic or heterosyllabic. The fact that Sukuma does not otherwise
allow closed syllables (e.g. *lbabl) suggests that nasal-obstruent clusters
do not close the preceding syllable (e.g. [a-ntal, not (an-tal). Homorganic
clusters might be exceptions, nonetheless, just as they are in Japanese.
It seems more likely that the segments in a nasal-obstruent cluster
are heterosyllabic in those cases where a nasal prefix stands before a
voiceless consonant. Richardson notes (106) that in this context the nasal
segment is heard only if the word is preceded by a vowel. (Disappearing
nasals are enclosed in parentheses '()'; voiceless [rj) is transcribed with a
Slin e: [ ).
(89) m-peeji
m-temi
m-k6mba
m-cl
m-f umu
m-sumbi
m-hayo
m-hoj a
m-hc!a]tji
m-hindi
n-pala
n-tala
n-kala
n-cillu
n-fu
n-sununu
n-hayo
n-himbtji
'good runner'
'chief'
'leper'
'dead person'
'medicine man'
'maker'
'word'
'pacifier'
'argumentative person'
'an Indian'
'antelope'
'platform'
'badger'
'stupid creature'
'dead thing'
'bamboo cane'
'proverbs'
'kind of snake'
[(m) peejil
((n) temil
[(rj) k6mb)
I(p) cl)
1(m) f umul
1(n) sumbil
[(m) hayol
[rghojal
[Ihala!0ji]
[Jhindil
Irghalal
[ghalal
[hoalal
[Iilul
1(m) ful
((n) sununul
[(j) kayol
[ghimbijiJ
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Note that the nasal segment is always realized - even when no vowel
precedes - just in case the nasal assimilates in voicing (i.e. devoices) to
the following voiceless consonant: [nhalal, [(dhojal, [ghalal. If the nasal
retains its voicing before the voiceless consonant, then it is realized
phonetically only after a vowel (i.e. phrase-medially): ((m) peejil,
[(n) sumbil, [(n) sununul.
In those cases where there is complete assimilation - in both voicing
and place of articulation - the nasal-consonant cluster has merged into a
single consonant, together forming the onset of a syllable (87b). Because
the cluster constitutes a single consonant, it is fully realized even when no
vowel precedes. Where the assimilation is only in place of articulation but
not in voicing, the consonants remain separate and are heterosyllabic (87a).
In the latter cases, the nasal is part of the rime of the preceding vowel. If
there is no preceding vowel, the nasal cannot be syllabified and so is not
realized in phonetic form.
Significantly, the nasals which precede voiceless consonants are not
syllabic themselves. If there were syllabic nasals in Sukuma, then one
would expect to find voiced nasals preceding voiceless consonants even
where there was no vowel preceding the cluster: e.g. #[n-ta). Such clusters
are not found, entailing that there are no syllabic consonants in Sukuma.
This brings the discussion to a minor but interesting point: segments
which are capable of bearing tones are not necessarily metrically
significant ones. That is to say, there is a mismatch in phonology between
tone-bearing units and metrical units. A segment which is not metrically
significant (i.e. does not project a line 0 asterisk) may nonetheless be
linked to a tone.
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This fact appeared also in Digo, where voiced obstruents acquired L
tones at some point in the derivation of the phrase-level phonology. This
acquired L tone was present on the tier of tone units and able to block
spreading of a H tone. (Data are from Kisseberth 1984, 172.)
(90) a-na chekech-6 6-nga 'he's sifting flour'
a-na 6zek-a bind% 'he's thatching a shed'
a-no tsindz-6 m6-gogoro 'he's slaughtering roosters'
In the first phrase where there are no voiced obstruents, the first H tone
(from the morpheme /a-/) is able to spread all the way across the phrase up
to the final vowel. In the second and third phrases the spread of this H tone
is blocked at some point in the phrase by the L tone of a voiced obstruent. In
the second phrase it is the L tone of [z) which blocks spreading; in the third
phrase it is the L tone of [dz] of ma-dzogoro.
The voiced obstruents which are linked to L tones in Digo are clearly
not metrically significant. They are onset consonants, and only segments in
the rimes of syllables count in metrical systems. Thus, Digo provides
another example of a tone-bearing unit which is not a metrical unit.
These facts are significant for the theory of phonology. The theory
must be able to make a distinction between stress-bearing and tone-bearing
segments. Digo and Sukuma both have tone-bearing segments which do not
count in the metrical structure of the language.
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4.9 Spread/Delink vs. Displace
I have proposed that the shifting of tones in Sukuma be analyzed as a
two step process: first, a H tone is spread rightward as far the vowel
immediately to the right of a line 0 constituent boundary; second, the
association lines of the H tone are delinked, save for the final one.
Underlying
(a ka) (bone) (la)
I
H
(a ka) (bona) (nija)
I
H
High Tone Spread
(a ka) (bone) (la)
\I /
H
(a ka) (bona) (nija)
\I /
H
Delinking
(a ka) (bone) (la)
H
Surface
(a ka) (bone) (la)
H
(a ka) (bona) (nija)
H
(a ka) (bona) (nija)
H
This two step technique of shifting a tone to a stressed vowel Is
taken from the analysis of Xhosa given by Goldsmith, Peterson, and Drogo
(1986). In Xhosa (Republic of South Africa) the rule of Delinking is in some
sense optional: association line are deleted from left to right, but It is not
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necessary to delete all but the final line. One may stop Delinking at any
point in the string. This gives rise to variant tone patterns for the same
word. (The following data are from Downing 1988a).
(91) uk6 bala
6kG bala
uku shukimisea
uku sh6kimisa
uk6 sh6k6misa
6ki shirkirmisa
'to fight'
'to shake'
The H tone of the pre-prefix /u-/ is spread across the string until it reaches
the antepenultimate vowel. Delinking then proceeds optionally from left to
right, yielding various surface forms for the some word.
Why adopt the same analysis for Sukuma? Why not rather adopt a
tone displacement approach as was suggested for Digo (chapter 3)? That is,
instead of spreading to a following stressed vowel, a H tone would simply
delink from its original vowel and relink with a following left-edge vowel.
Underlying
(a ka) (bone) (la)
I
H
(a ka) (bona) (ni ja)
I
H
Displacement
(a ka) (bone) (la)
I
H
(a ka) (bona) (nija)
I
H
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The reason for not adopting the 6isplacement approach to tone shift in
Sukuma is that there is independent need for rules of spreading and
delinking. If a H tone is followed by a vowel which already has a H tone,
then no displacement could occur. Hi cannot displace because the leftmost
vowel of the next constituent is already linked to H2.
(ba-ku) (ba-so) (lela)
I I
H1  H2
The second H may displace and does.
(ba-ku) (ba-so) (lela)
I I
H1  H2
The first H then spreads to the next vowel and undergoes Delinking, although
the second H does not undergo subsequent spreading.
(ba-ku) (ba-so) (lela)
H1  H2
This yields the surface form ba-ka-Db-sol&le 'they will choose them for
someone'.
Note that Spread and Delinking are needed in the derivation anyway to
explain the shift of the first H tone to the following syllable. Under the
displacement analysis, however, there is no explanation for why the second
H is not also shifted one vowel over after displacing: *ba-k -bo-solel- . The
displacement analysis (i) requires an extra rule, the rule of displacement,
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and (ii) requires a complication of the rules of Spread and Delinking so that
they do not apply to a previously displaced H tone. These two considerations
lead me to favor the Spread/Delink analysis above.
Perhaps, in fact, there is no rule of grammar like High Tone
Displacement, as was proposed for Digo. Perhaps Digo displacement is
accomplished by a two step spreading and delinking process just as in
Sukuma and Xhosa. Resolving this question requires further research into
the variety of tone shifting processes in natural language.
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Chapter Five
Further Theoretical Considerations
In this chapter some conclusions are drawn from the preceding
analyses of Digo, Sukuma, Kimatuumbi, and Ci-Rurl. Specifically, these
analyses have ramifications for the general theory of generative phonology,
autosegmental linkage of tones to vowels, the theory of Moraic Phonology,
and for a typology of tone and accent Interactions.
5.1 The rule-driven nature of tonology
The foregoing descriptions of Digo and Sukuma tonology lead to a
conclusion which Is rather simple - perhaps uncontroversial for some - but
nonetheless profound. Simply put, It seems unlikely that a behaviorist or
connectionist approach to the theory of language could account for the way
In which High tones skip around through words in Sukuma and particularly in
Digo. In Digo, for example, a noun at the end of the sentence may show a
surface High tone or not, depending on the morpheme at the beginning of the
sentence. (Recall that a phrase-final High tone in Digo Is realized
phonetically as a rlslng-falling contour on the last two vowels.)
(1) a. nl-na pig-a goma 'T'm beating a drum' (K. 162)
b. a-na pig-a g6rr 'he's beating a drum'
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In terms of generative phonology, sentence (ib) shows the shift of an
underlying High tone from the third-person Subject Marker /a-/ to the final
vowel of the sentence. It does not make sense, however, to say that the High
tone which appears on the noun in (ib) is produced on analogy to, or from
memory of, other similar sentences, for it is hopeless to attempt to define
"similarity" for such sentences of Digo. Sentence (ib), for example, has the
same tone pattern as sentence (2a), yet it is not at all obvious in what way
(Ib) is more similar to (2a) than it is to (2b-d).
(2) a. a-na raglz-a kalmO 'he's ordering a pen' (K. 162,176)
b. a-n6 vug-6 d6nl 'he's cooking hard maize porridge'
c. a-na Jit-a ma-rinje 'he's cooking pumpkins' (169)
d. a-na Jit-a mu-gIng& 'he's cooking cassava' (163)
In fact, it is difficult to see why (2c) and (2d), although very "similar",
should have different tone patterns.
In the account of Digo tonology given in Chapter Three, certain
abstract counting procedures were invoked to account for the surface
differences in tone. Knowledge of these procedures - the metrical
structure rules - is assumed to be part of the cogritive endowment of
human beings, an essential piece of their language faculty. A difference in
abstract metrical structure accounts for the phonetic difference in tone
pattern between fum-rli 'spear (loc.)' and don6-n'fi 'hard porridge (loc.)'.1
1The penultimate vowel of the first locative phrase is unstressed, whereas the
penultimate vowel of the second phrase is stressed and undergoes Stress Decontouring.,
which turns the rising tone into a level High tone.
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In a behaviorist/connectionist framework, symbolic mental
constructions such as metrical structure are disallowed. Instead, sub-
symbolic, non-linguistic mechanisms of stimulus and response are supposed
to supply native speakers of Digo with the correct patterns of tone
production. However, the stimuli, or input to language learning, seem quite
inadequate to provide the learner with distinguishable analogic forms, such
that the learner is then able to generate an infinite number of sentences in
the same way that another speaker will utter the same sentences, tone for
tone. Suffice it to say, the facts of Digo tonology lay down quite a challenge
for a non-mentalistic thetry of language learning and production.
5.2 Tone linkage to the segmental tier
Within an autosegmental model of phonology, the languages
investigated above provide some useful clues as to the nature of
phonological representations. Specifically, the Sukuma data show quite
clearly that tones must be linked directly to the skeletal tier of timing
slots, and not to the segmental or syllable structure tiers.
Consider the Sukuma data in (3) once again. Recall that the adjective
ba-taale 'big (class 2)' is analysed as a toneless word: in underlying
representation neither the class marker b- nor the stem -taale is linked to
any feature specifications on the tonal tier. For this reason the High tone
of the preceding noun .teml is free to spread to the first mora of the long
stem vowel of the adjective, as in (3b) - ltbaleJ. After a toneless noun (3a)
the entire phrase surfaces with low-toned vowels; the Low tones are
assigned by a default rule.
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(3) a. ba-liml ba-taale 'big cultivators'
b. ba-teml ba-tAale 'big chiefs'
(from Richardson 1971, 222)
In (3b) the second mora of the adjective stem's long vowel is low-toned in
the phonetic output; this Low tone is assigned by the rule of default Low
insertion, yielding a HL falling contour on the long vowel as a whole, [IiA.
The second mora of [aa] may receive a default Low tone only if the
shifted High tone Is linked to the liming tier, and not to the segmental tier.
The two representations In (4) show the structure of the syllable prior to
default Low tone insertion.
(4) a. b. H
I
t a le t a le
I AI I I I /\ I I
XXX XX X XX X X
I
H
[talel *lt441e
In (4a), where tones are linked to the timing tier, the default rule may
apply to the toneless second mora of the long [aal vowel to produce the
falling tone. In (4b), on the other hand, the default rule will not apply, since
the relevant element - the segment /a/ - is already specified for a tone.
(Recall from Chapter Two (3) that long vowels are represented as a single
segment linked to two timing slots).
Because the second more of the long [aal vowel receives its Low tone
by a default rule - one which applies to segments unspecified for tone - the
High tone must be linked to the first mora only. This linkage of a tone to the
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first mora but not the second is accomplished by associating tones to the
skeletal tier of timing slots, and not to the segmental tier of consonants
and vowels.2
By the same argument tones should not be linked to the syllable
structure tier either. Linking a tone to the syllable node of a representation
causes the same problem of failure of default Low tone insertion for the
second mora of a long vowel.
(5) H
O O
/I\ /\
t a a e --> *[t661e]
For this reason I have proposed in the foregoing study that tone
linkages are to the skeletal tier of timing slots.
5.3 Digo voiced obstruents and Moraic Phonology
In recent work a number of linguists (Hyman 1985, McCarthy and
Prince 1986, Hayes 1969) have suggested replacing the skeletal tier of
timing slots with a moraic tier. The moraic tier encodes timing relations,
but only for elements in the rime of the syllable: other elements of the
syllable (onsets, codas) are prosodically dependent on nuclear elements.
20f course, this argument collapses if one opts to represent long vowels as two separate
vowels. There are a number of arguments gainst such representations: ctf. Clements
and Keyser 1983.
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In his recent article in Linguistic Inquir on Moraic Phonology, Bruce
Hayes points out that in this theory of prosodic structure autosegmental
tones should be represented as linked to the moraic tier (1989, 287).
(6) a a
II /I
/ i\ / I\
p a \ 1 a \
H L
Linking tones to moras is the only reasonable choice. The only other
option is to link tones to the vowels on the segmental tier. This latter
option is untenable, however, as shown above with the default assignment
of Low tones in Sukume. Since tones must not be linked to the syllable tier
or the segmental tier, one is forced to link tones to the moraic tier in
Moraic Phonology.
This theory has a certain consequence for analyses of tone: only
segments dominated by moras may be tone-bearing. In particular, onset
consonants may not be distinct tone-bearing segments, inasmuch as they are
not dominated by a mora whereto a tone may be linked (7b). In Skeletal
Phonology (CV Phonology), on the other hand, there is no pr%icipled reason
for prohibiting on onset segment from bearing a tone, if tones are linked to
the skeletal tier (and not to the segmental tier or the syllabic tier, 7a).
Consider the hypothetical examples in (7).
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\)l a. U. "
b a
I I .H
xx /\
I I b a
L H
The two theories clearly make different predictions about the tone-
bearing ability of onset consonants. Moraic Phonology disallows distinct
tone linkages to onset consonants: any such linkage must be mediated
through the mora node of the following nuclear segment.
However, the so-called "depressor consonants" of Digo and Zulu are
clear examples of onset consonants which bear Low tones (or extra-low
tones - see the appendix to Chapter Three). For the sake of simplicity let us
consider Digo once again. There It was shown th.t voiced obstruents
acquire a specification on the tonal tier at some point in the derivation.
Expressly, Digo voiced obstruents are assigned a Low tone. This Low tone
behaves just as one would expect a Low tone to behave: it blocks the
spreading of High tones (Ba) and affects the tone contour of preceding
vowels in some cases (Ob).
(6) a. [(g blocks spread of High tone of /-ka-/
ni-ka k mb6kir-s 'I have remembered' (K. 128)
ni-k6 gongomS-^ 'I have hammered' (131)
*ni-ka g6ng6m-a
b. [dl induces a rising contour on following vowel
batb-ri 'duck (loc.)' (K. 161)
bIdi-nf 'cassava meal (loc.)'
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1 -7 A 9 6%
It is hardly controversial, then, that these voiced obstruents are
onset consonants which bear a tone which is distinct from the tone of the
following nuclear segment, as in (7a). It is not clear what the range of
behavior is for L tones associated to "depressor" consonants. For example,
such tones spread to neighboring vowels in Zulu (cf. Chapter Threa,
Appendix), but I know of no examples of depressor L tones displacing, as do
the H tones in Digo.
It is not within the scope of this discussion to present alternative
representations for tone-bearing onsets in the theory of Moraic Phonology.
It must suffice simply to point out the problem for such a theory.
5.4 A catalogue of tone-accent interactions
In the foregoing investigations of Tanzanian tone languages, a variety
of rules were posited to mediate tones and metrical structures. Two types
of tone-accent interactions have been illustrated above; a third type has not
yet been discussed.
(1) Attraction of tones to accented vowels, metrical boundaries;
(via spreading or displacement)
(II) Phonetic interpretation of accents as tones;
(III) Phonetic distinction in tone T as linked to accented or
unaccented vowels.
Interactions of type I are the rules of High Tone Displacement in Digo
and Ci-Ruri and the rules of spreading to a boundary in Sukuma and
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Kimatuumbi. Type I interactions are phonological rules whereby toneless
vowels are associated in some way to an existing tone.
Type II interactions are rules such as the High Tone Insertion/
Assignment rules of Kimatuumbi and Sukuma. These rules link a stressed
toneless vowel to a tone which did not exist at any earlier stage in the
derivation, but is introduced to give a certain tonal interpretation of a
stressed vowel. For instance, a toneless vowel in Kimatuumbi with line 2
stress is assigned a High tone when the word is final in the utterance. It is
not obvious that Type II rules are phonological rules: they may rather be
rules of phonetic interpretation of metrical structure. Further research will
perhaps decide the question.
There is a third type of tone-accent interaction which has not yet
been touched upon. Type III interactions are phonetic rules. These are rules
which make an articulatory distinction between two segments which differ
only in metrical structure. Consider, for example, the representations in
(9). The vowel in (9a) is stressed and is pronounced with a H tone; the
vowel in (9b) is unstressed, so the phonetic rules interpret the phonological
High tone as a phonetic Mid tone.
(9) a. b.
* ° 
-- line 2
a a
I I
H H
= [61 = [ai
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In this type III phonetic rule, a single phonological entity - a High
tone - receives two different phonetic interpretations, depending on
whether it is linked to a stressed or unstressed vowel.
English is perhaps one language with just such a type III phonetic rule
(cf. Pierrehumbert 1980). The citation intonation of an English word is
roughly as follows: assign a High tone to the vowel with main stress, a Low
tone to the final vowel, and a Mid tone to the first vowel; spread the tones
rightward.
ex tra me trl ca 11 ty -- > ex tra me tri ca I ty
I 1 I
M H L
ex tra me tri ca li ty -- > 4xtrimndtric'Iit4
M H L
Pierrehumbert 1980 maintains that English phonology has only two
contrastive tones, High and Low, and that the initial Mid tone is in fact a
downstepped High tone. Thus, the tonal contour of English words in citation
is not M-H-L but rather IH-H-L.
One way of viewing the initial downstepped High is to posit a
phonetic rule which interprets High tones as phonetically high only when
they are linked to some vowel with a line 2 stress; other High tones are
turned into phonetic Mid tones.
Type III interactions are perhaps more deeply implicated in downstep
phenomena in general. Further research into this area is in order,
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particularly as concerns the multi-levelled tone systems of the Grasslands
Bantu languages.
5.5 Bantu tone systems and metrical theory
One final point must be raised. Briefly put, the foregoing
investigations of metrical dependencies in Bantu tone assignment
demonstrate the general adequacy of the present theory of metrical
structure. That is to say, the parametrized theory of Halle and Vergnaud
1987 has proven sufficient for the analysis of metrical structure in Bantu
languages, a language family which has hitherto received less' attention in
metrical theory than many others. No recourse was made in the studies of
these Tanzanian languages to novel sorts of metrical constituents or rules.
Familiar tools of metrical theory, such as binary feet and Stress Erasure,
were adequate for the task.
This is a pleasant result. The fact that current metrical theory
extends naturally and insightfully to new domains lends confidence to the
enterprise, and encourages research into other sorts of metrical
dependencies in tone assignment, and in phonology in general.
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